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ABSTRACT 
This d i ssertation examines Conrad's ambivalent atti-
tude to the value of words in human affairs. Though his 
critical attitude is the main focus of the argument, his posi -
tive attitude will also be considered in some detail. 
In the first chapter, on The Nig·ger of the 
(Narcissus', the critical attitude is primary. In this story 
language is seen in relation to silence and action, and in 
both cases the non ·- linguistic element is celebrated, while 
words are censured. Yet the values implied by the tale leave 
the writer of fiction, and the narrator who emerRes at the end 
of the story, in an uncertain position: the world presented 
in the novel undermines the mode of presentation which is the 
novel. This paradox is to some extent resolved in the fol10w -
ing two chapters which deal with Conrad's complex response to 
the culture of European imperialism . Chapter 2, on Heart of 
Darkness, examines the ways in which words cont.ribute t.o the 
systematic lies that sustain the nineteenth-century civilizing 
mission. The story is, however, not wholly critical of lan-
guage, since the value of Marlow's spoken narrative is clearly 
endorsed. Chapt.er 3 offers a more detailed account of the 
relationship between the story-teller and his society, and of 
the value of Marlow's words. In Lord Jim, Marlow's account of 
Jim is contrasted with the account of him given by the court 
of i nquiry, and with the notion of the hero projected in the 
iv 
romantic fictions which Jim reads. Once again Marlow's use of 
languag e is affirmed, while other uses are sho wn to be redu c-
ti.ve , or simply spuri ous. The fin,, ·1 chapter deal s with (lnder 
Western Eyes. Of t h e four novels selected for this thesis, 
Conrad's "Russian novel" offers the most exp] :icit. and 
sustained critique of language. The novel suggests that any 
sirnpJistic identification of Janguage with "communication" .is 
naive, if not misl eading. 
Tn the conclusion I dis.:uss Conrad's understanding of 
the nature and function of his own words, as set out in the 
preface to TiJe Nigger of tiJe 'N8rcissus' and A Persona] 
Record. 
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A NOTE ON THE TEXT 
Page references to Conrad ' s works refer to the Dent 
Col1 ec ted Ed.i t .i on of the Works of Joseph Conrad, London, 1946-
1954. 
In certain i nstances I have used the following 
abbreviations to avoid having to repeat the full title of a 
part i cular work in parenthetical references: 
UWE: Under Wes tern Eyes 
APR: A Personal Record 
The Nigger: The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' 
Hi rror: The Mirror of the Sea 
In matters of presentation I have in general adopted 
the conventions prescribed in the HLA Handbook for Writers of 
Research Papers (New York: Modern Language Association, 1984) . 
In particular, I have adopted the author - date system of 
parenthetical documentation set out in the handbook . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Words are too awful an ins t rumen t for good 
and evil to be trif1ed with: they ho1d 
above a11 other external powers a dominion 
over though ts. 
Wordsworth l 
Cicero (106 --43 B. C.) begins De Inventione by ,'eflect-
ing on the value of what he terms I'oratory!! and 'teloquence " : 
I have often seriously debated with myself 
whether men and communities have received 
more good or evil from oratory and a consum-
ing devotion to eloquence_ For when J ponder 
the troubles in our commonwealth, and run 
over in my mind the ancient misfortunes of 
mighty cities, I see that no little part of 
the disasters was brought about by men of 
eloquence, (Hubbel ed. 1949, 3) 
Nineteen hundred years later, while pondering the troubles of 
a very different world, Joseph Conrad (1857-1924) expressed 
similar doubts about the value of words in human affairs . If 
the command of language distinguishes man from all other crea-
t.ures, then, for both Cicero and Conrad, this distinction is 
not gained without cost. The purpose of this thesis is to 
examine Conrad's estimate of the price of speech by exploring 
the ambivalent attitudes to language represented in four key 
works: The Nigger of the 'Narcissus', Heart of 1Jarkness, Lord 
Jim, and [fnder Western Eyes. 
As a practitioner of the written word, Conrad was only 
too conscious of the compelling power that language can have 
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over the human imagination . In a letter of 9 October 1899 to 
a fellow writer, Hugh Clifford, he observed that 
words, groups of words, words standing alone, 
are symbols of life, have the power in their 
sound or their aspect to present the very 
thing you wish to hold up before the mental 
vision of your readers. The things "as they 
are lt exist in words; therefore words should 
be handled with care lest the picture, the 
image of truth abiding in facts should become 
distorted--or blurred. 
(Karl and Davies ed. 1986, 200) 
While recognizing the power of words, Conrad also indicates in 
this passage that without due care this power can be 
mishandled. If words can "present" things, they can also 
"distort'! or I'blurtt things. On the one hand, Conrad saw that 
words could be used "to arrest .. . the hands busy about the work 
of the earth, and compel men entranced by the sight of distant 
goals to glance for a moment at the surrounding vision" (The 
Nigger, xii); that is, words c ould be used to mak e the reader 
attend to the world in a particular way. On the other hand, 
"the old, old words, worn thin, defaced by ages of careless 
usage" (The Nigger, ix) could, in a number of ways, be used to 
avoid confronting the world. To illustrate this ambivalence 
it will be worth examining, albeit briefly, two early short 
stories. 
Both "Karain: A Memory" and "The Return" are part of 
Conrad's first collection of short stories entitled Tales of 
Unrest (1898). Each story draws attention to a different 
aspect of the complex attitude to language that remained with 
him for most of his writing career. t'Karain: A Memory" 
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reflects the more positive aspects of his views. Karain, a 
Malay chief who is tormented by spectres from his past, one 
night tells the story of an incident in his life to three 
European traders. Like the commanding presence of the man 
himself, his story has the power 
to awaken in the beholders wonder, pain, 
pity, and a fearful near sense of things 
invisible, of things dark and mute, that sur-
round the loneliness of mankind. (24) 
His account has a profound effect on at least one of his 
listeners, a mHn called Jackson. Conrad's tale ends with 
Jackson and the frame-narrator looking out over a crowded and 
noisy London scene, which represents for the narrator an 
incontestable reality in the face of which Karain's story can 
only be seen as a uncHnny fabrication. Jackson does not shHre 
the narrator's point of view: 
"Yes; J see it [the narrator's 'reality']," 
said Jackson, slowly. "It is there; it 
pants, it runs, it rolls; it is strong and 
alive; it would smash you if you didn't look 
out; but I'll be hanged if it is yet as real 
to me as ... as the other thing ... say, Karain's 
story." (55) 
In response to this the sceptical narrator declares that Jack-
son "had been too long away from home" (55). Nonetheless, 
Karain's story does affect Jackson's previously unexamined 
assumptions·about the nature of the world. The tormented 
chief's words disclose to him unacknowledged aspects of expe-
rience. 
As opposed to this positive attitude, Conrad's criti-
cal awareness of the ways in which language can be used to 
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conceal aspects of experience, particularly undesirable ones, 
is shown in liThe Return". The story is an unflattering 
exposure of the hypocrisies of "civilized" life in London 
society, which is seen as a perpetual flight "from something 
compromising ... from something suspected and concealed--like 
truth or pestilence" (119) . In the course of the story, words 
are shown to be an important means by which this undesirable 
truth is concealed. Alvan Hervey, the central figure, is a 
man who believes that "deception should begin at home" (170). 
In fact, he begins even closer to home by deceiving himself: 
he conceals his lust and his desire for domination "under the 
cover of that sacred and poetical fiction [the word 'love']" 
(120) . Later, he seeks comfort 
in clinging 10 the contemplation of the only 
fact of life that the resolute efforts of 
mankind had never failed to disguise in the 
clatter and glamour of phrases. And nothing 
lends itself more to lies than death. 
(129) 
The story is centrally concerned with the way words contribute 
to the unreality of the Herveys' life. At the climax of the 
events, when "for a moment he [ceases] to be . a member of 
society with a position, a career, and a name attached to all 
this, like a descriptive label of some complicated compound" 
(133 - 134), Alvan Hervey recognizes that isolation is an 
inescapable condition of life. For a moment he sees beyond 
the screen of words to an undeniable and unendurable reality. 
The fact that this "reality" cannot be outfaced complicates 
Conrad's attitude to those chara~ters who are unable to liv e 
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without deception, fantasy or escapism in some form. Though 
many of his fictions undermine the rhetoric of evasion, they 
are not simply critical. In certain cases, the need for I'a 
fr esh crop of lies ... to sustain life, to make it suppor·table, 
to make it fair" ("The Return", 134) is shown to be 
unavoidab Ie. But in "Th e Return" the illusions created and 
sustained by language are exposed with unusual relentlessness. 
Though Conrad's critica l attitude to language will 
receive more attention in what follows, both attitudes will be 
considered in some detail. In the first chapter, on The Nig-
ger of the 'Narcissus', the critical attitude is primary. In 
this story languag e is seen in relation to silence and action, 
and in both cases the non-linguistic element is celebrated, 
while words are censured . Yet the values implied by the tale 
leave the writer of fiction, Bnd the narrator who emerges at 
the end of the story, in an uncertain position: the world 
presented in the novel undermines the mode of presentation 
which is the novel. This paradox is to some extent resolved 
in the following two chapters which deal with Conrad's complex 
response to the culture of European imperialism. Chapter 2, 
on Heart of Darkness, examines the ways in which words con-
tribute to the systematic lies that sustain the nineteenth-
century civilizing mission. The story is, however, not wholly 
critical of language, since the value of Marlow's spoken nar -
rative is clearly endorsed. Chapter 3 offers a more detailed 
account of the relationship between the story-teller and his 
society, and of the value of Marlow's words. In Lord .Tim, 
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Marlow's account of Jim is contrBsted with the account of him 
given by the court of inquiry, and with the notion of the hero 
projected in the romantic fictions which Jim reads. Once 
again Marlow's use of language is affirmed, while other uses 
are shown to be reductive, or simply spurious. The final 
chBpter deBls with Under Western Eyes. Of the four novels 
selected for this thesis, Conrad's "Russian novel" offers the 
most explicit and sustained critique of language. The novel 
suggests that any simplistic identification of language with 
"communication" is naive, if not misleading. 
In conclusion, I shall consider a problem which is 
raised only indirectly in the previous chapters: given that 
Conrad's novels, particularly the four selected for detailed 
examination, are so frequently concerned with words as "the 
great foes of reality", how does he understand the nature and 
function of his own words? That this was an important ques-
tion for Conrad is attested to by his declaration in the 
Author's Preface to The Secret Agent: "I have always had a 
propensity to justify my action .... Not to insist that I was 
right but simply to explain that there was no perverse in ten-
tion, no secret scorn for the natural sensibilities of mankind 
at the bottom of my impulses" (viii). 
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CHAPTER I 
To praise their silence one must possess a voice. 
Virg ini a Wool fl 
In the early sea tales Conrad frequently praises men 
who are by natur e taciturn, men, like Captuin MacWhirr in 
"Typhoon", who h ave a "literal mind and ... [aJ dauntless 
temperament'! ("Typhoon", vi). In The Ni /f/fer of the 
'Narcissus' he commends "the dumb fear and the dumb courage of 
men obscure, forgetful, and enduring" (90). The silence of 
these men is directly related to their integrity and their 
reliability as sailors. Praise usually implies its opposite, 
and so language, the medium of the writer, is often censured. 
Verbal facility i s repeatedly associated wit h characters who 
have become self-conscious; who have, as a later story des -
cribes it, crossed the shadow - line. The moral effects of this 
new awareness are not wholly desirable . The self-conscious 
man is one who is often incapable of swift action when circum-
stances demand it, and he tends to be overly concerned with 
his own special interesls. To satisfy these interests, he 
frequently resorts to deceiving both others and himself. 
Whatever the case, the sailor's ability to act responsibly as 
part of a collective undertaki ng, like sailing a ship, is 
undermined. Yet Conrad praises silence and action, and 
ce nsures language, with words, and frequently thes e words are 
spoken by extremely se lf - conscious narrators. The nature and 
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implications of this paradox will be the central concern of 
this chapter. 
I 
In the penultimate paragraph of The Nigger of the 
'Narcissus' the narrator, who has stepped out of the wings for 
the first time to disclose himself as an individualized first 
person speaker, meditates on the fate of his fellow crewmen. 
I never saw them again [he says]. The sea took 
some, the steamers took others, the grave-
yards of the earth will account for the rest. 
Singleton has no doubt taken with him the 
long record of his faithful work into the 
peaceful depths of an hospitable sea. And 
Donkin, who never did a decent day's work in 
his life, no doubt earns his living by dis -
coursing with filthy eloquence upon the right 
of labour to live. So be it.' Let the earth 
and the sea each have its own. (172) 
Throughout the tale, Conrad employs a series of opposit.ions to 
organize and to evaluate his material. In this paragraph the 
narrator refers in summary to three of these oppositions: sea 
and land, Singleton and Donkin, faithful work and filthy elo-
quenee. In his discussion of the novel, Berthoud emphasizes 
the moral aspects of the symbolic opposition between the land 
and the sea--what he terms the "rival 'ethics' of the sea and 
of the land" (1978, 28). Of the many dualities used in the 
story, the oppositions between land and sea, darkness and 
light are most germane to its central moral preoccupations. 
For our purposes two secondary, but related, sets of opposi -
tions are more apposite. These are the oppositions between 
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filth and resplendence, clamour and silence. By examining 
these oppositions, and lhe implicit evaluations they reveal, 
some sense can be made of Conrad's critical attitude towards 
language. 
Both pairs of opposites are introduced early on in the 
narrative, as the following extract shows: 
Soon after dark the few liberty- men and the 
new hands began to arrive in shore - boats 
rowed by white-clad Asiatics, who clamoured 
fiercely for payment before coming alongside 
the gangway - ladder. The feverish and shrill 
babble of Eastern language struggled against 
the masterful tones of tipsy seamen, who 
argued against brazen claims and dishonest 
hopes by profane shouts. The resplendent and 
bestarr e d peace of the East was torn into 
squalid tatters by howls of rage and shrieks 
of lament raised over sums ranging from five 
annas to half a rupee.... ( 4) 
From the outset resplendence and silence--i n this case the 
brilliance and peace of the Eastern sky at night - - are associ-
ated, and opposed to squalor and noise. 
Following this general introduction, the pairs of 
opposites are associated with particular members of the crew. 
As the men gather in the forecastle, their "growling voices" 
(5) and fragmentary conversations are described. Then Belfast 
is reported to have "abused the ship violently, romancing on 
principle , just to give the new hands something to think over" 
(5) . This empty show of disrespect towards the ship is 
repeated more forcefully when Belfast finds himself with an 
audience in the forecastle. He shrieks "like an inspired Der-
vish" (8) as he recounts an obviously false story of an act of 
defiance against the authority and order of a ship. The 
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crew's response is significant. They disbelieve him, and a 
broad - chested, slow-eyed sailor adds about the officers: "I 
concloode they ain't that bad now, if you had the taming of 
them, sonny" (9). Already the crew's ambivalent attitude 
towards authority is apparent; they both defy and respect 
their officers. Belfast is th e first figure associated with 
clamour and with the insurrectionary element aboard the NaT-
cissus. 
Prior to Belfast's bragging speech, the opposite sides 
of the clamour/silence, filth/resplendence polarities are pre ~ 
sented through a carefully wrought description of Singleton. 
He is set "apart on the deck right under the lamps" (6). The 
reader is told that his "white skin gleamed like satin" and 
that "he resembled a learned and savage patriarch, the 
incarnation of barbarian wisdom serene in the blasphemous 
turmoil of the world" (6). A further important distinction is 
introduced ln this initial description of the old seaman. 
Singleton is " lost in an absorption profound enough to resem -
ble a trance" and his "bleared eyes [gaze) fixedly from behind 
the glitter of black-rimmed glasses" (7). By contrast, young 
Charley, who is learning how to tie a lanyard knot, is not as 
attentive and from time to time he glances "out of the corners 
of his restless eyes" (7). Singleton is the mature man tested 
by time and the sea; Charley is young, untested and unsure of 
himself. The opposition between equanimity and restlessness, 
often signified by the eyes, is used throughout the tale to 
distinguish between the 'single-minded' and the 'double-
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minded ' -- a dist i n c tion that will be important in the discus -
sion of the crew . Singleton, then, is associated with 
s i lence, resplendence and equanim i ty . 
Donkin is contrasted with the old seaman in ali ways : 
he is the embodiment of clamour, filth and restlessness. As 
Belfast concludes his invective against authority, the crew's 
attention is fixed on the first major threat to the society of 
the Narcissus. Dankin has "shifty eyes" (9), and is at first 
hidden " in the shadow of the midship locker" ( 9). As the r e p -
resentative of Berthoud's 'ICethic'of the land", he is 
unmistakably of his element: "He looked as if he had been 
cuffed, kicked, rolled in the mud; he looked as if he had been 
scratched, spat upon, pelted with unmentionable filth" (9); 
"all his left side was caked with mud" ( 10). All the crew 
know him as the man who testifies "to the eternal fitness of 
lies and impudence" (10), as the man who "swears" (10) and 
"curses" (11) while others work . Donkin is the "creature that 
knows all about his rights, but knows nothing of courage, of 
endurance, and of the unexpressed faith, of the unspoken 
loyalty that knits together a ship's company" (II, italics 
mine) . 'J'he adject i ves II unexpressed II and "unspoken" sugges t 
that what "knits together a ship's company" is not language, 
but some unarticulated sense of solidarity . In fact, since 
the crew of the Narcissus is cosmopolitan and multi - racial, 
language is more divisive than binding. Donkin's rhetoric--
whether it is racist, nationalist, or political--only serves 
to exacerbate t h e s ituat ion. 2 He sets race against race, 
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nation against nation, and men against officers. As the arch 
exploiter of language and human sympathy, he knows nothing of 
the bond of the unsaid, and so keeps company with the 
clamorous Asiatics demanding money and with the voluble Bel -
fas t. 
In a relatively brief space Conrad has established a 
series of symbolic oppositions that underscore the values of 
his tale. This series could be arranged as a twofold scheme: 
on the one side darkness, the land, clamour, filth and rest-
lessness and, on the other side, light, the sea, silence, 
resplendence and equanimity. 
There are, however, at least two reasons for being 
cautious at this point. First, the oppositions are neither as 
simple nor as distinct in the tale as this scheme suggests, 
even though the narrator would at times like the reader to 
believe they are. For instance, when the Narcissus leaves 
port she is described as "a high and lonely pyramid, gliding, 
all shining and white, through the sunlit mist" (27), whereas 
the "short black tug" is seen to resemble "an enormous and 
aquat.ic black beetle, surprised by the lighL .. trying to 
escape with ineffectual effort into the distant gloom of the 
land" (27). This description, besides being a lament for the 
lost age of the sailing ship, seems to support the simple 
scheme: land is dark and treacherous; sea is bright and good. 
But the voyage that follows demonstrates that this is far from 
the truth. Second, the new generation of seamen- -that is, the 
large proportion of the crew of the Narcissus·- -are, as 
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Berthoud argues, "caught ... between the imperat ives of the land 
and of t.he sea" (1978, 39) . Paradoxically, the tale shows 
that the" 'ethic' of the land" is as prevalent at sea as it is 
anywhere else. 
With these qualifications in mind, the twofold scheme 
can yet be usefully applied to the issue of language in the 
t.ale. From the account so far, it appears that language is 
a ssociated with the negative side of the scheme, that is, with 
restlessness, clamour, darkness and filth. Donkin is the 
unappealing prophet of the word. Silence--asso c iated with 
equanimi ty, resplendence, and the lofty figure of S i ngleton--
is viewed more positively. Added to this, where language is 
associated with national, racial and political differences, 
silence is expressive of solidarity. But once again this 
simple view is inaccurule. Singleton does after all speak, 
even if very rarely, and in a particularly terse manner . To 
clarify this the characters of Singleton and Captain Allistoun 
need to be examined more closely, as must the relationship 
between the word and the deed. 
II 
Batchelor argues that the story is "organized round 
four major figures: Wait and Donkin, the destructive ele -
ments, and Singleton and Allistoun, the sustaining figures . . " 
(1982, 34). As Singleton and Allistoun are the first heroes 
of the ethic of action, which is to become a central preoc-
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cupation in many of the later novels, so Wait and Donkin are 
its first villains. To these four can be added a fifth 
'figure', the collective character of the crew. They 
represent vacillating humanity, caught as they are between the 
antagonistic demands of altruistic action and self-interest. 
The storm passage in Chapter 3 is the pivotal point in 
the story and the proving ground for the ethic of action. Tn 
this episode the various attitudes held by the five major fig-
ures are put to the test. Wait and Donkin are shown to be 
cowardly and self· regarding, both are incapable of acting for 
the Common good; Singleton and Allistoun remain vigilantly at 
their posts; and under these extreme conditions the crew mem-
bers remain faithful to their professional code, despising 
both Wait and Donkin. 
The storm episode immediately precedes the famous par -
agraph at the beginning of Chapter 4. This paragraph is par-
ticularly significant, as it gives some sense of what the 
ethic of action meant for Conrad at this point in his career, 
and of how this influenced his understanding of the place of 
language in human affairs. 
On men reprieved by its disdainful mercy, the 
immortal sea confers in its justice the full 
privilege of desired unrest. Through the 
perfect wisdom of its grace they are not 
permitted to meditate at ease upon the com-
plicated and acrid savour of existence. They 
must without pause justify their life to the 
eternal pity that commands toil to be hard 
and unceasing, from sunrise to sunset, from 
sunset to sunrise; till the weary succession 
of nights and days tainted by the obstinaLe 
clamour of sages, demanding bliss and an 
empty heaven, is redeemed at last by the vast 
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silence of pain and labour, 
and the dumb courage of men 
ful, and enduring. 
by the dumb fear 
obscure, forget -
(90) 
The paragraph points to one of the tale's central concerns: 
the concern with various forms of salvation. In the story as 
a whole three possible forms are suggested: there are 
Donkin's "hopeful doctrines" that inspire the crew to dream 
"enthusiastically of the time when every lonely ship would 
travel over a serene sea, manned by a wealthy and well - fed 
crew of satisfied skippers" (103); there are Podmore's reli -
gious convictions which induce in the votary a state similar 
to that experienced when one becomes "intoxicated in an East-
end music - hall" (115); and finally there is redemption "by the 
vast silence of pain and labour" (90). In the course of 
events the first two forms are shown to be illusory or, at 
least, questionably motivated. As instances of political or 
religious escapism, they offer only spurIOUS deliverance from 
the world. The third--described in the passage above--offers 
deliverance (of a sort) in the world. This is seen to be the 
only form of salvation that does not entail deception or self-
deception. 
Watt paraphrases the passage in the following way: 
... it asserts that, contrary to the crew's 
longings and to the more sentimental hopes 
consciously promoted by those clamorous sages 
Donkin and Podmore, the destiny of the suc -
cessive human generations is not to find any 
adequate reward either in this life or the 
next, but only to labour in their unending 
confrontation of the environment. The con -
frontation is unsought and yet obligatory; it 
is the basis of human solidarity; and its 
most dangerous enemies are those who seek to 
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confuse J defer J or evade its exact ions. 
( 1980,99) 
Watt implies that the passage is intended to function norma-
tively in the tale-- the significant placing and elevated style 
seem to support this claim. The passage gives the reader some 
sense of the "reality" that the likes of Donkin, Wait and Pod-
more "seek to confuse, defer, or evade'! . Two necessary fea-
tures of this "reality" are the "unending confrontation of the 
e nvironment'! and death . Conrad frequently described these 
features as "irremediable" ( 103, passim), and the heroes of 
many stories are those characters who acknowledge the 
irremediable stoically. Their stoicism is often negatively 
defined: they are able to confront the irremediable because 
they lack imagination; they are undaunted because they do not 
meditate "upon the complicated and acrid savour of existence" 
(90) . In "Typhoon", "Youth", Heart of Darkness and Lord Jim, 
the saving value of limited awareness is a central concern. 
For instance, Captain MacWhirr in "Typhoon" is "tranquilly 
sure of himself" because he has "just enough imagination to 
carry him through each successive day" (4). This quality is 
frequently coupled with the character's habitual silence. 
Conversely, to hav e imagination is to lack self-assurance, and 
to be incapable of action. This is one of Jim's difficulties 
in Lord .Tim and it is Jukes's problem in "Typhoon". By 
praising those who are unimaginative and capable of action, 
Conrad shares the common Victorian assumption that the life of 
action is primary; the assumption underlying Carlyle's 
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declaration that "Man is sent hither not to question, but to 
work: (the end of man,' it was lung ago written, cis an 
Action, not a Thought'" (1872, 22). 
Included in the paragraph is a further reference to 
the clamour/silence polarity. Silence is praised, and associ-
ated with a stoical attitud e Lo existence: 
the "vast silence of pain and labour" (90) . 
man is redeemed by 
Language, associ -
ated wi Lh the "obst.inate clamour of sages" ( 90), is indirectly 
condemned. By commending action and silence, Conrad expresses 
a Carlylean distrust of thought and words; the distrust 
implied in Carlyle's notion that "Deeds are greater than 
Words" (1919, 145), and in proverbial expressions like "it is 
easier said than done'! or "actions speak louder than wor'ds", 
Most i mportantly, this praise introduces a distinction, essen-
tial to Conrad's overall vision, between the thing said and 
the thing done. 
Berthoud indicates the centrality of this distinction. 
He makes the following general observation about the idea of 
the 'lest' in Conrad's fiction: "the test of what a man really 
is cannot be what he thinks he is [or says he is}, but what he 
does - -not his individual consciousness but his public role" 
(1978, 188). About The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' he says: 
"what matters is not what the crew may desire or think [or 
say}, but what they actually do --whether they succeed or fail 
t o 'drive the ship'" ( 1978, 188). 
reliable expression of character: 
Actions, things done, are a 
they occur in the public 
realm and have the actual i ty of facts. Things said are l ess 
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reliable: they originale in the private realm, and the inten-
tions of the speaker are difficult to ascertain. Added to 
this, where words can be used to fabricate and to communicate 
deceptions, actions can be a way of overcoming deception and 
self-decept.ion. This is one reason why Conrad repeatedly 
depicts characters in extreme conditions where all evasions 
and self-deceptions, often associated with man's language 
ability, are broken down and the character is forced to do or 
die. Il is under conditions like these that Stein catches his 
butterfly, that Kurtz becomes a deranged but eloquent demi-
god, and that Jim leaps off the Palna. In The Nigger a clear 
distinction is drawn between those who do and those who speak. 
Singleton and Allistoun are amongst those who act; their lives 
are justified by unceasing toil rather than by clamour . 
The saving values associated with Allistoun and 
Singleton are seen to be part of the past. Though the narrator 
says that "a generation of men goes - -and is forgotten, and it 
does not matter" (25), a tone of regret and a sense of things 
falling apart underlies the tale. Singleton is a "lonely 
relic of a devoured and forgotten generation" (24), a gener-
ation that "had been strong, as those are strong who know nei-
ther doubts nor hopes" (25). Most significantly, "the men who 
could understand his silence were gone" (25). The new gener -
at ion seldom, if ever, finds a point of rest between the 
extremes of doubt and hope, and is rarely silent. Its vacil-
lation is directly contrasted with Singleton's equanimity. 
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Certain qualities shared hy Singleton and his gener-
at ion are particularly noteworthy: They are "voiceless men lt 
(25), "unthinking" (24), and they "knew how to exist beyond 
the pale of life and within sight of eternity" (25). The nar --
rat or twice refers to them as children: they are "the ever-
lasting children of the mysterious sea" (25), and they have 
the "simple minds of ... big children" (6). Berthoud argues 
that "to men like Singleton ... the question of the meaning of 
their lives is an unreal one" (1978, 28), and to some extent 
this explains why they are compared to children. To use Con-
rad's slightly misleading term, they live "unconsciously" (it 
would be more accurate to say "unself-consciously"). What he 
means by this is clarified in a letter in which he responds to 
R.B.Cunninghame Graham's suggestion that Singleton's heroic 
appeal would be greater if he were educated. To this Conrad 
replied emphatically: 
... r think Singleton with an education is 
impossible. But first of all--what ' educa-
tion? If it is the knowledge how to live my 
man essentially possessed it. He was in per-
fect accord with his life .... Or do you mean 
the kind of knowledge which would enable him 
to scheme, and lie, and intrigue his way to 
the forefront of a crowd no better than him-
self? Would you seriously, of malice 
prepense cultivate in that unconscious man 
the power to think. Then he would become 
conscious--and much smaller--and very 
unhappy . 
(Karl and Davies ed. 1983, 423) 
Singleton and his generation are great because they are 
unself -- conscious, like children, and they are capable of 
action without reflection. Houghton's description of an 
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aspect of the Victorian frame of mind is a useful commentary 
on this: 
The combined effect of a dissolving tradition 
of thought and the new scientific conception 
of man and nature was to drive sensitive 
minds into the mood of ennui and frustration. 
So long as one lives within an accepted 
structure of belief and value, he follows 
customary lines without raising fundamental 
questions, and human energy flows unimpeded 
into activity. (1957, 7 1) 
Singleton's energy flows unimpeded into the activities 
demanded by his profession because, as his name suggests, he 
is single-minded; that is, he doubts neither himself nor what 
he is doing: "The thoughts of all his lifetime could have been 
expressed in six words, but the stir of those things that were 
as much a part of his existence as his beating h eart called up 
a gleam of alert understanding upon the sternness of his aged 
face" (26). He remains silent because he does not require the 
sanction of words in order to act. His relation to the 
"accepted structure of belief and value" is suggested by the 
following simile: Singleton and his generation are "effaced, 
bowed and enduring, like stone caryatides that hold up in the 
night the lighted halls of a resplendent and glorious edifice" 
(25). This distils all the qualities associated with 
Singleton: resplendence, silence, single-mindedness, and an 
unquestioning devotion to the professional code. 
Captain Allistoun, the second major figure who 
demonstrates the priority of the deed over the word, shares 
these qualities with Singleton. He is Hone of those COID-
manders who speak little, seem to hear nothing, look at no 
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one--and know everything . . .. (125) . Like Singleton, he has a 
capacity for single - minded attention, so that during the storm 
he "seemed with his eyes to hold the ship up in a superhuman 
concentration of effort" (65). 
eyes" (9) mentioned earlier.) 
(One recalls Donkin's "shifty 
Like Singleton, he remains 
vigilantly at his post during the storm, and is unquestioning 
in his devotion to the professional code: "He loved his ship, 
and drove her unmercifully; for his secret ambition was to 
make her accomplish some day a brilliantly quick passage which 
would be mentioned in nautical papers" (30-31). 
The captain's principal virtue is genuine altruism. 
During the attempted mutiny, which as Watt argues 1S largely 
the result of misguid ed compassion (1980, 111- 115), Allistoun 
stands "composed in the tumult, listening with profound atten-
tion" (121) and he walches Wait with "a quiet and penelrating 
gaze" (119). He is the only man on board who sees the reality 
of Wait's condition; he does not possess the "latent egoism of 
tender'ness to suffering" (138) which afflicts the crew, and he 
is not misled as they are by Wait's words. His silence is a 
crucial part of his ability to perceive the truth of the 
situation. After explaining to Baker and Creighton his 
reasons for dealing with the dying Wait as he does, Allistoun 
leaves them "facing one another, and more impressed than if 
they had seen a stone image shed a miraculous tear of compas-
sion over the incertitudes of life and dealh., . " (127). 
Berthoud argues that the "deeper intention" of .The 
Nigger is t.o "explore the subterfuges ... which men resort to 
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when confronted by an irremediable reality" (1978, 34). In 
the context of the tHle, it is Singleton and Allistoun who 
confront the actual conditions of existence without evasions . 
Their moral qualities --principally, their unself" consciousness 
and single - mindedness- -ar e the main reason for this steady-
eyed vigilance. Their silence is also an essential part of 
this; they shun l anguage which, as will be argued in the next 
section, is too frequently associated with evasiveness and 
deception. 
Yet they do not reject language entirely. Hawthorn 
makes a useful connection between the attitude to experience 
shared by Singleton and Allistoun, and language . He argues 
that "Conrad consistently associates the language of sailors 
with a direct and non - problematic relationship with 
reality ... " (1979, 10). He goes on to cite a passage from the 
essay "The Unlighted Coast", where Conrad distinguishes 
between the "war talk" of "men (and even great men)" who 
remain behind the lines and that of sHilors actively involved 
in events. The language of the latter is, he says, 
full of sense, of meaning, and single- minded 
purpose; inquiries, information, orders, 
reports. Words, too. But words in di rect 
relation to things and facts, with the feel-
ing at the back of it all of the correct 
foresight that planned and of the determina -
tion which carries on the protective work. 
(Last Essays, 50) 
What Conrad seems to be suggesting is that the language of the 
sailors is uncomplicated and unambiguous because they use 
words with clearly discernible intentions: to inform, to 
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report, to command, Arld so on. One of the problematic aspects 
of language that will be discussed repeatedly in this thesis 
is that words can be used to concea l intentions, or used 
without any discernible intention . (This problem is particu-
larly prevalent amongst. the Russian speakers in Under Western 
Eyes. ) Moreover, the sailor's language has determinat e mean -
ing because it is used in clearly discernible contexts; it is 
used as a tool to assist those acting in the world, those who 
are carrying on the "protect ive work 't . Their words are, 
therefore, always us ed in direct relation to things, facts, 
and deeds. By implication, the language bf the men behind the 
scenes --- Ianguage divorced from the context of action--can be 
ambiguous or even rneHnjngless . 
Allistoun and Singleton by their silence demonstrate 
the primacy of the thing done, and the few words they speak 
only serve to underscore the intimate relationship between 
their words and actions. To use J.L.Austin's phrase, when 
they speak they "do things" (A ustin, 1975) with words: 
Allistoun, for instance , is most frequently heard issuing com-
mantis. Singleton's command '''You ... hold'''' (26), at the end 
of Chapter 1, epitomizes this attitude to language. When they 
are not actually doing t.hings with words, their language is 
always in "direct relation to things and facts". Their per-
ception of the world is not distorted by egoism, fear or 
impractical aspirations, and their language is similarly 
uncontaminated. The difference between their silence (or rare 
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use of language) and the clamour of the rest of the crew is 
the subject of the next section. 
The attitude to life and language shared by Singleton 
and Allistoun is summarized by Trilling in the following pas-
sage from Sincerity and Authenticity: 
The sailing officer was admired as the 
exemplar of a professional code which pres -
cribed an uncompromising commitment to duty, 
a continuous concentration of the personal 
energies upon some impersonal end, the sub -
ordination of the self to some general good. 
It was the officer's response to the impera-
tives of this code that made for the single-
ness of mind and the openness of soul imputed 
to him. (1972, 111) 
The crew members of the Narcissus are neither single-minded 
nor open - souled; they are not exemplary sailors. 
III 
Singleton and his lost generation were "strong and 
mute" (25), "inarticulate and indispensable" (25); the new 
generation are I'less naughty, but less i nnocent; less profane, 
but perhaps also less believing; and if they had [sic] learned 
how to speak they have also learned how to whine" (25). As 
the silence of Singleton and Allistoun is consistently associ-
ated with their capacity for selfless action and with their 
stoical acknowledgement of things as they are, so the crew's 
clamour is related to their doubt about themselves and what 
they are doing, and to their tendency to avoid things as they 
are. Belfast's boastful speech shows that this tendency to 
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evade the truth, and to use language to deceive themselves and 
others, is present in the crew from the start. The arrival of 
Donkin and Wait, the principal evaders ln the tale, only 
serves to exacerbate this tendency. Influenced by Donkin and 
Wait, the crew moves from the relatively clear and distinct 
world of things done to the complex and bewitching world of 
things said. 
From his first utt.erance on board the Narcissus, Wait 
is associated with what Schwarz has called the "potential 
immorality of language " (1980, 42)--its powers of concealment 
and duplicity. When in the first chapter Baker finishes 
mustering the men, he finds he is missing one memher of the 
crew. As he tells the men to go below a "deep, ringing voice" 
cries fI(Wait~'1I (17). Taking this to be an act of 
insubordination the chief mate is enraged. Wait explains that 
he meant only t.o callout his name, but already his intentions 
are unclear. This linguistic ambiguity is reflected in the 
ambiguity of Wait himself: he is at once "calm, cool, tower -
ing, superb" (18), and subject to severe coughing fits. These 
ambiguities, as Berthoud argues, "defy steady definition and 
make it impossible for the men to adopt a consistent attitude 
to him" (1978, 31). Because the crew's perceptions are often 
distorted by egoism--their self - pity makes them unwilling to 
admit that Wait. is dying-- they find it impossible to tell 
whether or not Wait is what he says he is. That lS, whether 
he is in fact ill (and therefore worthy of the i r compassion) 
or merely shamming (and therefore worthy of their scorn). 
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This 'double-mindedness' is a central characteristic of the 
crew, who lack Singleton's unself -- consciousness. Unlike the 
old seaman, who lives "untouched by human emotions" (41), they 
osciJlate "between the desire of virtue and the fear of 
ridicule" (41), particularly in their response to Wait. 
Wait's use of Janguage only complicates things further. 
Wait's motives are extraordinarily complex: he 
pretends to be sick in order to avoid the fact that. he really 
is mortally ill. By appearing to be sick he enlists the 
crew's compassion, and is let off work (if he continued work-
ing he would be forced to face the fact that he is dying), but 
the appearance slill allows for that. element of doubt. in their 
minds which is necessary for him to remain firm in his COI1Vic-
tion that he is shamming. This complex game of deceit, where 
the deceiver 1S self-deceived, bewitches the men and threatens 
the order of the ship. 
Watt. sees Wait as a "symbol. .. of the universal human 
reluctance to face those most universal agents of anti-climax, 
lhe facts ... " (1980, 106). The men are as reluctant to face 
the fact of death as Wait is. Throughout the tale the most 
reliable sign of Wait's actual condition is his cough. At 
first it is "metallic, hollow, and tremendously loud" (18); it 
is almost apocalyptic, and seems to shake the "dome of the 
sky" (18-19) and the ship. The cough comes to symbolize the 
facls that the men are unwilling to face. When they are 
involved in an "obstinate and childish" (32) dispute about the 
characleristics of a gentleman, where they "repeated in shouts 
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and with inflamed faces their amazing arguments" (32), Wait's 
cough--in this instance a "weak rattle ... heard through the 
forecastle door" (34)--brings them back to reality. Their 
clamour ceases and the group separates. The cough is directly 
opposed to Wait's statements about himself on the occasion of 
his first private conversation with Donkin. He has just con-
fessed to Donkin that he 1S in fact shamming sick: "Then 
Jimmy coughed violently. 'I am as well as ever,' he said, as 
soon as he could draw breath" (Ill). This disparity between 
what is avowed and what is actually the case is repeated when 
Wait confronts Allistoun. Wait is helped out of his cabin, he 
is "leaning with all his weight on Belfast's neck", and in 
broken speech he says: "I've been better this last week . .. J 
am well ... I was going back to duty ... to-morrow--now if you 
like--Captain" (119). The men, who share Wait's "steadfast -
ness to his untruthful attitude in the face of the inevitable 
truth" (138), agree with what he says. Wait hides the truth 
from himself and the crew behind the veil of language. Only 
the master, who watches f ixedl y and silently, is able to see 
beyond the words. 
The contrary attitudes to experience represented by 
Wait and Singleton are clearly shown in their respective atti-
tudes to death. When the old seaman becomes aware of his 
mortality, we are told that "he brooded alone more than ever, 
in an impenetrable silence ... " (98). Unlike Wait, who is tor-
mented by his intimations of mortality, Singleton has "never 
giv.en a thought to his mortol sel f" (99). When he finally 
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does consider his mortality, he confronts the sea- -the single 
undeniable fact in the tale: 
He looked upon the immortal sea with the 
awakened and groping perception of its heart-
less might; he saw it unchanged, black and 
foaming under the eternal scrutiny of the 
stars; he heard its impatient voice calling 
for him out of a pitiless vastness full of 
unrest, of turmoil, and of terror. He looked 
afar upon it.... (99) 
Singleton confronts unflinchingly the 'two realities' in the 
tale--death and the sea; Wait clings to all possible distrac-
tions, and remains hidden in his cabin. Left alone at night, 
Wait sees "the quick, repeated visions of a fabulous world 
made up of leaping fire and sleeping water" (104); he is con-
soled by "soft footfalls", the "breathing of some men lounging 
on the doorstep", and the "calm voice of the watch·-officer,t 
(l04) . Life seems to him "an indestructible thing" (105), and 
at this point he is transformed into an idol representing the 
power of human delusion. 
Berthoud discusses the implications of this trans -
formation. He distinguishes between two modes of discourse 
reflected in the novel: the "symholic mode" and the "technical 
modell, The latter is akin to the language used by the sailors 
who are involved in events (see above, section II). As 
Berthoud suggests, "the technical vocabulary of seafaring ... is 
language stripped of all symbolic ambiguity because it has to 
serve a specific practical end" (1984, xxiv). This is the 
language used by Allistoun and Singleton: the intentions are 
clear, the words are used in direct relation to facts, and the 
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meaning is determinate. The "symbolic mode 'l is used "when men 
decid e to turn a real ity that contradicts their desires into a 
symbol or surrogate for a mor e acceptable imaginary alterna-
tiv e" (Bert houd 1984, xxiii). In their case, language is 
used to escape actuality, rather than to deal with it. For 
Donkin, Podmore and the crew, language is used to express 
their psychic need for deliverance from the facts of death and 
suffer i ng . The only consequence of this practice is self-
deception. 
In order to avoid confronting the fact that Wait is 
dying (and therefore the universal fact of mortality), the 
crew transform him into an idol . His cabin has the "bril -
liance of a silver shrine where a black idol, reclining 
stiffly under a blanket, blinked it s weary eyes and received 
our homage" (105). Donkin officiates at this rite, exclaiming 
now and then: 
fear!" (105). 
"Just look at 'im, 'ee knows what's what --never 
The "strong, effective and respectable bond of 
(lhis] senlimental lie" (155) is broken wh e n Wait dies, and, 
"like the death of an old bellef" ( 155), this shakes the foun-
dations of the society on board the Narcissus. 
The demoralizlng effect Wait has on the crew makes 
th e m "over- civilized,and rotten, and without any knowl edge of 
the meaning of life" (139). They make a " c horus of affirma-
tion to his wildest assertions, as though he had been a miI -
lionaire, a politician, or a reformer .. . " (139). Donkin is 
the real reformer, the "votary of change" (14) , on board the 
Narcissus. Berthoud ar gues that "the novel ... compels us to 
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connect [Donkin's] rejection of the demands of maritime serv-
ice with Wait's refusal to countenance his inevitable end" 
(1978, 35). Donkin is the antithesis of Allistoun and 
Singleton: he is deluded about the nature of reality, and he 
is the embodiment of clamour and restlessness. 
Dankin's delusions about the nature of reality are 
most clearly reflected in his response to the sea. In the 
novel the sea is frequently described in terms usually 
attributed to deity. It is the "immortal sea" (90,99,155), it 
has an " impatient voice calling" (99) Singleton to his death, 
and "through the perfect wisdom of its grace" (90) the men are 
redeemed. The style of these descriptions is modelled on Bib -
lical techniques: the repeated phrases used when Singleton 
gazes upon the immensity (99), and the grand style of the par-
agraph opening Chapter 4 (90), are instances of this. The 
purpose of this rhetoric seems to be to suggest that the 
actual sea, the given, is the final authority over the wOt' ld 
of men. The sea has the power in this world traditionally 
ascribed to a transcendent God. It also suggests that those 
in touch with the sea are in some sense in touch with 
"reality". Donkin is a landsman who rejects the actual and 
undeniable imperatives of the sea, particularly the impera-
tives of action and vigilance. He 1S "full of disdain and 
hate for the austere servitude of the sea " (11). His princi-
pal illusion is that he believes, and under certain circum-
stances persuades the crew to believe, that the demands of the 
professional code are forced on them by those in command and 
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not by the sea itself. When the men are called to muster, 
they ask: "What's up? .. Is there no rest for us?" (14). 
Donkin yelps: "If that's the way of this ship, we'll 'ave to 
change all that .... I will soon ... " (14). This is followed by 
the significant observation that "none of the crowd noticed 
him" (14). After the storm the men repeat the question to 
Baker, who replies: "No! No rest till the work is done. Work 
till you drop. That's what you're here for" (93). At this a 
"bowed seaman" gives a short laugh and then repeats the slogan 
"do or die" (93). Donkin's aspirations are rendered void by 
both the men and the sea--in terms of the novel, man is, after 
all, redeemed "by the vast silence of pain and labour", and 
not "by the obstinate clamour of sages, demanding bliss and an 
empty heaven" (90). 
Watt suggests that "in general the crew's ambivalence 
is manifested by the contradiction between their talk and 
their behaviour" (1980, 104). What they say suggests that 
they have no respect for the officers, yet what they do during 
the storm (and finally during the attempted mutiny) is obey 
the commands given. One of the crew goes so far as to hit 
Donkin - --when he demands that the masls be cut--to keep him 
quiet (60). The same can be said of their attitude to work. 
Though a group rescues Wait from his cabin (an act of compas-
sion that has significant implications in itself), during the 
storm they "hardly gave a thought to Jimmy" (53), and in the 
aftermath "they could not spare a moment or a thought from the 
great mental occupation of wishing to live" (82) . But once 
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the storm is over they enter the equatorial doldrums, and 
their sympathy again shifts to Donkin. Their "contempt for 
him was unbounded-- and [they] could not but listen with inter -
est to that consummate artist" (100). Donkin delivers "impas-
sioned orations" (101) to a "discontented and aspiring popula -
tion" (103), inspiring them to dream of a utopia where the sea 
is always serene and all mankind is satisfied. Despite them-
selves, the men are deceived as soon as they begin to believe 
in clamour rather than in action. 
Besides creating fictions about the world through thb 
medium of language, Donkin uses words to conceal the truth 
about himself. His "picturesque and filthy loquacity" flows 
"like a troubled stream from a poisoned source" (lOI). The 
"poisoned source" is egoism, which is revealed to be the 
motivating force in Donkin's life. An important distinction 
can be drawn between Donkin and Podmore, the other "clamorous 
sage" on board the Narcissus. Podmore, like Donkin, can be 
accused of what Schwarz calls a "narcissistic attitude towards 
language" (1980,42). When he takes it upon himself to 'save' 
Wait's soul he "prayerfully [divests] himself of the last 
vestige of his humanity" (116). He becomes a "voice- - a flesh-
less and sublime thing" (116), and utters his "impassioned 
screeching babble" (117) more for his own sake than out of any 
concern for Wait . But Podmore is capable of altruistic 
action--he makes coffee for the men during the storm. Though 
this act is questionably motivated (like "many benefactors of 
humanity, the cook took hims e lf too seriously ... " (84)), and 
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even though he recalls "the night when he wenl walking over 
the sea to make coffee for perishing sinners" (116, italics 
mine), it represents something of which Donkin is incapable. 
As Allistoun says: "The fellow breaks out like that now and 
then. Good cook tho'" (127). 
Dankin's clamour is never redeemed by action, rather 
his actions reveal the truth about himself. The crew, when 
not confronting the reality of the sea, succumb to the surfAce 
glitter of Donkin's rhetoric; they fail to see beyond the 
words to the "poisoned source" (101). Bul in the two private 
conversAtions between Wait and Donkin, the latter's apparent 
altruism is unmasked. On the first occasion, Donkin accuses 
Wait of egotistically shirking duty, and goes on to say: 
t •• • it's a bl oomin' shayme. We are put 
upon ... bad food , bad pay ... I want us to kick 
up a bloomin' row; a blamed 'owling row that 
would make 'em remember. His altruistic 
indignAtion blazed. 
(l12 ) 
At this point Donkin begins to doubt Wait's pretence; he 
recognizes that Wait is in fact dying. At their next meeting, 
after his humiliation by Allistoun, Donkin's "perfidious 
desire of truthfulness" (150), And his desire to "be even with 
everybody for everything" (150), drive him to undermine Wait's 
seIf-- deception. Ironically, the two prin c ipal evaders of 
reality in the tale en d up exposing the truth about each 
other: as Wait is forced to confront the reality of his own 
death, Donkin is revealed to be the one unmitigated egoist on 
board the Narcissus. The arch exploiter of human sympathy 
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terrorizes Wait into dying, and even manages to feel self-
pi ty. When he observes Wait's final moments, he feels "the 
anguishing grasp of a great sorrow on his heart at the thought 
that he himself, someday, would have to go through it all. " 
(153 - 154) . Wait dies; Donkin steals his money and leaves. 
Once again actions prove to be a more reliable expression of 
character than words . 
IV 
The view of language presented in the novel is on the 
whole derogatory. In the oppositions between language and 
silence, words and actions, the non - linguistic element is 
valued more highly than the linguistic. Silence and action 
are praised and associated with Singleton and Allistoun, 
whereas language is censured and associated with the deceivers 
and the self-deceived (Wait, Donkin, Podmore and the crew). 
In the final paragraphs, the narrator sees the crew "swaying 
irresolute and noisy" (171) on their way to the Black Horse, 
where men "dispense out of varnished barrels the illusions of 
strength, mirth, happiness; the illusion of splendour and 
poetry of life ... " (171). "From afar I saw them d .iscoursing 
[he adds} .. . while the sea of life thundered into their eat·s 
ceaseless and unheeded" (171, italics mine). The clamorous 
and forgetful men are contrasted with the "remembering and 
mute stones" (172) on whlch they walk. The only form of lan -
guage that is not seen to be a distracting clamour is the 
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technical language of the sailors, which is restricted both in 
terms of intention and context, and which has, as a con -
sequence, determirlate meaning. All other forms of language 
arc seen to be potentially misleading, ambiguous, and morally 
suspect; these are the words that constitute the "poetry of 
life" which conceals or detracts from the "sea of life" . 
In conclusion, it is significant that many of the 
virtues ascribed to Sing leton and Allistoun--particularly 
their sincerity, their single-mindedness, and their 
vigilance--are also the virtues of the "workman of art" (The 
Nigger, xi), who labours in his own "region of stress and 
strife" (The Nigger, viii). In the preface to The Nigger, art 
is defined as amongst other things a "single-minded attempt to 
render the highest kind of justice to the visible universe" 
(vii), and the task of the artist "approached in tenderness 
and faith is to hold up unquestioningly, without choice and 
without fear, the rescued fragment before all eyes in the 
light of a sincere mood" (x). Yet the artist does not possess 
two essential characteristics of the seamen : their silence 
and their unself- consciousn ess (or as Conrad would have it, 
their unconsciousness), and his language is not strictly 
limited in terms of intention and context. 
The reader is left with an apparent contradiction: 
the world presented in the novel undermines the mode of pre -
sentation which is the novel. The story is concerned to show 
that deeds have priority over words, that silence is a virtue, 
that language is morally suspect, and that self-consciousness 
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has a debilitating effect both on the individual and on the 
community. But the story itself is clearly a linguistic 
object , and what is more the form of telling--i n particular 
the device of the first-person narrator--suggests that self-
consciousness and imagination are not viewed entirely nega-
tively. In Levenson's words, there is in the story a "ten -
sion between them a tic representation and narrative form" 
(1984, 34). Or, as Virginia Woolf put it, to celebrate 
silence one must possess a voice. Levenson goes on to sum up 
the problem: 
The thematic sympathies of The Nigger of the 
'Narcissus' are plainly on the side of duty, 
obedience, authority and silence, and against. 
individualism, consciousness and loquacity. 
But through the person of t.he narrator 
... there is an implied commitment to the 
values of a registering consciousness. 
Singleton's "unexpressed faith" may be the 
suprem e virtue endorsed in the novel, but it 
is the narrator who gives expression to that 
claim. 
(1984, 34) 
Given this, it seems yet to be true that in the world of The 
Nigge r of I.he 'Narcissus' there is no obvious place for the 
story-teller' In the final paragraphs he emerges as an 
anonymous, alienated figure, speaking to no one directly, who 
tells a story that undermines his own position. Only in Heart 
of DarkJJess does the teller, who is now given B name, b eg in to 
find his place 1n the world, and to locate his narrative 
amongst the many other valid and invalid kinds of discourse. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The last distortion of romance 
Forsook the insatiab.le egotist. 
Wallace Stevens
' 
Heart of Darkness is one of many literary responses to 
the age of colonial expansion, or what c an be called the 
nineteenth-century civilizing mission. At a general level the 
response was twofold: there were the !'imperialist romancers", 
who celebrated the mission in romantic stories, and there were 
the "crilical realists·, who condemned its methods and aspira-
tions. The techniques of the romancers are outlined by Frye 
in The Secular Scripture: 
... the adventure stor i es of Rider Haggard and 
John Buchan and Rudyard Kipling ... incorporate 
the dreams of British imperialism. This is 
the process of what we called "kidnapping" 
romance, the absorbing of it into the ideol -
ogy of an ascendant class . 
(1976, 57) 
Frye suggests that, in the case of these works, ideology affects 
and employs romance, and vice versa. In the period of colonial 
expansion, Britain and certain European powers were an "ascendant 
class'! in the international scene. The romancers "absorbed" its 
i deology into the conventions of the genre of romance, and, as is 
made clear In Heart of flHrkness, the i deologists of the civi -
lizing mission appropriated the conventions of romance. 
On the face of it Conrad is on th e side of the "critical 
realists 't . He was capable of writing stories that were clearly 
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anti-romantic and anti-imperialist; stories that questioned 
rather than confirmed the dominant ideology and its attendant 
rhetoric . The short story entitled "An Outpost of Progress", for 
example, is a direct and comparatively uncomplicated attack on 
the hypocrisies of the civilizing mission. But Heart of Darkness 
is neither as simple nor as uncompromising as "An Outpost l '. The 
reasons for this will become clear in the account that follows, 
but to begin with, it can be said that the novella is both more 
extensive and more discerning of the human predicament than the 
short story. In Heart of Darkness the historic circumstances of 
the civilizing mission are not the principal object of inquiry; 
they serve ralher as the malerial used to present a more far-
reaching concern that includes both the romantic's and the 
rea] j s t' s pers.pect i ves. 
I 
The story begins with a prologue or overture in which 
these two conflicting perspectives are introduced. An anonymous 
frame - narrator describes the scene: five men--among them a 
Director of Companies, a Lawyer and an Accountant--all of whom 
share the "bond of the sea" (45), are aboard a cruising yawl 
moored in the Thames estuary waiting for the tide to turn. They 
are all looking to seaward and to the "luminous estuary" (45) 
ahead; the "mournful gloom" (45) of London is behind them. The 
use of the tropes of darkness and light--the symbolic opposition 
that is to become essenlial in the slory as a whole--tells the 
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reader less about the externai scene than it does about the nar-
rator's emotions and attitudes, or what Parry calls "the 
manicheanism of the imperialist imagination" (1983, 21). The 
landscape is invested with meaning, it is not merely described. 
The frame - narrator is a romantic, who sees the world in the light 
of his romantic dream. In The Mirror of the Sea Conrad describes 
the Thames in words that clarify the frame - narrator's position. 
At one point he says: "romance has lived too long upon this 
river not to have thrown a mantle of glamour upon its hanks" 
(113). This description echoes the narrator's rendering of the 
mist on the Essex marshes, which is "like a gauzy and radiant 
fabric, hung from the wooded rises inland, and draping the low 
shores in diaphanous folds" (46). The estuary itself has sym-
bolic significance for the romantic: "all the estuaries of great 
r i vers have ... the att.ractiveness of an open portal" (Mirror, 101) 
and "from the offing the op e n e stuary promises e very possible 
fru i t.i o n to adventurou·s hopes" (Mirror, 101) . The frame-narrator 
sees the estuary as an open portal promising every possible frui -
t i on to his romantic expectations. His views, and the rhetoric 
he uses to express them, exemplify the vision of the world and 
man characteristic of the imperialist outlook. The tale of d i s -
illusionment that is to follow, though it does not deny the 
validity of these fe eli ngs, shows that the fram e-nar r ator's words 
do not refer to the world. His is the rhetoric of the deceived. 
This heroic vision of the future i s followed by an 
equally heroic rendering of the past. The imaginations of those 
aboar d th e Nellie (excluding Marlow) are contaminat e d by the 
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dominant ideology of their time, and the language they use is 
• 
similarly contaminated. With the exception of Marlow, they all 
"evoke the great spirit of the past" (47) in a manner character '-
istic of the language used by the rhetoricians of the civilizing 
mission, with its blend of chivalric and religious idioms. Drake 
and Franklin are "the great knights - errant of the sea", the names 
of their ships are "like jewels flashing in the night of time"; 
history has the linear and progressive character of a "gigantic 
tale"; and the conquerors go out on the stream "bearing the 
sword, and often the torch, messengers of the might within the 
land, bearers of a spark from the sacred fire" (47). The civi -
lizing mission, in this account, is part of a proud and glorious 
tradition of progress, bringing light to the benighted places of 
the earth. Marlow's tale takes issue with this unqualified 
affirmation of European aspirations, particularly with the simple 
associations of light and virtue, darkness and evil, suggested by 
the frame - narrator's rhetoric. As he says at the end of "Youth": 
"1 have seen the mysterious shores, the still water, the lands of 
brown nations, where a steallhy Nemesis lies in wait, pursues, 
overtakes so many of the conquering race, who are proud of their 
wisdom, of their knowledge, of their strength" ("Youth", 41 - 42). 
Marlow's terse retort to the frame-narrator's celebration 
of the c i vilizing mission, "And this also ... has been one of the 
dark places of the earth" (48), radically alters the perspective. 
His manner is unaffected and matter - of- fact. He recalls the time 
of the Roman invasion of Britain, "nineteen hundred years ago--
the other day" (49). On this time scale, which both extends and 
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reduces that of the frame - narrator, the light from the sacred 
fire becomes "a running blaze on a plain ... a flash of lightning 
in the clouds" (49). As Watt argu e s, "we are made to see civi -
lization, not as a stable and normal condition, but as a brief 
interruption of the customary rule of darkness ... " (1980, 154). 
When considering history and civilized man's place in it, Marlow 
takes (to use Eliot's words) a 
... backward look behind the assurance 
Of recorded history, the backward half- look 
Over the shoulder, towards the primitive terror.2 
Marlow's view of the conquerors is similarly anti-heroic. 
The "decent young citizen in a toga", left to his own resources 
in an unfamiliar world, feels the "fascination of the abomina-
tion" as he looks into the "hearts of wild men" (50). The com -
mander of the trireme, though saved by his devotion to his task 
and his ability to act "without thinking much about it" (49), is 
no knight-errant of the sea. Marlow's sombre perspective on civ-
ilization undermines the idealistic vision of the frame-narrator. 
He maintains this critical attitude throughout the first section 
of the story, as he reveals the gulf between what civilized man 
says and what he does. 
At this point Marlow pauses in his narrative, 
apparently--as Watt suggests--"reflecting that he ought not to 
upset his listening friends with his gloomy ruminations" (1980, 
216). When he resumes, "it is to exclude the present company 
frOID his unflattering generalizations about human weakness" 
(1980, 216). Yet this attempt to exclude his audience, by means 
of a spurious distinction between colonists and conquerors, makes 
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Marlow's use of language as questionable as the frame-narrator's. 
He appeals to the ideal of "efficiency" (50) in order to dis-
tinguish the modern day colonists from the Roman conquerors, but 
this is contradicted by his previous description of the Romans as 
a "wonderful lot of handy men" (49), and by the inefficiency 
characteristic of the colonists he witnesses in Africa. The 
appeal t o the "unselfish belief in the idea" (51) is similarly 
questionable. The idea seems to be more akin to a primitive 
idol, "something you can set up, and bow down before, and offer a 
sacrifice to" (51), than a rationally chosen ideal. By making 
this spurious d istinction between conquerors and colonists, Mar -
low is not simply de ceivi ng his audience, he is (as an 
accomplished story- teller) trying to prevent his audience from 
dismissing his tale as absurd. Throughout the account that fol -
10ws, he is aware of the problem of communicating unflattering 
truths to his listeners; this is the first instance of it. In 
this situation we can assume that Marlow has sacrificed absolute 
veracity in order to preserve the decorum of conversation, and to 
retain his credibility as a teller. But once again the reader is 
asked to interrogate words : to ask who is speaking, who is 
listening and in what circumstances the words are uttered. 
II 
With the prologue complete, Marlow begins to tell the 
story of his experience in Africa. He describes hi s childhood 
"p assion for maps" and for losing himself in "all the glories of 
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exploration" (52); he wonders at his impulsive desire in later 
life to travel up the river that resembles "an immense snake" 
(52); and he explains how, with the help of his aunt, he set 
about obtaining employment that would allow him to fulfil this 
desire. Then, in one of the few interruptions of the chronologi -
cal sequence, he describes his attempt, once in Africa, to 
recover the remains of his predecessor, Fresleven. In this 
account we hear Marlow's ironic voice, which is to dominate the 
first section of the story. This is the sardonic voice of the 
outraged seaman, who lives by the values--by what Berthoud calls 
the "eUdc of service" (1978, 41) -- affirmed in J'he Nigger of the 
'Narc.issus' . The account of Fresleven's ignoble decline and 
death--his death is caused by (among other things) the failure of 
communication between two cultures--provides a contrast to the 
frame - narrator's enthusiastic celebration of the civil i zing mis -
sian. Added to this, Marlow's insistent ironies undermine the 
rhetoric of the civilizing mission; phrases like "the noble 
cause" and "the cause of progress" (54) are made to sound partic-
ularly hollow when used in this context. As Marlow soon discov -
ers, European culture has created a complex system of lies to 
justify its actions and to conceal its own dark heart: hypocrisy, 
which entails a disparity between what is professed and what is 
actually done, is its defining characteristic. 
The meeting between Marlow and his aunt gives a clear 
indication of the nature and extent of these systematic mis-
representations. She has secured him a position in the "Com-
pany" , and so before setting off Marlow visits her to pay his 
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He finds her "triumphant" (59). In words resembling 
those of the frame-naI"l"ator) she considers Marlow to be It some -
thing like an emissary oj' light, something like a lower sort of 
apost Ie" (59), and she talks about "weaning those ignorant mi 1-
lions from their horrid ways" (59). Mar'low is sceptical, and he 
"venture[s] to hint that the Company [ is] run for profit" (59). 
He explains his aunt's enthusiastic idealism: 
There had been a lot of such rot let loose in 
print and talk just about that time, and the 
excellent woman, living right in the rush of 
all that humbug, got carried off her feet. 
(59) 
In the short story entitled "An Outpost of Progress", the 
two principal characters, Kayerts and Carlier, are similarly 
carried off their feet by "print and talk". Left alone at their 
outpost in the wilderness, their morale slowly hreaking down, 
they d i scover "some old copies of a home paper" (94). 
That print discussed what it was pleased to 
call "Our Colonial Expansion" in high-flown 
language. It spoke much of the rights and 
duties of civilization, of the sacredness of 
the civilizing work, and extolled the merits 
of those who went about bringing light, and 
faith and commerce to the dark places of the 
earth . ("An Outpost", 94) 
Having read this the two colonists begin "to think better of 
themselves" (95); they are consoled by the thought that they 
repr'esent the vanguard of 'tcivilization, my boy, and virtue- - and 
all" (95) . The omniscient narrator comments that "they seemed to 
forget the i r dead predecessor" (95), making the irony of their 
words clear to the reader . The remainder of the story describes 
the i r gradual moral decline which leads final l y to a murder and a 
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suicide. As an a<:counl of the effecl that the colonial experi-
enee has on the colonists, the story is a bitter indictment of 
the civilizing mission. l.ike the first seclion of Hetlrl. of Dark-
ness, its mordant comedy and repeated ironies reveal the hollow-
ness of the rhetoric used to promote the mission. 
Throughout his preparations for the journey to the Congo, 
Marlow feels a growing sense of disquiet. lilt was, It he says, 
"just as though [ had been let into some cons piracy .. . something 
not quite right. " (56) . The knitters of black wool, the 
"shabby and careless" ( 57) cle rk, and the doctor who takes a 
scientific in t.e resl ill lhose going "out there" (58), offer no 
consolation. The journey to t he Central Station plots Marlow's 
gradual ly developing awareness of what this conspiracy means. 
Throughout this journey, Marlow's capacity for astute 
and unprejudiced observation isolates him from the other 
colonists. Yet it takes time for him to articulate clearly the 
meaning of what he sees; he feels that he is being kept "away 
from the truth of things, within the toil of a mournful and 
senseless delusion" (6 1). The energetic black boalmen give him a 
"momentary contact with reality" and a comforting sense that he 
still belongs "to a world of straight-forward facts" (61), but. 
this is short-lived. The actions of the colonists, unlike those 
of lhe black boatmen, are al first incomprehensible. Marlow wit-
nesses a French man - of - war firing into the continent and is 
am"zed: 
In th e 
water. 
firing 
empty i mm ensity of earth, sky, and 
there she was, incomp['ehensible, 
inlo a continent. Pop, would go one 
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of the six - inch guns; a small flame would 
dart and vanish, a little white smoke would 
disappear, a tiny projectile would give a 
feeble screech--and nothing happened. 
Nothing could happen. (61-62) 
Berthoud argues that this incident demonstrates that "the 
intelligibility of what men do depends upon the context in which 
they do it" (1978, 46). This is true, but what is perhaps more 
important is that the incident shows exactly how Marlow differs 
from the other colonists. 3 The activities of the colonists are 
unintelligihle only to Marlow; he is not consoled when "somebody 
on board assure[s] [him] earnestly there was a camp of natives--
he called them e nem ies'-- hidden out of sight somewhere" (62). 
Marlow sees beyond the words used by the colonists to legitimize 
and to give significance to their actions. He sees the futility 
of firing into a continent, and he sees that the colonists are 
deceiving themselves, while they either cannot or wi ll not see 
beyond their words. What Marlow gradually comes to understand is 
that the rhetoric of the civilizing mission is used to deceive 
not only those who remain in Europe, but also the colonists them-
selves. 
The abuse of the word "work" particularly offends Mar-
low's professionalism. He comments on the petty intrigues of the 
"pilgrims" at the Central Station, saying that "it was as unreal 
as everything else- - as the philanthropic pretence of the whole 
concern, as their talk, as their government, as their show of 
work" (78). At the Company Station he observes that the word is 
used to justify the "objectless blasting" (64) of R cliff, to 
legitimize the exploitation of the nativ es (who--in another 
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instance of misleading categorization--are classified as 
"criminals", t.hough Marlow sees them as "nothing hut black 
shadows of disease and starvation" (66)), and to conceal the 
inefficiency of the whole enterprise. In the grove where the 
tlhelpers had withdrawn to die", Marlow's ironies become cries of 
outrage: "The work was going on. The work!" (66). Even the 
accountant, who appears at first as a "sort of vision" (67) to 
Marlow, and who seems to have maint.ained his standards of 
efficiency "in the great demoralization of the land" (68), cannot 
be justified by an appeal to the word. His efficiency is 
inversely proportional to his compassion, both for the natives 
and for his fellow colonists. On seeing the "decaying machinery" 
and the chain gang (63-64), Marlow begins to understand the con-
spiracy he has been let into: III foresaw", he says, !'that in tIle 
blinding sunshine of that land I would become acquainted with a 
flabby, pretending, weak-eyed devil of a rapacious and pitiless 
folly " (65 ) . 
Marlow arrives at the Central Station, and at a glance 
sees that "the flabby devil was running that show" (72). Having 
to some extent come to comprehend the ideological conspiracy 
behind the civilizing mission and the self-deceptions of the 
colonists, Marlow now faces deceit in a more personal form. 
Characteristically, the speech of th~ "pretending devils" belies 
their actual feelings and motives. In order to find out what is 
actually happening around him, Marlow has to rely either on non-
linguistic signs (like gestures, actions and general demeanour) 
Ot' on indirect forms of "conversation", like eavesdropping. The 
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manager, for instance, assures Marlow that Kurtz is "the best 
agent he [has], an exceptional man, of the greatest importance to 
the Company" (75) . But his actions- - breaking the sealing wax 
(75 ) literally breaks the seal on the "door opening into B dark -
ness he [has] in his keeping" (74) - -and the distracted manner in 
which he conducts the conversation, reveal that this unqualified 
praise is sham. ( Marlow only realizes that the manager 
deliberately inconvenienced his repair work on the steamer, in 
order to delay the rescue mission and to jeopardize Kurtz's posi -
tion, when he overhears a conversation between the manager and 
the manager's uncle, who is the leader of the "Eldorado Exploring 
Expedition" (89- 92)). Marlow soon becomes aware that the "~only 
real feeling" among the colonists "was a desire to get appointed 
to a trading-post where ivory was to be had, so lhal they could 
earn percentages" (78). As the rhetoric of the civilizing mis-
sian misrepresents the reality of colonization, so the words of 
the flabby devils conceal their self-interest and moral cynicism. 
J 1 J 
At the Central Station, Marlow turns his back on the 
hypo c ritical colon i sls and, to keep a "hold on the redeeming 
facts of life" (75), devotes himself to the practical problem of 
repairing the damaged steamboat. The implications of this sym-
bolic act will be the central concern of this section, particu-
larly as it has a bearing on the relationship between the self, 
language, and work. In order to provide a context 1n which the 
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significance of' Kurtz ca n be seen more clearly, i.he discussion 
re-examines the di stinct ion between language and action referred 
to in Chapter 1. 
Much has already be e n said about Singleton in Chapter 1; 
what follows 1S a brief summary of the ground already covered, 
and then a look at how ih i s is related to some of the issues 
raised in Heart of lIarkness. In Sincerity and Authenticity 
Trilling describes the "Lrait on which the English most prided 
themselves, their sincerity, by which they meant their single -
minded relation to things, to eac h other, and to themselves " 
( 1972, lll). As we have seen, Singleton is the paragon of Sln -
eerity. He is single- minded in his relation to the world, the 
other members of the crew, and himself. Certain other character-
isties are noteworthy: the sincere man "- as represented by 
Singleton- - is silent, uncons cio us (to use the Carlylean term 
which Conrad also used ) and unquestioningly committed to his pub -
lic role alld the work that it entails. He is Carlyle's "good 
IDHnll who works IIcontinually :in well doin//', and "to whom welJ doing 
is as his natural existence ... requiring no commentary" (1872, 7, 
italics mine). The "good man" for Carlyle 18 the silent, 
unreflecting worker; the "good life" is lived unconsciously, it 
is active and industrjous. Tn addition to this, work has a 5ig-
nificant influence on Lhe self. 
1'0 work: why, it is to try himself against 
Nature, and her everlastin g unerring Laws; 
these will tell a true verdict as to the man. 
So much of virtue and of faculty did we [Na-
ture and her Laws are speaking in judgement] 
fi.nd in him; so much and no more! He had 
such capacity of harmonizing himself with me 
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and my unalterable ever-veracious Laws; of 
co-operating and working as I bade him. 
(1919, 143) 
That is, the activity of work tests an individual's mettle, and 
through his work he "harmonizes" himself with what is unalterable 
and ever-veracious. Importantly, the worker's self is discovered 
and expressed through action- - actions which are in turn "judged" 
by objective reality (Carlyle's "Nature") and tested for their 
worth. Singleton is tested by time and the sea (hence his 
equanimity) and he faces resolutely the two unalterable and ever-
ver~cious facts in the tale: death and the exactions of the sea. 
He has, according to Carlyle and Conrad, discovered his "real 
self" by acting in the world and facing its demands. 
A further quality possessed by Singleton--and, according 
to Marlow, all reli~ble workers -- is "restraint". In Heart of 
OBrkness Marlow praises his cannibal crew, who are "brought to 
the test of an inexorable physical necessity" (105) by hunger, 
and who are yet able to restrain themselves from feasting on the 
"pilgrims". Marlow is baffled: "Restraint! What possible 
restraint? Was it superstition, disgust, patience, fear--or some 
kind of primitive honour?" (105). No explanation suffices, and 
he is left facing an enigma. The notion of restraint refers 
primarily to the individual's capacity to remain true to his pub-
lic role in the face of outer threats and inner compulsions. 
Conrad praises men like Singleton and Allistoun, who are ab l e to 
retain the identity they possess as members of a group (for 
instance, the crew of a ship); and yet many of the novels deal 
with men who fail, like Jim, to suppress their individuality and 
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who are, as a result, cast out of the group. Singleton has been 
test.ed, he has no false percept.ions of himse lf, and he can be 
relied upon to fulfil his function as a member of the cre w. 
Marlow is comm l tted to many of the values and qualities 
represented by Singleton. In the first installce, he is committed 
to the b e ljef in work as H Lest of individual mettle. 
I don't like work -- no man does -- but I like 
what is in the work, -- Lhe chance to find 
yourself. Your own reality--fnr yourself, 
not for olhers'--whal no other man can ever 
know. (85) 
On the basis of this commitment, Marlow praises the mechanics at 
the Central Station- - particularly the simple and industrious 
boil e r - maker- -and criticizes the members of the Eldorado Explor-
ing Expedition (and the colonists in general), who are not aware 
that "foresight" And "s erious intention'! are "wanted for the work 
of the world" (87 ). Second, Marlow gives priority to deeds over 
words. When the hoat is attacked just be1'or e the Inner Station, 
and the helmsman dies, he makes the following comment: 
No: J can't forget him [ Kurtz], though I am 
not prepared to affirm the fellow was exactly 
worth the life we lost in getting to him. I 
missed my late helmsman awfully ... . Well, 
don't you see , he had done something, he had 
steered .... It was a kind of partnership. 
(119, italics mine) 
Kurt z has also "done something", but he has said more. Though 
Marlow is exagge rati ng at this point, he non e theless asserts that 
Kurtz's primary commitment to words makes him less worthy than 
the h el msman. Finally, Marlow is able to restrain himself from 
going "ashore for a howl and a dance" (97) and, like Singleton, 
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he is able to retain his public role (in Marlow's case this is 
his role us captain of the steamboat ) . 
But, unlike Singleton, Marlow is a com plex and divided 
man. The t ension between th e me and form described in Chapter I 
of this dissertation becomes, in Heart of Darkness, a tension 
within Marlow himself. He is a man of words who celebrates 
deeds, and who censures many forms of language. As the frame-
narrator says, Marlow is a seaman who does not ·'represent his 
class" (48). Whereas Allistoun and Singleton have "minds [that] 
are of the stay-at-home order" (48), Marlow is a "wanderer" (48). 
His commitment to the work ethic is not as simple as has been 
made out, and, in this regard, his response to the book entitled 
An Inquiry into some Points of Seamanship is pa"ticularly reveal-
ing. 
Not a very enthralling book [he says]; but at 
the first glance you could see there a 
singleness of intention, an honest concern 
for the right way of going to work, which 
made these humble pages".luminous with 
another than a professional light, 
(99, ital ics mine) 
In Chapter 1, the only kind of language that was praised was the 
practical discourse of the sailors. It was valued because it had 
clearly defined purposes, it was used in the context of action, 
and it had determinate meaning, Marlow values the seamen's 
manua l for similar reasons. Reading it, he is made to "forget 
the jungle [the stillness of which conceals "an inscrutable 
intention" (93)] and the pilgrims [whose intentions are far from 
clear] in a delicious sensation of having come upon something 
unmistakably real" (99). Leaving off reading it is "like tearing 
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myself away from the shelter of an old and solid friendship" 
(100) . For someone like Singleton, work or books about work 
would not be seen as a "shelter 'l ; he would not be conscious ofJ 
or at least not feel threatened by, the darkness beyond the light 
of his profession. For Marlow, however, work and words about 
work "belong to the sheltering conception of light and order 
which is our refuge" (Lord Jim, 313). Work, according to Marlow, 
enables one to find one's own reality and to "harmonize" oneself 
with a reality beyond the self, but it does this by distracting 
the worker from another more threatening reality. 
What this latter reality means for Marlow is clarified by 
a distinction he makes while describing the journey to the Inner 
Station. He distinguishes between the "incidents of the surface" 
(93) or "surface- truth" (97), and "inner truth" (93) or "reality" 
(93) . He feels himself to be caught between two irreconcilable 
planes of experience. The i mperat i ves of his profession and of 
practical necessity demand that he "discern ... the signs of hidden 
banks" (93) and "keep a look - out for the signs of dead wood" 
(93); yet he is aware of something beyond these immediate con-
cerns which is embodied in the stillness and magnitude of the 
landscape. 
When you have to attend to things of that 
sort [practical problems], to the mere inci-
dents of the surface, the reality-- the 
reality, I tell you--fades. The inner truth 
is hidden-- luck ily , luckily. But I felt it 
all the same .... 
(93) 
This awareness profoundly affects Marlow's attitude to work and 
to his public role. He is now aware of his role as B role (a 
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deliberately assumed attitude), and he conceives of work as 
"monkey tricks" or tight-rope walking (94) . In a letter Conrad 
used a similar image to describe such moments of awareness. 
I am like a tight-rope dancer who in the 
midst of his performance should suddenly dis-
cover that he knows nothing about tight-rope 
dancing. He may appear ridiculous to the 
spectators but a broken neck is the result of 
such untimely wisdom. 
(Karl and Davies ed. 1986, 90) 
Singleton does not have moments of debilitating self" 
consciousness; he is praised principally because he is unself-
consciously committed to working for the common good. For Mar-
low, work can seem to be just a !'shelter", an artificial barrier 
between the self and the darkness. This is why the seamen's 
manual gives him a momentary sense of relief: it speaks clearly 
and unequivocally of the right way of doing things, just when 
Marlow is beginning to feel that action and human endeavour are 
bereft of any significance. 
Guetti explains Marlow's distinction between the two 
irreCOllcilable planes of experience, as one between two senses of 
the word "reality": 
... the primary reality is the suggested 
essence of the wilderness, the darkness that 
must remain hidden if a man is to survive 
morally, while the secondary reality is a 
figurative reality like work, an artificial 
reality by which the truly real is concealed 
or even replaced . 
(l965, 494) 
Berthoud makes a similar point when discussing the "antithetical 
conception of r e ality ... [which] is at the centre of Heart of 
Darkness" (1978, 53). On this account--as on Guetti's--
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"civilization is thought of not merely as a given, but as some-
thing achieved- - something deliberately constructed and upheld in 
defiance of an el e mental nature " ( 1978, 53). That is, civi 1 iza-
tion with its moral and social pr~ctices is an effort of the 
human will. Singleton does not question his commitment to these 
values and practice~; he is therefore unshaken in his resolve. 
Kurtz abandons all but a verbal commitment to these values, while 
Marlow finds himself caught between the need of real commitment 
and his recognition that he is committing himself to something 
that, seen in one way, is merely a sham. 
But Marlow differs from Singleton in more ways than one. 
Not only is work at times merely a shelter from reality, it is 
also insufficient justification for Marlow- - he cannot feel that 
his life is wholly justified by a good job well done . Whereas 
Singleton is satisfied with ~ relatively limited conception of 
his purpose and object in life, Marlow is nol. He is essentially 
a quester or wanderer; Singleton is a man of action, a worker. 
The notion of the "quest" is both structurally and 
thematically central to the novel. Raval argues that the "mod-
ernist quality of Heart of'lJarkness inheres ... in its subversion 
of the paradigm of romance" (1986, 19). The most significant 
convention taken from the genre of romance, and both used and 
undermined in the story, is the idea of the quest. When Marlow 
turns his back on the hypocritical colonists he lurns to his work 
and to Kurtz, who represents the end and object of his quest. He 
is not sure about the object of the pilgrims' journey, but for 
him the steamboat crawls "towards Kurtz--exclusively" (95) . As a 
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romantic quester, Marlow seeks a figure who will reveal some 
profound truth about man and the world. He himself compares his 
quest to the conventional romantic quest : "the approach 
to ... Kurtz [he saysJ ... was beset by as many dangers as though he 
had been an enchanted princess sleeping in a fabulous castle" 
(l06) . As Watt argues, "Marlow is unconsciously impelled to 
create a fantasy Kurtz" (1980, 240). But in so doing he becomes 
subject to the unreal expectations typical of the Conradi an 
romantic; he begins to see the world as the frame-narrator sees 
it and, therefore, to deceive himself. 
What does Marlow expect from Kurtz before he sees him? 
In other words, what fantasy does he create about Kurtz? Mar -
low's beliefs about Kurtz are based only on what he has heard, 
and, as is by now only too clear, any description of the world or 
of a person--any experience mediated through laaguage--is in the 
Conradian universe potentially unreliable. From the Company's 
chief accountant, Marlow learns that "[Kurtz] is a very remark-
able person" (69) and that "he will go far, very far" (70). From 
the "papier-mach6 Mephistopheles" (81) he hears that Kurtz is "a 
prodigy", ttan emissary of pity, and science, and progress!', that 
he has spoken of the need for "wide sympathies" and "singleness 
of purpose" (79). The Manager reports Kurtz's saying: "Each 
station should be like a beacon on the road towards better 
things, a centre of trade of course, but also for humanizing, 
improving, instructing" (91) . As a consequence of what he has 
heard, Marlow looks to Kurtz as a man who, unlike the self-
interested pilgrims, has come out to the Congo "equipped with 
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moral ideas of some sort" (88). That is, Kurtz comes to 
represent for Marlow the human capacity to distinguish what ought 
to be the case from what is or tends to be the case. Kurtz is 
the figure (so Marlow believes) of the moral agent, who will con-
firm his much shaken belief in the possibility of moral actions. 
As the tale of disillusionment progresses along its inevitable 
path, Marlow discovers that he has put too much faith in words. 
Kurtz is not what he and others say he is; and if "all Europe 
contributed to the making of Kurtz" (117), then by implication 
Europe is in fact not the civilized and morally impeccable empire 
the imperialist rhetoricians say it is. 
Yet Marlow expects Kurtz to do more than vindicate his 
belief in the human capacity to act morally or merely to be civi-
lized. He sees Kurtz as an oracle ("the man presented himself as 
a voice" (113» who will unriddle the world by making some elo-
quent pronouncement upon it . When the steamboat is attacked, and 
Marlow senses that Kurtz may have been killed--like Fresleven--
"by means of some spear, arrow, or club" (114), he says: "I 
didn't say to myself, 'Now I will never see him,'or 'Now I will 
never shake him by tbe hand,' but, 'now I wi 11 never hear him'" 
(113) . He continues: "I will never hear that chap speak after 
all .... I couldn't have felt more of lonely desolation somehow, 
had I been robbed of a belief or had missed my destiny in 
life ... " (114). In the conventional romance, the quester, after 
many trials and disappointments, invariably achieves what he most 
desires, and the object of his desires usually meets with his 
expectations. For Marlow (and for Conrad) the world is not so 
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well fitted to human needs and desires, and those who believe 
otherwise are simply deceived. Yet, in a complex way, he does 
achieve what he desires, but only at the cost of discovering that 
it is not desirable and that his expectations were merely 
romantic delusions. If the frame - narrator's imagination is con-
taminated by the ideology of imperialism, Marlow's is con-
taminated by the conventions of the genre of romance. But his 
is the quest that ends in darkness and disillusionment, rather 
than illumination and fulfilment, and, like Jim, Marlow discovers 
that there is an all too frequent gap between the world and human 
representations of it. 
IV 
The second section of the story ends--as the third 
begins--with Marlow talking to the young Russian sailor . His is 
the final account of Kurtz given before Marlow actually meets the 
man himself. The Russian's response to Kurtz is of particular 
significance, because to some extent his response is Marlow's 
intended response. That is, as the Russian's response is 
innocent and myopic, so Marlow's hopes are by implication 
innocent and myopic. The young Russian is ruled by "the 
absolutely pure, uncalculating, unpractical spirit of adventure" 
(126) . 
(126). 
He is saved and urged on by what Marlow calls "glamour" 
But, as Berthoud argues, "this is not moral strength: 
is moral naivet6" (1978, 53) . As Marlow says: "I did not envy 
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him his devotion to Kurtz, though. He had not meditated over it" 
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(127). The Russian embodies the courage and hope of youth, as 
well as its limitations. The source of the youth's problem is 
that he has accepted Kurtz's "magnificent eloquence" (131) 
uncritically. Like the crew of the Narcissus, Marlow's aunt and 
the frame-narrator, he has been blinded by the surface glitter of 
language, and he has failed to see the "barren darkness" (147) 
that is its source. Marlow had also been prepared to listen to 
Kurtz, to have him "enlarge his mind", but on seeing him and what 
he has in fact done, these illusions are destroyed. 
Berthoud makes the following general claim about Conrad's 
"almost obsessive interest in the phenomenon of self-deception". 
His scepticism of almost all self-
descriptions, his doubts as to a man's own 
view of his relationship to himself, or to 
society, or to the universe, place him in the 
forefront of twentieth-century deflators of a 
naively self-confident nineteenth - century 
individualism. (1978, 188) 
The "self-descriptions" of the frame-narrator and of the 
colonists in general are all examined sceptically in this story, 
but it is with the figure of Kurtz that the reader confronts most 
directly the problem of language and its relation to the self. 
As the rhetorician of civilization, Kurtz is the supreme 
exponent of "naively self- confident nineteenth- century individu-
alism". 
As we have seen, the figures of Singleton and Marlow 
demonstrate that one way of discovering something real about the 
self and the world is to act in the world. By acting in the 
world, the individual is forced to confront the actuality of 
things beyond the self; he meets a counter- world of things as 
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they are, which tests his ow n conception of the world and of his 
place in it.. In Addilion, lhe reliable worker is self-
disciplined; he has the restraint necessary to retain his public 
role in the face of adversily. Kurtz's conceptions of the world 
and of himself are not tested in this way, and he has no self-
restrajnt. He is commi tted to words, not to deeds, and as such 
he is potentially (a nd as it turns out, actually) blind to things 
as they are. At one poinl Marlow says: "J made the strange 
discovery that I had n ever imagined him [Kurtz] as doing, you 
know, but as discoursing" (113 , italics mine). Obviously Kurlz 
does act, but the point that Marlow and Conrad seem to be making 
is that his primary commitment to words enables him to deceive 
himself and others, and then to act on the basis of those decep-
tions. Marlow, when he realizes that whal he has been looking 
fo rwa,·d to is a "talk with Kurtz" (113), says: 
The point was in his being a gifted creature, 
and that of all his gifts the one that stood 
out preiminently, that carried with it a 
sense of real presence, was his ability to 
talk, his words - - the gifl of expression, the 
bewildering, the illuminating, the most 
exalted and the most contemptible, the pul-
sating stream of light, or the deceitful flow 
from the heart. of an impenetrable darkness. 
(113-114) 
Unlike the Russian, Marlow is aware of the powers of concealment 
Hnd deception man possesses through the gift of expression. He 
is also aware that without proper restraint this gift can become 
B curse. 
In Kurtz, Conrad combines artistic and political 
aspirations in such a way as to reveal his scepticism about both. 
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The artist and the politician are able to exploit the compelling 
power that language can have over the human imagination. Their 
reasons for doing so are different, but the effects are poten-
t.ially the same: t.hey deceive themselves and others. That. is, 
without the requisite restraint, verbal facility is a curse 
rather than a gift. Kurt.z is Cc)nrad's vision of the unrest.rained 
and unconstrained speaker who is both the slave and the master of 
eloquence. 
Where Marlow is committed to his single public role as 
captain of the steamboat, Kurtz is capable of performing many 
roles. He is a humanitarian who is also a poet (140), a musician 
(153), a painter (154), a journalist (154), and a politician 
(154) . The final role he takes on, and the one which reveals t.he 
extent of his self-deception, is that of a god. Kurtz believes 
in his imaginative capacity to create, t.o project (and so inspire 
others with his vision), and in the end to realize an ideal 
self-- t.he self that. "by the simple exercise of ... will .. . can exert 
a power for good practically unbounded" (118). The phrase Ilprac-
tically unbounded" _--' meaning "almost unlirnited" --has peculiar 
force in this instance if misread to mean "unbounded by practical 
necessit:ies" . As it turns Gul, there are nei t.her external nor 
internal checks restraining Kurtz's imaginative will. As a con-
sequence, he can make himself believe anything about himself and 
the world, without necessarily questioning the validity of his 
beliefs. 
Kurtz's verbal facility is both the expression of and in 
part the cause of his self - deception. His report for the 
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"International Society for the Suppression of Savage Customs" 
(117) demonstrates both the powers and the dangers of eloquence. 
Marlow offers the following criticism of it: 
The perorati.on was magnificent. ... It gave me 
the notion of an exotic Immensity ruled by an 
august Benevolence. It made me tingle with 
enthusiasm. This was the unbounded power of 
eloquence-- of words -" of burning noble words. 
There were no practical hints to interrupt 
the magic currenl of phrases, unless a kind 
of note at the foot of the last page ... may be 
regarded as the exposition of a method. It 
was very simple, and at the end of that 
moving appeal to every altruistic sentiment 
it blazed at you .. like a flash of lightning 
in a serene sky: 'ExterminaLe all the 
brutes I. 
(lIB, italics mine) 
As we shall see later, Kurtz's eloquence is misleading, whereas 
his simple, whispered statements are sincere. Hawt.horn makes a 
useful connection between the language of Kurtz's report and that 
of the seamen's manual, relating the problems to those Conrad may 
have experienced as a writer. 
Kurlz's piece of 'beautiful wriling' and lhe 
Inquiry into some Points of Seamanship aptly 
symbolize Lwo slages of Conrad's 'duplex' 
life. The transition from the life of a 
sailor w()rking in sit.uations where words are 
used in a concrete, direct and immediate way, 
La sitting in front of a sheet of paper and 
spending perhaps hours searching for the 
right word, must have slruck Conrad ... very 
forcibly. Deceitful or dishonest usages of 
words are soon exposed on ship, because of" 
the concrete nature of the tasks that have to 
be undertaken by collective, physical labour. 
(1979, 17) 
Kurtz's claims about the world and his place in it have no direct 
reference to acluality. But withouL troubling himself about the 
truth of what he claims, he is able to say anything; so long as 
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he says it with enough force and conviction he can, like an 
ideologist, make both himself and others believe that his image 
of the world is real. The author of the IlIquiry could not as 
easily create a false picture of how things are; his words are 
constantly tested by others and by act ual ity. 
As the st()ry proceeds, the reader is persuaded to see 
some relationships among three forms of discourse that are pre-
sent.ed. These could be described as the practical (t he seamen ' s 
manual), the ideological (Kurtz's report and eloquent speeches), 
and the artistic (Mar low's narrative ) forms of discourse. Each 
form is markedly distinct in terms of the intention of the 
speaker or writer, the subject matter, the style, an~ the kind of 
response it expects from i ts audience . If the seamen's manual 
has the virtues of honesty, clear intenti ons and accuracy, it is 
also limited and not very enthralling. It demonstrates a reli-
able but restricted use of language. Kurtz's various discourses , 
which are intended to inspire others and to persuade them to act 
in certain ways, are morally at the other extreme. His eloquence 
1S used to create fantasies about the world with which he 
deceives both himself and others. In contrast to these two forms 
of discourse, Marlow's narrative is neither practically useful, 
nor is it intended to persuade or to inspire action. His story 
is told in a specific co ntext to a limited audience, one of whom 
(the frame - narrator) believes that it is important enough to be 
recorded and relayed to others. The nature of his narrative, 
which obviously has some bearing on the nature of Conrad's fic -
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tional discourse, will be considered further in the final section 
of this chapter. 
Fogel has a different view of the possible relationships 
among the kinds of discourse presented in the story. He dis -
cusses only Kurtz and Marlow, and their respective uses of lan -
guage, arguing that, as the story proceeds, the reader "has an 
increasingly ,uncanny .. . feeling that Marlow's long-winded yarn is 
proportionally and therefore somehow morally linked to the more 
obviously imperial and abject forms of excessive talk lik e 
Kurtz's" (1985, 17-18). But this is surely incorrect. Though 
Kurtz and Marlow might be identified on the basis of the l e ngth 
of their monologues, there seem to be other aspects of their use 
of language that s how them to be distinctly, and significantly, 
d i fferen t. Some of these aspects have been described in the 
previous paragraph . Moreover, fogel's inference from proportion 
to moral worth is surely unacceptable. The length of a speech 
has little to do with its moral worth, what IS morally relevant 
are factors like honesty, openness, sincerity, and so on. r t is 
in terms of such factors as these that Kurtz's monologues can be 
distinguished from the seamen's manual and, more particularly, 
fr om Marlow's narrative. To clarify these differences it is 
necessary to look at the relationship between Marlow and Kurtz, 
and at the latter's final moments. 
Unlike the young Russian, Kurtz is not a naive idealist, 
but he is an irresponsible idealist (and an irresponsible com-
municator). He not only creates a fictive ideal, he creates any 
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ideal. As Marlow learns from the journalist in Brussels: 
'[Kurtz] could get himself to believe 
anything - --anything. He would have been a 
splendid leader of an exlreme party'. 'What 
party?' [asked. 'Any party,' answered the 
oLher. (154) 
When Marlow crawls after Kurtz in the long grass and discovers 
that the only way to persuade him to return to lhe boat is Lo 
invoke him as one would a god, he says that Kurtz "had kicked 
himself loose of the earlh" (144). He has, as Berthoud argues, 
"lost contact with everything outside himsel f" (1978, 57). The 
reliable worker, who is committed to deeds, would not reach this 
exalted position as easi ly ; he los es contact with what is outside 
hims elf aL his own peril. BuL Kurtz beli eves in what he says, 
rather than what he does, and language, unlike action, is not 
necessarily (though it is generally believed that it oughl to be) 
constrained by actuality. As a consequence, he can get himself 
to believe and to say anything about the world and his place in 
it. His voice "survived his st"ength to hide in the magnificent 
folds of eloquence lhe barren darkness of his hearl" (147). 
When Kurtz is taken down the river for the last time, he 
slill believes himself Lo be the humanitarian he inLended and 
professed to be. 
The wastes of his weary brain were haunted by 
shadowy images now--images of wealth and fame 
revolving obsequiously round his 
unextinguishable gift of noble and lofty 
expression. (147) 
Only in his death-bed vision does he see beyond his words to the 
real i lY of his aclions for the firsl time. 
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When Marlow meets Kurtz, his hopes of finding a man who 
acts on the basis of moral co nvictions are dashed. Whereas he 
had earlier turned from the amoral and hypocritical world of the 
c olonists to Kurtz, whom he believed had moral convictions of 
some sort, he now fiIlds that he is faced with a dilemma--what he 
calls a "choice of nightmares" (138). The possibility of simple 
affirmation is denied, and Marlow is compelled to choose between 
two figures that offer only different forms of negation. The 
manager proves lo have no mora] sense--he judges Kurtz's "method" 
unsound and inopportune, not immoral (137)--and his only 
restraint is the "wish to preserve appearances" (106), that is 
the outward--but misleading--signs of civilized conduct. On the 
face of it, Kurtz appears to be the more nightmarish figure: he 
lacks all restraint, and he has been capable of committing 
atrocilies thal make the manager into a minor devil . . 
Yet Marlow chooses Kurtz, and finds himself "a partisan 
of methods for which the time was not ripe" (138). As it turns 
out, Kur·tz redeems himself (and therefore Marlow) in a way that 
Marlow would not have expected. In this sense Marlow's original 
desire -- to have Kurtz confirm his belief in the human capacity to 
act morally--is fulfilled, though not without complications. The 
moral world is redeemed not by an eloquent and oracular pro-
nouncement, but by a whisper. Marlow prepares the reader and his 
listeners for the death-bed whisper quite early on . 
... Mr. Kurtz lacked restraint in the gratifi-
cation of his various lusts ... there was some-
thing wanting in him- - some small matter 
which, when the pressing need arose, could 
not be found under his magnificent eloquence. 
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Whether he knew of this deficiency himself I 
can't say. I think the know l edge came to him 
at last--on1y at the very last. 
(131 ) 
For Marlow , Kurtz is a "remarkable man" (151) because in a 
"supr<"me moment. of complete knowledge" (149) he "had something to 
say" (l51). At the moment of death Kur t z percei v es for the first 
time the gulf between the self that imagines and the imagined 
self-- that is, the gulf between his actual self, realized in his 
actions, and his idealized conception of himself, projected in 
his eloquent discourses. His cry- - IIThe horror! The horror! " 
(149)- - rends the veil his words have cast over reality and, for 
an instant, he sees himself and the world without deceptions or 
distortion. He steps "over the edge" (151) and glimpses a truth 
about the human heart that is "wide enough to embrace the whole 
universe , piercing enough to penetrate all the hearts that beat 
in the darkness" (151). His final vision gives him momentary 
insight into the life of man in general, and into his own partic --
ular life. For Marlow the cry is !Ian affiI"mation" and a "moral 
victory" (151), because it vindicates his belief 1n tIle pos " 
sibility of moral evaluation. Kurtz, who had rejected all the 
claims of moral r e straint, finally evaluates his own past actions 
on the basis of moral criteria . By implication, if his past acts 
are "the horror " , then his calling them so suggests he believes 
that man ought not to act as he has done. 
As Berthoud argues, "two things ... can be confident.ly 
said l ! about Kurtz's final cry: 
Th e first is that it records some sort of 
'ultimate truth' about man; the second is 
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that it implies that this truth is morally 
abhorrent. ( 197[1, 60) 
Accordillg to this view, man has an esserltially dark (amoral, 
unknowable ) heart, which he inherited from primitive ancestors. 
This instinctual essence can be restrained by legal systems aud 
!'public opinion" (116). Where responsibility is institutiona]-
ized, man can live a civilized life; he can in fact come to 
believe that he is essentially a moral, civilized being. He can 
express these beliefs in words, so that others come to share his 
convictions . Hut these beliefs could (and in fact do) turn out 
to be false, when an isolated man finds himself in a place "where 
nc) warning voice ... can be heard whispering of public opinion" 
(l16). In this situation he is compelled to act on the basis of 
personal responsibility, and -- if he is a man like Kurtz - -he is 
inevitably found to be wanting. A single-minded commitment to 
work and to practical problems might save the man from the dark ~ 
ness, but--as Raval argues--work "does not provide the moral 
coordinates that give life stability and definition beyond the 
immediate moment" (1986, 25). Yet Conrad asks: '"hat if this is 
true? Can we (and should we) act as i. f man is ~n fflc/: not a 
moral being, and as if morality is nothing but an illusion? The 
answer, as the final section of the story shows, is not 
straightforward. 
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Marlow does not c onfront the " i nner truth'! directly, and 
so he surVIves to tell his tale, unlike Kurtz. He does yet 
glimpse the horror reflected in Kurtz's final cry, and this expe -
rience leaves him despairing and contemptuous. The people in the 
"sepul c hral city" ( 152) trespass upon his thoughts. 
They were intruders [ he says } whose knowledge 
of life was to me an irritating preten ce , 
because I felt so sure they could not pos-
sibly know the things J knew. (152 ) 
It appears, then, that Marlow has returned from the Congo with a 
sense that civilized life is a pretence worthy only of his con -
tempt. The irony with which he scorned the empty rhetoric of the 
civilizing mission, has become disdain for the "civilized " , He 
seems to adhere unambiguously to the realist perspective on civi -
lized man, and to see the romantic perspective as an illusion . 
But once Marlow meets Kurtz's relatives, the journalist, 
and particularly the Intended, his attitude chang e s once again . 
He takes on the role of a c e nsor, in order to preserve the false 
beliefs about human nature professed by the rhetoricians of civi -
lization. First, he gives the journalist Kurtz's "report on the 
'Suppression of Savage Customs,' with the postscriptum torn off" 
(153 ). He is by implication preserving the i llusory ideology 
that encouraged th e likes of Kayerts and Carlier, and inspired 
the frame-narrator's view of the world. Second, he 1 ies to the 
I nt e nded. 
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Does this lie mean that Marlow has abandoned the realist 
position? Or, if he has not abandoned it, does it mean that he 
regards it as untenable? The chfinge in attitude can best he 
described as a shift in sensibility. Whereas Marlow was wholly 
critical and even contemptuous before, he is now to some extent 
sympathetic. He now recognizes that illusions can be "saving 
illusion[s]" (159) and that in certain circumstances telling the 
truth can be "too dark--too dark altogether" (162). Marlow li.es 
to the Intended in order to preserve her romantic belief in the 
ideal Kurtz, and to veil the "triumphant darkness from which I 
could not have defended her- - from which I could not even defend 
myself" (159). He bows his head "before that great and sBving 
illusion that shone with an unearthly glow in the darkness" (159, 
italics mine). 
But if this is the case, we now have an entirely dif-
ferent Marlow from the one who scorned the illusions and self-
deceptions of the colonists, and who set himself up as what 
Berthoud calls "the very apostle of veracity" (1978, 62). 
Berthoud says of the lie that "it serves to keep al ive, in the 
darkness of Marlow's experience of actuality, the light of 
visionary purpose" (19 78, 63). If this is true, then Parry's 
criticism is valid and Fogel's suggestion--that Kurtz and Marlow 
can be identified with each other on the basis of their 
questionable use of language - -is not wholly unwarranted. Parry 
argues that in the story the "political protest is crucially 
muffled and the grace of visionary aspirations invested in 
imperialism triumphs over representations of the disgrace attend-
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ing its historical practice" (1983, 21), and, more generally, she 
argues that Conrad's texts "become accomplices in the life-lie" 
(1983, 11) which sustains the ideology of imperialism. Of Mar -
low's lie to the Intended, she says: "now because the eulogies 
to blind devotion are not under cut by the ironies attaching to 
its enactment by the vile agents worshipping ivory or the adorers 
crawling before Kurtz, the fiction invites a positive response to 
Marlow's action [his lie to the Intended] which its cumulati ve 
discussion has countermande d" (1983, 37 - 38). 
But on closer examination Parry's view is too restricted. 
The fiction does not, as she suggests, invite a positive response 
to Marlow's action, rather it asks the reader to understand it in 
context. The lie is, after all, not Marlow's final position. 
the narrative past he found himself in a situation where he had 
to conceal the truth, but in the narrative present he tells a 
story in which he attempts to disclose the truth both about 
imperialism and the human predicament in general. The story he 
In 
tells presents a truth about man and the world that undermines 
the beliefs and attitudes of the frame - narrator, of the Intended, 
and of the dominant ideology of the time. But through his own 
experience of disillusionment Marlow has come to understand the 
f unc tion of illusions in human experience: they are a refuge 
from the "conquering darkness" (156) which is reality. This 
insight takes him beyond the particular political deceptions of 
h i s day. Furthermore, he has realized that in certain contexts 
the truth ought not to be told . 
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In other contexts , however, Marlow makes a single-minded 
attempt to render the highest kind of justice to his experience 
of the world. In Heart of Darkness, language is in many 
instances used not to disclose meaning, but rather to impose 
meaning or simply to conceal the truth. In reports, newspapers, 
and romantic stories, the rhetoricians of the civilizing mission 
present a naive and confident view of European cu lture, which is 
accepted by the likes of Marlow's aunt, Kayerts, Carlier Rnd the 
frame - narrator. The colonists use words in order to deceive 
themselves and to legitimize their actions. Kurtz, the master 
rhetorician, exemplifies what is tantamount to schizophrenia: 
bis words and his actions are, till his death-bed vision, radi -
cally contradictory. Marlow's narrative is, in terms of its 
i ntention s and its effects, clearly opposed to practices such as 
these . In it he attempts to bring out the mean~ng of an episode 
in his life "as a glow brings out a haze, in the likeness of one 
of these misty halos that sometimes are made visible by the spec-
tral illumination of moonshine" (48). His primary intention is 
not to enco urage, to console, or to inspire action, it is rather 
to make four other men see. To achieve this he takes issue with 
the dominant ideology of his time, which has contaminated the 
minds of his listeners, and with certain of the assumptions that 
underlie the genre of romance, particularly the notion of the 
quest (although it would perhaps be more accurate to say that, 
through Marlow, Conrad reassesses this notion). Through telling 
his story, Marlow successfully readjusts the perceptions of at 
least one of his listeners. The frame-narrator, who at the out-
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set described the offing as a "luminous space" (45) in which "the 
sea and the sky were welded together without a joint" (45), now 
faces a different scene both literally and metaphorically. 
I raised my head [he says]. The offing was 
barred by a black bank of clouds, and the 
tranquil waterway leading to the uttermost 
ends of the earth flowed sombre under an 
overcast sky- -seemed to lead into the heart 
of an immense darkness . (162) 
The artificial coherence of his world- -it was "welded together" - -
has been irrevocably lost. As one of the men "entranced by the 
sight of distant goals" (The Nigger, xii) , he has been compelled 
by Marlow to "pause for a look" (The Nigger, xii), and has, as a 
consequence, become one of the less deceived. Such is the power 
of the spoken word or, in Conrad's case, the written word. 
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CHAPTER 3 
To point out to the crowd beauties not 
manifest to the common eye, to flash the light of one's 
sympathetic perception upon great, if not obvious, 
qualities ... this is indeed a toil worthy of a man's pen .... 
Conrad in a letter to Blackwood, 1899' 
The argument of the previous two chapters has dealt 
principally with Conrad's critical awareness of the potential 
abuses of language. In .The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' th :ings 
done are given priority over things said, silence is praised, 
and language (with the exception of the technicnl language of 
the sailors) is seen to be morally suspect. In Heart of IIark-
ness this view is developed: literary and political discourse 
are both subjected to close critical scrutiny, but (unlike 
that of The Nigger) the world of Heart of IIarkness contains 
one speaker whose words are considered worthy . Marlow's 
spoken narrative makes at least one of his listeners see 
aspects of the world and of the heart of man that had not been 
clear to him before. In Lord Jim the preoccupation with lan-
guage and various forms of misrepresentation is continued, but 
alongside this the value of Marlow's spoken and written narra-
tives is confirmed, and his relation to his society is more 
clearly defined. 
In a letter of 14 July 1923 to Richard Curle, Conrad 
commented on the critical reception of his works, and on his 
artistic aims and methods, saying that 
critics . . . (have had difficulty] in classify-
ing (my art] as romantic or realistic. 
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Whereas, as a mat.ler of fact, it is fluid, 
depending on grouping (sequence) which 
shifts, and on the changing lights giving 
varied effects of perspective . ' 
This accurately describes the methods of Lord Jim, with its 
"grouping ... whi ch shifts, and [its] changing lights giving 
varied effects of perspective'!. Though the points of view 
presented in the novel are varied and constantly changing, it 
can be said that, at a very general level, t.wo predominat.e. 
These are the points of view represented by what could be 
t.ermed the realist and ro mant ic "ethics". 'l'hese two lIethics ll 
can be characterized as follows: according to the "realist 
ethic" the social group is primary, and service and fidelity 
to collective projects are centra l values; according to the 
"romantic ethic" the individual has priority over the group, 
and so the individual's faithful pursuit of his own ideals and 
aspirations has more value att.ributed to it. In Lord Jim 
there is a consta nt interplay between these two "ethics": 
each offsets the other, while neither is granted privileged 
status. The novel does not offer a reassuring reconciliation 
of opposites. "The only legitimat.e basis of creative work", 
Conrad argues , "lies i n the courageous recognition of all the 
irreconcilable antagonisms that make our life so enigmatic, so 
burdensome, so fascinating, so dangerous--so full of hope" 
(Najder 1978, 75). 
These lwo "elhics" are related to whal Wolfgang Iser 
has termed (in The Act of Reading) the "repertoire" of the 
lext. For lser the "repertoire" 
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consists of all the familiar territory within 
the text . This may be in the form of 
references to earlier works, or to social and 
histor'ical norms, ot' to the whole culture 
from which the text has emerged-- in brief, to 
what the Prague structuralists have called 
the " extratextual" reality. (J978, 69) 
In Lord Jim the Urepertoirell includes three main ar'eas of 
familiar territory-- familiar, thHt is, to the early twentieth-
century reader. First, there are the social and historical 
norms of EuropeHn imperialist culture, which were also part of 
the I'repertoi reI! of Heart of Darkness . Here two social codes 
are particularly noteworthy: the code of the colonial serv -
ices and the maritime code. These social and professional 
norms form an essential part of the "realist ethic " in the 
nove 1. Its principal representatives are the omniscient nar-
rator, Brierly, the French lieutenant, the "privileged man't 
(337), and Marlow; the court of inquiry is the official 
embodiment of this "elhic". Second, there are the ideals and 
aspirations of the romantic tradilion. These constitute the 
"romantic ethic". Its principal representatives are Stein and 
Jim, with Marlow included as a wary sympathizer. Finally, 
there is an area of famlliar territory that is specifically 
literary. In the novel Conrad recalls a number of literary 
kinds', including amongst others tragedy and imperialist 
adventure slories, but the most notable reference is to the 
genre of romance which Lord Jim, 1 ike HeEJrt of j}arkness, both 
relies on and criticizes. These three areas of familiar ter -
ritory are aspects of the broader historical context that are 
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manifested, and examined, by the text. 
Before beginning a detailed discussion of selected 
episodes in the novel, it is necessary to make a distinction 
between two levels of narrative in Lord Jim . There is, on one 
level, Marlow's non-fictional narrative and, on another, Con-
rad's fictional narrative. These two narratives are obviously 
related in a number of important ways, but to begin with, the 
differences between them need to be noted. Marlow's two 
narratives--the one spoken, the other written--are acts of 
personal communication, addressed to a specified audience: 
they are about Jim, who is a social outcast, and about the 
various responses to his delinquency. Conrad's novel is an 
act of public communication, addressed to an unspecified 
audience: it includes Marlow's narratives and an account 
given by an omniscient narrator; and it is also about Marlow 
or, more particularly, Marlow's acts of personal communica -
tion. Conrad's novel is not only about Jim, it is also about 
Marlow, the teller of stories, and his relation to the 
prevailing beliefs, attitudes and modes of representation of 
his society. 
Though Lord Jim cannot be reduced to Marlow's narra-
tives, I shall argue that, in terms of their function, his 
narratives serve as a model for the larger fiction. Marlow's 
account of Jim questions the assumptions of those (including 
Marlow himself) who live simply according to the "realist" 
conception of the wor l d and man; it also c hallenges those who 
live by t'romantic" conceptions, and it examines conventional 
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nolions oj' the romHntic hero depicted in the novels Jim reads 
as a youth. It 1S here that Iser's notion of the "repertoire '! 
of a text helps to ,:larify malters. The novel invites the 
reader to draw parallels between the nature and function of 
Marlow's sLory and ilself : as Marlow, the story- teller, 
examines the norms and values of his time, so the novel 
engages those aspects of the "extratextual reality" that com-
prise its °repertoire ll , In other words, just as Marlow's 
sLory attempts lo make his listeners see beyond their habitual 
conceptions , so Conrad's novel attempts to make his readers 
see qualities not manifest La the common eye. The following 
discussion foregrounds this self-reflexive element in the 
novel. 
J 
Seen in terms of the narrative situation, Lord Jim has 
a tripartite structure: the first four chapters, recounted by 
an omniscient narrator, form the first section; Marlow's 
spoken narrativ e comprises the second and longest sect i on 
(Chapters 5 to 35); while his written account of the events 
surrounding Jim's death-- the Jetter he sends to the 
"privileged man" (337) -- forms the third section (Chapters 36 
to 45). 
The first four c hapters afford a perspective on the 
central figure that is unique in the novel. First, it is only 
in thes e initial chapters that the narrator is omniscient, and 
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as such has the conventional privilege of direct access to the 
attitudes and feelings of the central figure. As readers of 
Conrad's novcl -- rather th~n members of Marlow's audience-·- we 
are allowed direct knowledge of Jim's romantic aspirations, 
his tendency to deceive himself, and his incorrigible sense of 
his own heroic rectitude. Neither Marlow, who meets Jim as 
one person meets another in everyday life, nor his respective 
audiences are afforded knowledge of this kind; for them Jim's 
inner life can only be seen indirectly and tentatively as if 
through a "damaged kaleidoscope" (157) of inferences and 
i nterpretations. 
Second, the omnisclenl narrator's presentation of Jim 
in these initial chapters leaves the reader with an 
unqualified sense of the pejorative connotations of the term 
"romantic lt • Though this narrator does not use the term, his 
perspective on Jim impli e s a particular understanding of its 
significance. As Watt suggests, "Lord Jim opens with a criti -
cal and sardonic view of its hero and his self- indulgent 
dreams" (1980, 346). For instance, in Chapter 1, after Jim 
has failed to respond decisively when called upon to rescue 
the survivors of a collision between a coaster and a schooner, 
the narrator comments: 
He [J im) knew what to think of it. Seen dis-
passionately, it seemed contemptible . He 
could detect no trace of emotion in himself, 
and the final effect of a staggering event 
was that, unnoticed and apart from the noisy 
crowd of boys, he exulted with fresh 
certitude in h i s avidity for adventure, and 
in a sense of many-sided courage. 
(9, italics mine) 
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Having just been told that Jim looked up to his captain "with 
the pain of conscious defeat in his eyes" (8) , the r'eader' can-
not easily view these rationalizations with sympathy, The 
narrator's ironies e nsure that the reader remains critically 
aware of Jim's romantic delusions. In the first four chapters 
(and again in parts of Marlow's narrative ) , Jim is a 
"rom"nt ic", that is, a "self- deluding egotist" ( Watt 1980, 
322) . The possible meanings of this difficult term form part 
of the complex and ambivalent view of experience that con-
stitutes lord Jim. The omniscient narrator's understanding of 
it is particul arly important as it has a bearing on the rela-
tionships between language, action and the self considered in 
Chapter 2. 
The nove] begins with a brief account of Ji m' s nomadic 
career as a "ship - chandler's water - clerk" (3). As we later 
discover, t.his period of his life occurs aft.er the Patntl 
episode, but prior to his going to Patusan . By the third par-
agraph, the chronological ord e r i ng of the mater ial shifts, as 
the r eader is informed of Jim's c hildhood. His early experi-
ence was of a society untroubled by moral and ethical 
uncertainties; his father's parsonage was an abode of "piety 
and peace" ( 5 ). Jim's pious father is descr ibed in ironic 
terms, as a man WilD 
possessed such cert.ain knowledge of the 
Unknowable as made for the righteousness of 
people in cottages without disturbing the 
ease of mind of those whom an unerring 
Providence enables to live in mans ions. 
(5 ) 
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His father's naive views on the problem of moral conduct, 
which are so radica l ly undermined 1n the course of the novel, 
are contained in the last letter Jim receives from home. In 
it he 
hopes his 'dear James' will never forget that 
'who once gives way to temptation, in the 
very instant. hazards his total depravity and 
everlasting ruin. Therefore resolve fixedly 
never, through any possible motives, to do 
anything which you believe to be wrong.' 
(341 - 342) 
Being "one of five sons" (5), Jim was not expected to inherit 
his father's assured and pious way of life. When, "after a 
course of light holiday literature his vocation for the 
sea ... declared itself" ( 5), he was sent off to a "training-
ship for officers of the mercantile marine" (5). The 
influe nce of this early reading on Jim's life proves to be 
mor e considerable than his father's restricted vi e ws of moral 
existence: from it he derives his romantic view of the world 
and a conception of the hero he desires to be. In other 
words, it is from this "course of lighi holiday literature", 
that Jim fashions what Stein will call his "dream". 
Jim derives his dream of the world from his reading of 
light literature - -books which tend to legitimize, confirm, or 
merely reflect the ideals and aspirations of his society. 
Marlow's comment in Chance- - "we are th e creatures of our light 
literature much more than is generally suspected " (288) -- is 
particularly apposite to Jim's case. Jim's desire to emulate 
the hero e s he has read about, to be " as un f linching as a hero 
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in a book" (6), reveals certain of his assumptions about lit -
erature: first, he assumes, like a naive realist, that there 
is a straightforward relationship between the heroes of light 
literature and actual people; second, it implies that he has a 
limited conception of the nature and function of novels. The 
account of Jim's desire to emulate characters in books, like 
any statement about novels in a novel, tends to be self-
reflexive. It invites the reader to examine the novel he is 
reading and to ask questions like: what kind of relationship, 
if any, is there between the heroes of novels and actual 
people? Or, what kind of hero is Jim? Or, what is the nature 
and function of this novel called lord Jim? 
The kind of novel Jim reads can be distinguished from 
the kind in which he appears by means of a distinction Cawelti 
employs in Adventure, Mystery, Rnd Romance. Cawelti suggests 
that 
we might loosely distinguish between formula 
stories and their "serious'! counterparts on 
the ground that the latter tend toward some 
kind of encounter with our sense of the 
limitations of reality, while formulas embody 
moral fantasies of a world more exciting, 
more fulfilling, or more benevolent than the 
one we inhabit. In these imaginary worlds we 
come temporari.ly nearer to our hearts' 
desires and escape from the limiting reality 
around us... . (1976, 38) 
On this account, Lord Jim is an example of a work of "serious 
literature": the vision of the world it presents questions--
but does not invalidate--the heart's desires and the tendency 
to find ways of escaping the limitations of reality. In con -
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trast, Jim's novels are "formulas" that evade or conceal the 
undesirable aspects of ",'eality" . 
A similar distinction is made by Tanner. He distin-
guishes between the genre of Romance and what he calls "the 
genres of Irony", arguing that 
Romance ... tends to celebrate certain Ideals --
gallantry or chastity for example-- and to 
ensure that the Ideals pass unchallenged and 
untarnished, Romance tends to exclude what 
Yeats cal led 'the brutality, the ill-
breeding, the barbarism of truth'. 
(l963, 8) 
Lord Jim belongs to the genre of Irony that insists "on put-
ling the heroic, the romantic, the Ideal in a sharply 
rea list ic perspective" (1963, 8). Useful though it may be, 
Tanner's generic classification underplays the complexities of 
the novel. He conceives of the novel as using one perspective 
(the realist's or ironist's perspective) to question another 
(the romantic's perspective), whereas it would be more 
accurate to say that the novel presents a conflict of perspec-
tives, where neither has final authority over the other, and 
where each is used to locate the limits of the other . 
Jim longs to be as unflinching as the conventional 
hero in a Romance, but Lord Jim, though it relies on certain 
conventions of the genre, is not a Romance 4 , The kind of 
world he longs for is suggested in the Patusan chapters, but 
this is finally not the world projected by the novel. 
In Lord .Tim the critique of language centres on "for-
mula stories" and their social and political implications. In 
these stories language is used to project alternative worlds 
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that bear little or no relation to the actual world. They 
describe the world as man would like it to be, or as he thinks 
it ought to be, not as it is. But for someone like Jim , who 
fails to see this, stories of this kind only serve to deceive, 
delude, or mislead. Like Don Quixote, Jim believes what books 
say, before he believes what his own eyes see. He derives 
from his reading a conception of the self and the world that 
is radically, and as it turns out tragically; at odds with 
actuality. This raises one of the issues considered in Chap -
ter 2: 
sel f . 
the relationship between language, action and the 
To see how this preoccupation is developed in Lord Jjm, 
we need to examine the initial presentation of Jim in greater 
detai.l. 
In the first four chapters, a number of the flaws in 
Jim's character, that pertain to his misgu ided no t ions of the 
self, are reveal ed. The representative episode on the train -
ing ship--the collision between the two ships and Jim's 
response to it -- introduces the reader to a number of Jim's 
weaknesses. First, Jim is cursed by the gift of "Imagination, 
the enemy of men, the father of all terrors tt (11). "He was", 
says Marlow later, "a gifted poor devil with the faculty of 
swift and forestalling vision" (96). In Conrad's world, 
imagination is an ambivalent resource: it can inspire men to 
act nobly, and yet at the same time it can paralyse their 
will. In Jim's case it makes him a dreamer whose dreams 
render him unfit for action in the world. As Tanner suggests, 
he is "bravely active in his intentions and disastrously pas -
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sive in his deeds" (1963, 7). Like the frame - narrator at the 
beginning of Heart of ])arkness, Jim is inspired by "the hazy 
splendour of the sea in the distance, and the hope of a stir-
ring life in the world of adventure" (Lord Jim, 6). 
The omniscient narrator has direct access to Jim's 
boyish and literary imagination: 
On the lower deck in the babel of two hundred 
voices he would forget himself, and 
beforehand live in his mind the sea- life of 
light literature. He saw himself saving 
people from sinking ships, cutting away masts 
in a hurricane, swimming through a surf with 
a line; or as a lonely castaway, barefooted 
and half naked, walking on uncovered reefs in 
search of shellfish to stave off starvation. 
He confronted savages on tropical shores, 
quelled mutinies on the high seas, and in a 
small boat upon the ocean kept up the hearts 
of despairing men- - always an example of devo-
tion to duty, and as unflinching as a hero in 
a book. (6) 
In his dreams Jim is unflinching; on the deck of an actual 
ship he is paralysed. Like Kurtz, Jim lives in a projected 
world of things as he would like them to be, rather than in 
the actual world of things as they are. In the case of Kurtz, 
the imaginative projection, embodied in his writings and 
monologues, lS of his own maklng; in Jim's case the projection 
is derived from the light literature of the nineteenth 
century. His imagination is imbued with images from books 
like Marryat' s Mr. Midshipman Easy that describe the heroic 
adventures of men at sea, and Ballantyne's The Coral Island 
with its Crusoe-like island and castaways . Yet, unlike the 
heroes of those books, Jlm is incapable of resolute action. 
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Jim's second major weakness is that, in addition to 
his beinR imaRin"tive, he is also seduced by his dream - world. 
He considers his projected world to be more 'real' than the 
act.ual world. His confusion between Lhe world and represent a -
tions of it is suggested in the following scene. J im - -" in the 
very excess of well - being" ( 19)--is watch - officer on the 
bridge of the Patna. From time to time h e glances "idly" ( 20) 
at the navigation chart beside him. 
The sheet of paper portraying the depths of 
the sea presented a shiny surface under the 
light of a bull's - eye lamp l as h ed to a stan -
chion, a surface as level and smooth as the 
glimmering surface of the waters. (20) 
Like Narcissus, and like lhe crew of t.he Narcissus, Jim makes 
the fatal mistake of allowing himself to be seduced by images 
and by shiny surfaces. He compares the "straight pencil - line" 
(20) marking o ut the projected course of the ship to the 
aclual passage of the ship through the sea: "he saw the white 
streak of the wake drawn as straight by the s hip's keel upon 
the sea as the black line drawn by the penc.i) upon the chart." 
( 20) . What the chart fails to portray, and what Jim fails to 
see, is the contingency inherent. jn actuaJ experience . As 
Marlow says, "it is always the unexpected that happens" (95), 
but Jim is disastrously unprepared j·or the unexpected. His 
fa l se assurances make him relax his vigilance: he merely keeps 
hi.s eyes "perfunetor:ily ... ahead" (20). 
As Jim co n fuses the chart with the actual world, so he 
confuses "imagina ry achievements" (20) with actual ones. 
He loved these dreams and the success of his 
imagi nary aeh i evemen ts. They were the bes i 
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parts of l .if", .i ts secret. truth, i 1.8 kidden 
reality . They had a gorgeous vir'li lty, the 
charm of vagueness, they passed befor e him 
with a h e roic tread; they carried his soul 
away with them and made it drunk with the 
divine philtre of an unbounded confidence in 
itself . There was nothing he could not face. 
(20, italics mine) 
On a second reading of the novel, when the reader has the 
benefit of knowing what in facl happens to the Patna, the 
Irony of these words IS more readily felt. Watt makes the 
connection between Jim's intox icatio n with himself and the 
"drunken engineer's boastful vapourings about his courageous 
disregard of the dangers of serving on the Patnn" (1 980, 271). 
Both men overestimate themselves, and underestimate the haz -
ards of life at sea; for differen t reasons both are out of 
touch with actuality. 
This leads to Jim's third major weakness: his egoism. 
This flaw is in a sense the consequence of the previous two. 
As an imaginative man, Jim is ill copable of resolute action; as 
a deluded man, he considers his imaginary view of himself and 
the world to be "lhe best part of life ... ils hidden reality". 
If these two traits are put together, then it follo ws that his 
views of himself and the world are not open to being tesled by 
experience, by action in the world. Were he capabl e of action 
he would still not necessarily benefit from experience, as he 
would not accept as 'real' anything from the world outside 
himself that might inva l idate his dr eam. Of Conrad's many 
egoists, Jim is the one who is most like the Pater ian soiip-
sist whose experience is " ringed round . .. by that thick wall of 
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personality through which no real voice has ever pierced" 
(Pater 1900, 235). Jim is a "solitary prisoner-. .. [in his] 
own dream of a world" (1900, 235), and at the end of th e novel 
Marlow still finds it necessary to ask whether or not this 
young romantic is motivated solely by "exalted egoism" (416). 
The omniscient narrator's attitudes to Jim's 
romanticism and egoism recall certain issues (regarding lan -
guage, action and the self ) ruised in Chapter 2. When Jim 
finally goes to sea, he finds the reality of life at sea quite 
d i fferent fro m his imagined view of it; he finds the "regions 
so well known to his imagination ... strangely ba r ren of adven -
ture" (10 ) . Yet he remains impervious to the experienc e of 
things as they are. 
He knew the magic monotony of existence 
between sky a n d water: he had to bear the 
criticism of men, the exactions of the sea, 
and the prosaic severity of the daily task 
that gives bread- -bul whose only reward is in 
the perfect love of the work . This reward 
eluded him. (10) 
Unlike Marlow in Heart or Darkness, Jim does not seek in work 
the chance it gives one to find oneself by confronting that 
which 1S not the self. On the training ship, but more particu-
larly on the Patna, he proves incapable of testing his concep -
tion of himself and the world by acting in the world. 
not 
tested by those events of the sea that show 
in the light of day the inner worth of a man, 
the edge of his temper, and the fibre of his 
stuff; that reveal the quality of his 
resistance and the secret truth of his 
pretences, 
himsel f. 
not only to others but also to 
(l 0) 
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He is 
In the novel, the objective realm- - the world that 
exists outside or beyond a particular individual's conception 
of it---is desig[)stcd by the word !'fact". Tanner observes 
that "'fact'is to be a key word in the novel -- it represents 
the challenge Jim can never meet, the threat he seeks to 
escape: his dreams can never grapple adequately with the fac-
tuality of the world" (1963, .18). Those who live according to 
the "realist ethic" are capable of dealing with the "fac-
tuality of the world", since their conception of a man is 
grounded on the verifiable facts of his past conduct, not on 
his desires, dreams, and Aspirations. Those who live by tbis 
"ethic" are first presented by the omniscient narrator in 
Chapter 4, which deals with the public inquiry into Jim's 
case. 
Tbe kind of discourse that deals only with objectively 
verifiable facts lS most clearly demonstrated at the public 
inquiry into the Patna case. In the court, Jim is faced with 
"terribly distinct questions" (28) that "were aiming at facts" 
( 28) . The lighting in the court - room makes the two nautical 
assessors and the magistrate "fiercely distinct" (28). Their 
single- minded pursuit of clear and distinct facts is directly 
opposed to the vagueness of Jim's romantic dreams, and to the 
language of his romantic fictions. They represent the world 
that knows that the Patna did not sink, and that Jim failed to 
act as he oughL to have done. 
is complex and variable. 
Jim's response to the challenge 
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After his first feeling of revolt he had come 
round to the view that only a met icu lous 
precision of statement would bring out the 
true horror behind the appalling face of 
things. The facts those men were so eager to 
know had been visible, tongible, open to the 
senses, occupying their place in space and 
lime, requiring fc)r their exist.ence a 
fourteen - hundred - ton steamer and twenty-seven 
minutes by the watch.... (30) 
Jim wants "to go on talking for truth's sake, perhaps for his 
own sake also" (31), bul this attempt to confront the focts is 
only apparent. 
... while his utterance was deliberate , his 
mind positively flew round and round the 
serried circle of facts that had surged up 
all about him to cut him off from the rest of 
his kind: it was like a creature that, find· · 
ing itself imprisoned within an enclosure of 
high sta k es, dashes round and round, dis -
tracted in the night, trying to find a weak 
spot .. . someopening through which it may 
squeeze itself and escape. (31) 
This "awful activity" makes h 'lm "hesitate at times in his 
speech" (31). In the end the "sound of his own truthful 
statements confirm[sJ his deliberate opinion that speech [isJ 
of no use to him any longer" (3:3). Having at first attempted 
to give a true account of his experience--in the hope of 
making those present in the court-room see that "this had not 
been a common afi'air" (3l) -- Jim then doubts "whether he would 
ever again speak out as long as he lived" (33). Jim's 
abandonment of the language of fact is wholly consistent with 
his romantic disposition. His decision to remain silent 1S 
significant, since later on Marlow takes on the burden of 
speech when he becomes Jim's spokesman. 
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For the court, a man IS, as Berthoud suggests, 
" nothing mure than lhe sum of his actions -- thal is [in Jim's 
case ] , a cowardly knave indistinguishable from his fe110w -
officers on the }'atna" (197S, SO). The criteria used by the 
court to select the relevant details about a man -- the details 
that will constitute its "story" of him--a re simply trulh and 
falsity. In considerirlg Jim's case, the assessors can find 
indubitable evidence to justify their estimate of his charac-
ter, and then to exclude him from the maritime serVlce. Jim 
feels defeated by this reductive view of himself, and yet he 
cannot find words to defend himself against the court's limit-
ing des(:riptions. This is where Marlow comes in. In his 
written and spoken narratives, Marlow attempts, "with all the 
sympathy of which [he is] capable , lo seek fit words for 
[Jim's] meaning" ( Lord Jim, ix). 
In lhe courl Jim is fa ce d wilh an audience that seems 
to be "composed of sta"ing shadows" (29): IImany eyes were 
looking at him oul of dark faces, out of white faces, out of 
red faces" (2S). Some are "attentive" (28), while others are 
"spellbound" (28); one assessor looks at h .lm with "thoughtful 
blue eyes" ( 29), the other is "scornful" (29). -Jim's own 
"gloomy eyes" (32) finally come to rest upon a white man, who 
sits "apart from th e others" (3 2 ), and whose eyes glance 
"straight, i nt eres ted and clear" (32). This is the first view 
the reader has of Marlow. Marlow's glance is not "the fas-
cl nat ed slare of th e olhers" (32), which seems to signify a 
certa in awe-struck detachment f I"Om Jim's anguish; it is "an 
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act of intelligent volition" (32-33 ) . In a sense the complex 
relationship that develops between them is a consequence of 
Marlow's many acts of "int elligent volition H . With this 
profound glance lhe first secl. ion of the nov el en ds and we 
move on to Marlow's spoken narrative. 
II 
So far, two kinds of discourse have been brought 
either directly or by implication inlo the discourse of the 
nove 1: the language of the formulaic literature that has 
sh~ped Jim's rornuntic imagination, Hnd the e mpir i(:al lilnguage 
of the co urt. There is some connection between these two 
kinds of discourse and the two examples of writing in Hearl of 
Darkness ( Kurtz J s report and the seamen's manual) In Heart 
of Jlarkness, t.he technical Janguage of the mHnual is con·· 
trasted with the idealistic rhetoric of Kurtz's report; in 
Lord Jim the language of the court offsets the language of the 
romantic fictions that have influenced Jim. In his tales, 
Marlow attempts La find a me an between these two extremes. As 
Tanner puts it: "Marlow must mediate between ... society and 
Lhe ouLlaw, between the empiricists Hnd the Idealist " (1963 , 
24 ) . In telling Jim's story, he must avoid the stereotypes of 
formulaic literature, and yet not. rest content wilh empirical 
facts alone, or with a "propositional" conception of truth. 
Marlow is not a detective trying to establish conclusive facts 
about Jim's case (there is, as he says, "no incertitude as to 
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facts" (56)); rather he is an interpreter (he sees himself as 
Jim's Itall y " , IIhelpertl Ot~ ·'uccomp.lice", not as his IIjudge" 
( 93 )) whose object is to disclose the "true essence of life " 
( 9 3 ) . 
Marlow and Jim are j'or different reasons both sccpti -
cal about the value of "facts". Jim, with his romantic 
sensibility, is 1.hreatened by I.hern; Murlow sees them as 
necessary - -he will not let Jim forget the "one material fact" 
(56) --but not sufficient. As Marlow somewhat whimsically says 
of the court inquiry: "the questions put to [Jim] necessarily 
led him away from what to me ... would have b een the only truth 
worth knowing. You can't expect the constituted authorities 
to inquire into the state of a mtln's sou] '-- or ]5 it only of 
his liver?" (56-57). He con tinues: 
The cxamination ... was beating futilely round 
the well-known fact, and the play of ques -
lions upon it was as irlstruc:t. ive as the tap --
ping with a hammer on an iron box, wer e the 
object. to find out. what's inside. However, 
an official inquiry could not be any other 
thing. Its object was not the fundamental 
why, but the superficial how, of this affair. 
(5 6) 
For Marlow, and for those attending the official inquiry 
(" whether they [k now] it or not" (5 6) ) , the interest .is 
"p ur ely psychological -- the expectation of some essential dis -
closure as to the strength, the power, the horror, of hum an 
emotions" (56). Facts are su fficient for the court of 
inquiry: they will serve as grounds for the assessors' judgc-
ment, and enable the "casua l police magistrate " to Ilcome down 
upon the consequences" (57). But facts alone do not disclose 
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, 
the texture of life, what is really inside the iron box. 
Where the court is concerned with codes of conduct and 
manifest behaviour, Marlow is concerned to understand the com-
plex interiority of a man. The expectations of the audience 
in the court-room are not met; but in his narrative Marlow 
attempts to dis c lose to his listeners the "obscure truth" 
about Jim that could be "momentous enough to affect mankind's 
conception of itself" (93). 
One of the first aspects of Marlow's style of inquiry 
worth noting is that, unlike the court of inquiry, he finds 
what is "visible, tangible [and] open to the senses· (30) to 
be questionable. The purpose of language, as used by the 
cour t, is to pick out the facts about Jim accurately and 
reliably, but for Marlow language used in this way can be mis -
leading. This problem is confronted on the occasion of the 
first (chronologically first, that is) encounter between Mar -
low and Jim. From the outset, Jim is interesting because he 
is ambiguous, the "facts" about him appear to be con-
tradictory. Marlow first sees him standing with two men from 
the Patna--the chief and second engineers--and comments: "I 
did not care a rap aboul the behaviour of the other two. 
Their persons somehow fitted the tale that was public prop-
e rty, and was going to be the subject of an official inquiry" 
(41). Jim does not "fit" this tale, and Marlow's response to 
him is therefore more complicated. He explains why he decided 
to wait to see what effect the information about the Patna's 
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not sinking has on Jim: 
1 waited to see him overwhelmed, confounded, 
pierced through and through, squirming like 
an impaled beetle- - and I was half afraid to 
see it too--if you understand what I mean. 
(42) 
Marlow is "half afraid" because outwardly Jim looks like the 
kind of man who could be relied upon: III liked his 
appearance; I knew his appearance; he came from the right 
place; he was one of us" (43). This complexity justifies Mar -
low's inquiry into interiors, and reveals the limitations of 
the official inquiry. 
Tn the passage cited above (43), Marlow uses the 
phrase Iione of US II which needs some explication. The meaning 
of this phrase develops and changes as the story progresses. 
At this point, we can take Marlow to mean that Jim is one of 
lhe group or collective that lives according to the prevailing 
social and moral norms. Jim is not simply motivated by self-
interest, as the German captain, for instance, is. He is Iione 
of us" because he appears to have a moral sense. Marlow 
wanls to see Jim "squirm for the honour of the craft" (46), 
but he is also afraid to see him suffer, because his failure 
is all too human. Weakness, according to Marlow, is 
unavoidable; it may be "prayed against or manfully scorned, 
repressed or maybe ignored more than half a lifetime", but 
"not one of us is safe" (43). The only counter-force to weak-
ness is the "instinct of courage" (43): the "power of 
resistance" (43), "an unthinking and blessed stiffness before 
the outward and inward terrors, before the might of nature, 
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and the seducLive corruption of men" (43). Jim interests and 
alarms Marlow, not because the younger man is immoral, but 
because he is an exampJe of mora] failure. In this sense Jim 
is similar to Kurtz. As Berthoud observes, "Jim ... recalls 
Kurtz in at least one essential respect: his failure to live 
up to the ideal he professes" (1978, 65 ) . 
On the basis of outward appearances, Jim is clearly 
"one of us"J but his past actions complicate this categoriza -
t i on. As a consequence of this ambiguity, Marlow remains 
uncertain about the actual nature of his protagonist. His 
awareness of the unreliabilily of appearances, and of the com -
~ 
plexity of human beings, is clearly shown in the following 
passage: 
... all the time I had before me these blue 
boyish eyes looking straight into mine, this 
young f"ce, t.hese c"pab] e shoulders, the open 
bronzed forehead ... this appearance appealing 
at sight to a]l my sympath :ies .... He was of 
the right SO[·t; he was one of us. 
(78, i tal ics mine) 
On tile evidence of these outward lmpressions, Marlow is 
assured of Jim's moral worlh. But in conversation with him, 
and in trying to ascertain the inner worth of the man, he 
finds h .is mind floating "in a seA. of conjectures" ( 78 ) : 
He talked soberly, with a sort of composed 
unreserve, and with a quiet bearing that 
might have been the outcome of manly self-
control, of impudence, of callousness, of a 
colossal unconsciousness, of a gigantic 
deceplion. Who can tell! (78, italics mine) 
This hypothetical language is a characteristic feature of Mar -
low's slyle of narralion. Where the courl is reduclionisl in 
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its description of Jim, Marlow, while recognizing that this 
kind of description is necessary for the efficient governing 
of civilized society, is constantly aware of complexities. At 
one point he says: "We are snared into doing things for which 
we get called names, and things for which we get hanged, and 
yet the spirit may well survive--survive the condemnations, 
survive the halter, by Jove!" (43, italics mine). Marlow's 
narrative focuses on that element which might not be grasped 
by the labels of the court, and since that element is 
elusive--he gestures toward it with the wor'd "spirit"- - his 
style is appropriately tentative and uncommitted. 
Marlow's preoccupation with interiority, as opposed to 
manifest behaviour and social codes, is taken further in his 
account of Brierly. Outwardly Brierly has the features of the 
hero Jim desires to be: "he had saved lives at sea, had 
rescued ships in distress, had a gold chronometer presented to 
him by the underwriters, and a pair of binoculars with a 
suitable inscription from some foreign Government, in com-
memoration of these services" (57). If a man is merely the 
sum total of his past actions, then Brierly is a man who can 
be trusted and given public recognition. Before he meets Jim, 
there is little or no disparity between the terms in which 
Brierly is perceived by others and the terms in which he sees 
himself. He is "acutely aware of his merits and of his 
rewards" (57), and he presents "to the world a surface as hard 
as granite" (58). But during the course of the inquiry the 
disparity becomes profound. He appears to be "consumedly 
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bored" ( 57), but in conversation with Marlow he reveals him-
self to be a deeply agitated man. Marlow only begins to 
understand the implications of this conversation "more than 
two years" (64) after the inquiry, once he has discovered more 
information about the circumstances surrounding Brierly's 
suicide from a man called Jones, who was Brierly's mate. Only 
then can Marlow say that during the official inquiry Brierly 
"was probably holding silent inquiry into his own case" (58) . 
Brierly is one of Conrad's tightrope walkers who suddenly 
realizes that he knows nothing about tightrope walking. Being 
faced with Jim's failure, the self- confident captain sees for 
the first time the ineluctable precariousness of moral exist-
ence: Jim is lhe mirror in which he glimpses a previously 
unrecogni7.ed aspect of himself. He cannot endure this disa -
bling moment of self-consciousness, and so he commits "his 
reality and his sham together to the keeping of the sea" (68). 
His suicide reveals aspects of experience nol available to 
official inquiries. Even Marlow is not able to reach any firm 
conclusions about the man. 
A further feature of Marlow's style, which is related 
to the features described above, is his impressionism. He 
frequently uses the word "glimpse" to describe the fleeting 
and uncertain moments of insight he has into the real nature 
of another man. In conversation with Brierly, he has "apropos 
of Jim" a "glimpse of the real Brierly" (68). But it is in 
his dealings with Jim that Marlow's impressionistic 
understanding of others is most evident. Watt argues that "in 
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general Conrad's novels suggest that he thought character was 
impervious to f u ll comprehension" and that 
[his] presentation of Jim is sceptical in the 
impressionist way, because he is portrayed 
almost entirely through Marlow, who has no 
privileged knowledge of the "real" person 
such as an omniscient author might have 
claimed. (1980, 340) 
In the initial four chapters of the novel, the reader is 
given "privileged knowledge" of Jim's longings and of his 
weaknesses. To at least some extent, then, the reader al r eady 
knows what Marlow is trying to discover. Given this, the 
reader's attention need not be focussed wholly on the object 
to be discovered (the truth about Jim), rather the process of 
discovery is itself of interest . The problem of explanation 
itself, rather than any specific explanation, is foregrounded. 
At times this process takes the form of an almost scientific 
inquiry: Marlow formulates a "theory" (69) about Jim, and 
suggests certain "hypotheses" (69) that need to be tested . 
Yet Marlow's style and methods are very different from those 
of the court. Rather than explore the facts about Jim's past 
actions in order to discover the truth, Marlow relies on sub -
tIe psychological observation. He finds he must attend to 
Jim's "pauses between the words" (105), and to certain of his 
unintentionally revealing acts. 
The clearest instance of such an act, which gives Mar -
Iowa glimpse of the "real" Jim, is the yellow cur episode. 
After a day in court--this is the day before final judgement 
is passed- - Marlow finds himself uncertain about Jim's response 
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to the ordeal. He has two hypotheses: either Jim is insolent 
or he is despairing (69). Then, RS they are leaving the 
court-room, someone cries out: "Look at that wretched cur" 
(70) . Jim makes two revealing errors: he thinks that Marlow 
has said the words, and that the words refer to h im. He turns 
round and confronts Marlow, glaring at him "with an air of 
stubborn r e solut i on" (70 ). In doing so he reveals something 
of his real anguish. Marlow comments: 
A single word had stripped him of his 
discretion - - of that discretion which is more 
necessary to the decencies of our inner being 
than clothing is to the decorum of our body. 
(74) 
For Marlow this incident opens "a new view of him to my 
wonder" (76). He is able to see that Jim is not insolent, 
that he is in fact tormented by his fail ure. Yet Marlow 
remains tentative in his claims to knowledge. At the end of 
Chapter 6 he declares: 
I don't pretend I understood him. The views 
he let me have of himself were like those 
glimpses through the shifting rents in a 
thick fog --bits of vivid and vanishing 
detail, g i ving no connected idea of the gen-
eral aspect of a country. They fed one's 
curiosity without satisfying it; they were no 
good for purposes of orientation. Upon the 
whole he was misleading. (76) 
This perspective on others is markedly different to the 
court's perspective. Where the court was assured in its 
judgement, Marlow is sceptical, and yet, as the narrative pro-
gresses, his sympathy for the romantic outcast grows. His 
aw areness of the complexity and opacity of others influences 
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his attitude to Jim. 
III 
The complex reasons for Marlow's increasingly 
sympathetic perception of Jim arc the main subject of this 
section, particularly as they have a direct bearing on the 
nature and i"unction of his narratives. When " Jim realizes, 
during the inqulry, that speech is no longer of any use to 
him, he senses that. MHrlow !'seemed to be HWflre of hjs hopeless 
,iifficulty" (33 ) . In the narrative past Marlow acts in order 
Lo saVt~ tile livitlg Jim from an ignolniniolls life; in i.he narrtl -
tive present ( the lime of telling), through his deliberate act 
of recollection, he attempts to give an adequate account of 
Jim in order to save him (and what he comes to represent) from 
the ignominy of silence. Jim IS the "rescued fragment." Marlow 
ho Ids up "before all eyes in the 1 ight of a sincere mood" (The 
Nigger, x). By "rescuing'! Jim, be it actually or verbally, 
Marlow complicates his reJationship to the society in which he 
lives (as his sympathy for Kurtz had done), since his sympathy 
for a man who has been formally spurned cas ts some doubt on 
the prevailing social norms. As a story-teller, Morlow 
endeavours to bring the outcast back into the consciousness of 
those who excluded him. Where Jim fails La bring oul to those 
attending the inquiry the "true horror behind the appalling 
face of t.hings" (30), MArlow attempts to make his audience and 
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the "privileged man" (337) see something that they would in 
the normal course of their lives choose not to see. 
After the yellow cur episode, Marlow invites Jim to 
dinner at Malabar House, the hotel at which he is staying. 
The opening description of Chapter 7 sets the scene for the 
prolonged conversation which takes place at dinner and, as 
Tanner suggests, carefully directs the sympathies of both the 
reader and Marlow's listeners. 
When Marlow inserts little details about 
glasses and crockery, the fatuous conversa-
tions of the tourists, the vulgar complacent 
comfort of the hotel, these help to throw up 
in sharp relief the intense interest of Jim, 
the tremendous reality of what he has been 
through. . (1963, 28) 
During the conversation, Marlow finds himself being "swayed" 
by Jim. 
I was made [he says] to look at the conven-
tion that lurks in all truth [the court ' s 
"truth" about Jim] and on the essential sin-
cerity of falsehood [Jim's self-deceptions]. 
He appealed to all sides at once-- to the side 
turned perpetually to the light of day, and 
to that side of us which, like the other 
hemisphere of the moon, exists stealthily in 
perpetual darkness, with only a fearful ashy 
light falling at times on the edge. He 
swayed me. I own to it, I own up . 
(93) 
That Marlow feels in some way guilty about being swayed by Jim 
is implied in the final admission. The last sentence also 
carries with it certain attitudes on the part of his listeners 
(or at least certain beliefs Marlow has about their possible 
attitudes) , that they would, for instance, suspect a man who 
shows signs of sympathy to the likes of Jim. After judgement 
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has been passed by the court , Jim is exc l uded from his profes -
sian and he is left destitute. At this point Marlow acts: he 
writes letters in an at. tempt to secure J i m a job of some kind, 
and to save him from an ignominious life. This act is the 
clearest expression of his sympathy for the younger man. The 
reader's task is to explore the motivations behind this act. 
The reasons for this sympathetic response are essen -
tial to the understanding of Marlow as a man and as a story-
teller; they are also cent.ral to the understanding of Lord 
Jim. It is, after all, by his sympathy for Jim that Marlow 
can be distinguished from mHny of the figures in the novel --
particularly Brierly, the French lieutenant and the 
I'privileged man'l . The only other figure to show a sympathetic 
understanding of the outcast is Stein. In at least one 
respect, Marlow's response is similar to Brierly's: they both 
see Jim as a potential self. The self - assured Brierly sees 
his own potential failure in Jim and, be cause of his 
extraordinary "belief in his own splendour" (64), cannot sur-
viv(~ the vision . MHrlow sees in Jim an image of his younger 
romantic self: "He was a youngster of the sort you like to 
s ee aboul you; of lhe sort you like to imagine yourself to 
have been .. . " (128). 
After making this observation, Marlow pauses to 
reflect on the nature of life at sea: 
In no other kind of l ife is the jllusion more 
wide of reality- - in no other is the beginning 
all illusion-- the disenchantment more swift --
the subjugation more complete. Hadn't we all 
commenced with the same desire, ended with 
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the same knowledge, c:arried the memory of the 
same cherished glamour through the sordid 
days of imprecation? (1 29) 
The passage suggests that Marlow is a disillusioned romantic. 
Assuming that there is some relationship between the Marlow 
figure i.n Hea rt of Darkness and the Marlow of lord Jim, then 
Heart of Darkness can be read as an account of his journey 
from the realm of youthful desire to that of mature knowledge. 
Like Stevens 's Crispin, Marlow emerges at the end of that 
story a "starker, barer self/In a starker, barer world" (1972, 
59) . In Lord .Tim thE! younger romantic sel f is given a SE!pa" 
rate existence and contemplated from the outside. 
~ 
Though Marlow becomes increasingly more sympathetic 
tOWBl'ds Jim, his [' esponse to his romanticism is not 
slraightforward. At times he is exasperated when Jim projects 
his "inner being" into the "fanciful realm of recklessly 
heroic aspirations" (83) , or into the "impossible world of 
romantic achievements" (83). Here Marlow shares the critical 
views of the omniscient narrator, but at olher times his views 
are significantly different. When Jim believes, for instance, 
that he can begin Life with a "clean slate" (185) , Marlow com -· 
rnents: "as i f the initial word of each our destiny were not 
graven in imperishable characters upon the face of a rock" 
(186) . Yet he adds ruefully that "after all, it was ... he of 
us two, who had tbe light" (186). At. another point Marlow 
says, referring to Jim, "he believed where I had already 
ceased to doubt" (153). At times like these Marlow plays the 
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disillusioned o l der man who sees his losl youth r e fl e cted in 
the younger man. 
Jim 15 more than an image of Marlow's younger self . 
He is also a representative self embodying something essen -
tially human, and for this reason he commands Marlow's 
sympathetic re c ognition. Through the "rifts of the immaterial 
veil" (133) that separates him from Jim, Marlow sees a dis -
tinct form "pregn a nt with vague appeal like a symbolic figure 
in a picture" (13 3) . At another point h e is "like a figure 
set up on a pedestal, to represent in his persistent youth the 
power, and perhaps the virtues , of races that never grow old" 
( 265 ) . Marlow comments: "I don't know why he should always 
have app e ared to me symbolic" (265). What Jim comes to 
represent is clarified in the Stein episode. But before con-
sidering Stein's sympathetic response, some of the 
unsympathetic attitudes to Jim, particularly those of Brierly, 
the French lieutenant and the "privileged man", need to be 
examined. 
As chara c l e rs, Bri e rly, the anonymous Fren c h 
lieutenant a nd the "privileged man" a r e very different from 
one another, but in one s i gnificanl respect they are similar: 
they are all unsympathetic towards Jim. All three men belong 
to what Marlow calls the "impeccable world" (339); that is, 
the world of those who ha v e not failed to live up to the norms 
and standards of the prevailing moral order (be iL the partic-
ular code of the merchant marine or the more general code of 
the colon i al servi ce ) . To use ano t her of Marlow's phras e s, 
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they live and work "in the ranks" (225). Iser gives the fol-
lowing account of the nature and functions of "systems" (what 
I have called the "prevailing moral order") in human exist-
ence, which explains some of the attitudes of these men: 
(Systems] provide a framework for social 
action; they serve as a protection against 
insecurities arising out of the contingent 
world; they supply an operational set of 
norms that claim universal validity and so 
offer a reliable basis for our expectations; 
they must also be flexible enough to adapt to 
changes in their respective environments. In 
order to fulfill these functions, each system 
must effect a meaningful reduction of com-
plexity by accentuating some possibilities 
and neutralizing or negating others. 
(1978 , 71) 
In another context Marlow describes this kind of system as 
"the sheltering conception of light and order which is our 
refuge" from "a world that (see ms] to wear a vast and dismal 
aspect of disorder" (313). One of the "possibilities" 
excluded by the "system" is the possibility of a charitable 
response to Jim. Since all three men accept the rules and 
conventions of the established order unquestioningly, they 
look upon any obvious sign of sympathy for a "straggler" (224) 
as tantamount to subversion. What distinguishes Marlow is, 
amongst other things, his ability to entertain possibilities 
other than those determined by the prevailing order or system. 
In short, where the others accord the system priority over the 
individual, Marlow focuses on the individual case; where they 
might reduce complexity by simply defining Jim as an outcast, 
Marlow tells Jim's story in a manner that underscores the com-
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plexities of human beings and the difficulty of making moral 
judgements about them. 
Brierly grounds his views of Jim on the rules of con -
duct set down in the maritime code. His response is emphatic: 
This is a disgrace. We've got all kinds 
amongst us--some anointed scoundrels in the 
lot; but, hang it, we must preserve profes -
sional decency or we become no better than so 
many tinkers going about loose. We are 
trusted. 00 you understand?--trusted! 
(67-68 ) 
For Brierly "such an affair destroys one's confidence" (68 ); 
he would have Jim "creep twenty feet underground and stay 
there" (66). Jim embodies, for both Brierly and Marlow , that 
"uneasy doubt uprising like a mist ... the doubt of the 
sovereign power enthroned in a fixed standard of conduct" 
(50) . The assessor is not the kind of man who can live with 
doubt and uncertainty. 
The French lieutenant, though he recognizes that 
living according to the dictates of the code is demanding 
(unlike the self-confident Brierly, he acknowledges that "the 
fear, the fear--Iook you--it is always there" (146)) is 
nevertheless unsympathetic towards Jim. When Marlow infers 
from his sober attitude that he is "taking a lenient view" 
(148) of Jim's case, the ' response is instinctively antago-
nistic: the lieutenant stands up as "a startled ox might 
scramble up from tbe grass" (148). He is in the end 
uncompromisingly committed to the maritime code and to a rigid 
code of honour. His eyes reflect the inflexibility of his 
views: they are "two narrow grey circ lets, like two tiny 
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steel rings around the profound blackness of the pupils" 
( 148) . 
honour. 
For him the only life worth living IS the life of 
But the honour - - lhe honour, monsieur' ... The 
honour ... that is real -- th a t is' And what 
life may be worth when ... when the honour is 
gone- '- ah cal par exemp.le--I can offer no 
oplnIon. 1 can offer no opinion - - because --
monsieur -- I know nothing of it. 
(148) 
Jim has strayed from the ranks, and accordingly he cannot be 
described as Ilan honourable man". The French lieutenant's 
view of the world is dominated by this restricted set of 
labels ("honour'! and "dishonour"), and since Jjm cannot be 
designated by the positive term, he is not worthy of con-
s.Lderation. 
The reasons for the privileged mHn's unsympathetic 
response to Jim are based on the more general code of the 
col()nial services, which is permeated by crude racisl assump -
tions. In his letter to him, Marlow sets out the anonymous 
r e ad e r's position. 1' he man had previously said "that. 'giving 
your life up to them' (them meaning all of mankind with skins 
brown, yellow, or bla c k in colour) 'was like selling your soul 
to a brute'" (339) . By going to Patusan alone, Jim would, 
according to this view, have sacrificed his racial and 
cultural identity . The civilizing mission is, for the 
priv i leged man, 
only e ndurable and enduring when based on a 
firm conviction in the truth of ideas 
rac i ally our OWO, in whose name are eslab - · 
lished the order, the morality of an ethical 
progress. 'We want its strength a t our 
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backs,' you had said. 'We want a belief in 
its necessity and its justice, to make a wor-
thy and conscious sacrifice of our lives. 
Without it the sacrifice is only forgetful-
ness, the way of offering is no better than 
the way to perdition.' (339) 
Jim's going to Patusan is, then, "no better than the way to 
perdition". Marlow summarizes this outlook: "in other words, 
you maintained that we must fight in the ranks or our lives 
don't count" (339). 
It would be too simple to argue that Marlow is merely 
opposed to this view, since he shares some of the privileged 
man's attitudes to racial and national identity. In an ear-
lier part of the novel, Marlow celebrates the idea of fidelity 
to what he calls "the spirit of the land" (223): 
The spirit of the land, as becomes the ruler 
of great enterprises, is careless of 
innumerable lives. Woe to the stragglers! 
We exist only in so far as we hang together . 
He [Jim] had straggled in a way; he had not 
hung on; but he was aware of it with an 
intensity that made him touching .... (223) 
But unlike the "privileged man", Marlow does not believe that 
Jim is not worth considering. Marlow sees Jim as a "straggler 
yearning inconsolably for his humble place in the ranks" (224-
225), and for him Jim's yearning is sufficient reason for com-
passion. For Marlow it is "those who do not feel" the "saving 
power" of this spirit who "do not count" (222). For the 
"privileged man", Jim's being a straggler is evidence enough 
to justify an unsympathetic response. Marlow is more dis-
criminating, and therefore more sympathetic, since for him it 
is "in virtue of his feeling" (222) that Jim matters. 
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At this point the motivations behind Marlow's 
sympath eti c: response t. o Jim can be summarj~ed: he sees Jim as 
an ilnage of his younger self, he sees him as representative of 
something essen1. j'a :tly humnn, and he recognizes that Jim feels 
Ilia outcast state. This complex r esp onse motivates Marlow's 
Hc1. ions in the nar"rative past and his words in the narrative 
present, Rnd it distinguishes him from the three figures dis-
c ussed above whose responses are less complex, and less 
toler·an t. 
A j"urlher aSJ)ect of Marlow's motivation is suggcst.E!d 
by Watt, who argues that 
Lord Jim .. . reflects ... 8 c:o nt. inuous confront~l ·­
tion between the exalted ideal of personal 
honour [the "romani. le et h ic " ) OJ) the one 
hand, and the more modern, more widely appli-
cable, but mu(;h more prosaic collective 
values of the code of solidarity on the other 
[the "reaList ethic"]. 
(1980, 355) 
Brierly, the French lieutenant, the "privi. leged man 'l and Mar -
low represent the more modern and more pr()sa'jc collective 
values of the prevailing moral order . Jim represents a 
romsntic and individualistic ethic thM!. only Marlow and Stein 
recognize as vaJ. id. In telling Jim's story, Marlow attempts 
to save from the ignominy of siJence an a :ltcrnutive world,· 
view, a view that is negated or neutralized by the prevailing 
system. 
man: 
He puts tI,e following question to the privileged 
The point, however, is that of all mankind 
Jim had no dealings but with himself, and the 
question is whether at the last he had not 
confessed to a faith mightier than the laws 
of order and progress. (339) 
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The faith to which Jim confesses is clarified by Stein. 
As Tanner argues, Stein I'turns out t() exist at the 
real middle of the novel .n more ways than one" (1963, 40). 
He is important in terms of the plot - " his actions move t he 
slory into its second phase--but he is also important in that 
"it is this world - famous expert on insects who is selected to 
make a ~enlral (t.hough not definitive) assessmenl of Jim" 
( 1963, 40). Stein also reassesses th e significance of the 
term II r omantic". He is the expone n t of the romanlic world-' 
view, who sees Jim as a representative rom a ntic figure. Mar -
low considers Stejn to be "an em-inent. ly suitable person to 
re ceive my CO llf i.dences about Jim's difficulties as well as my 
own" ( 203, it a lics mine). Jim's difficult. ies are those 
p ertain ing to his idea of him se lf; Marlow' s are the more gen -
era] difficulties of co mpr ehension . Slein appears at fjrsl to 
solv e the enigma of Jim by giving a n adequate and credible 
ac: c ()un L of him. But, as Marlow discovers, the individusl CHn " 
not be t'educed to any categories of app["ehension, since some -
t.hjng ex(:eeds the explanatc)ry power of all descriptions. 
was t he case with th e official inquiry, and it is the case 
with Stein. 
Th :i s 
Stein's delineation of the romantic world - view has 
provoked ruuch complex 8Il d, at tirues, contradictory critical 
dehate (see Walt 1980, 322 - 331). For l h e purposes of this 
discussion a few important points s h ould suffice . To begin 
with, it is worth bearing in mind that Stein's sense of the 
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word "romantic" is distinct from the sense in which Marlow or 
the omniscient narrator would understand it. Watt clari fies 
the two meanings: 
whereas Marlow used the label "romantic" to 
consign Jim to the ranks of self-deluding 
egotists, Stein gives quite another meaning 
to the term: and it assigns Jim to the first 
rank among the specimens of humankind's most 
distinguishing hunger. (1980, 322) 
Jim is for Stein a representative romantic man. According to 
the romantic world-view, man can be defined as the "dreaming 
animal" (Berthoud 1978, 88). Man is distinguished from the 
non-human world by his longings and aspirations. 
'This magnificent butterfly [says Stein] 
finds a little heap of dirt and sits still on 
it; but man he will never on his heap of mud 
keep still. He want to be so, and again he 
want to be so .... ' He moved his hand up, 
then down .... 'He wants to be a saint, and he 
wants to be a devil - - and every time he shuts 
his eyes he sees himself as a very fine 
fel1ow - -so fine as he can never be .... In a 
dream .... ' (213) 
Jim's dreams, seen in this way, are no longer mere delusions, 
they are an index of his humanity. Being "in a dream" is an 
inescapable condition of being human: "A man that is born 
falls into a dream like a man who falls into the sea" (214). 
Any attempt to escape or transcend this condition--by attempt-
ing "to climb out into the air as inexperienced people 
endeavour to do" (2l4)··- is to invit e disaster. The dream 
gives man an object for his desires, a shape and an order to 
his life; it offers what Marlow calls a "shelter" (313). Yet 
this leads unavoidably to the other significant aspect of 
Ste i n' s romantic world-view: "man is come where he is not 
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wanted, where there is no place for him" ( 208). Bert.houd sums 
up the line of reasoning: "since to dt" ea rn is to be dis -
satisfied with life, it follows that to be cast. int.o life ]S 
to find oneself in an alien, or unnatural, or even destructive 
element" (.1978, 87-· B8). 
At firsl Stein is co nfident about his prescriptions: 
"The way is to the destructi ve element submit yourself, and 
with the exe rti c)ns of your hHnds and feet in the water make 
the deep, deep sea keep you u p" (214). That l S, the individ -
uaJ should accept the irremediable "otherness" of his environ -
ment, and, rather than attempt Lo escape it , he should use it 
i n combination with his will Lo realize his dreams. Stein is 
proposing the kind of idealism of which Conrad approved in an 
essuy ent,itled "Tradition": "idealism which is not. a misty, 
winged angel without eyes, but a divine figure of terrestrial 
aspect with a clear glance and with ils feel resling firmly on 
the earth on which 1t was born" (Nates an Life and Letters, 
194 ) . 
Hut lhis confidence is short - lived. When St.ein 
appears to be "inspired by some whisper of knowl.edge" (214), 
"the austere exultation of a certitude seen in Lhe dusk 
vanish[es) from his face" (214). He repeats his profound 
utterance, but this time in a "subdued lone" (214): "And yet 
it is true- -- it is true . In the destructive element 
immerse. . That was the way. To follow the dream, and again 
to follow the dream" (2 14 -215 , italics mine). Th e manner of 
the speec h (the repelition of key phrases), if not the con-
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tent., reflects Stein's uncerta .int.y. As Marlow suggesls, 
Stein has lived according to his beliefs "witho ut faltering, 
Rnd therefore wi t.hout shame and without regret" (215). The 
question implied lS: what of someone, like Jim, who has fal -· 
tered? It is this doubt thaL leads Marlow t.o say that Stein's 
directives throw an "i.mpalpable poesy ... ov er pitfalls --over 
graves" (215). Stein •• nderestimates the effect of failure 
and the resultant "world pain" (213) experienced by the 
romant. ic: who is untth :le Lo realize his dream. Jt .is for this 
"great evil" that Stein hopes to find a "practical remedy!' 
( 215). His remedy for Jim's painful case is Patusan. 
IV 
A number of critics have argued that the chapters 
dealing with Ji nl 's experi.ences in Patusan are a weak point i.Il 
t ile novel's siru(! t.ur(!. Leavis, for instance, makes the fol -
lowing assessment of the work as a whole: 
The present.ment of Lord Jim in lhe first parl 
of the book, the account of the inquiry and 
of lhe deserlion of the PHtna, the talk wiLh 
the French lieutenant -- these are good Conrad. 
But the romance that follows, t.hough 
p l ausibly offered as a continued exhibition 
(If" Jim's case, has no jnevii.abllit.y as that ; 
nor does it develop or enrich the central 
interest, which consequently, eked out to 
provide the substance of a novel, comes to 
seem decidedly thin. (1962, 190) 
For Leavis, the Patusan chapters are a step ba ckwar d to the 
"excessively adjectivnl studies in the Malayan exotic of Con-
rad's earliest vein" (1962, 190 ). Though this criticism is 
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not wholly unjustified, it does, by seeing the chapters simply 
as a continued exhih .itJon of Jim's case, miss one of the cen -
tral preoccupations of the novel. This segment of the story 
is no1. only a continlled exhibition of Jim's case: it is also 
part of the developing critique of the "romantic" conception 
of man, and, more particularly, of the conventions of Lhe 
genre of ('omanc e . 
Patusan is the theatre in which Jim acts out his 
dream. As Watt suggests, Jim's play has a particularly con-
trived set design, plot and cast: "much of the aclioD, the 
setting, the c h aracters and the symbolism of Patusan suggest 
fable, fairy tale, and especially medieval romance" (1980, 
:346) . It is, 1n a sense, the kind of wO"ld for which Jim has 
a.l ways longed . By going to Patusan, he expects to transcend 
the world of his past, to rise above things as they are and 
were, and to be co me i.he uJlj'lin(:hing romantic: hero he desires 
to be. In other words, he hopes to transcend the world pre -
sented in the first part of .lord .T.im, and to enter the world 
projected in the light literature he read as a youth. This 
is, of course, not the wsy Slein and Marlow see things. For 
them, Jim needs to "creep twenty feet underground and stay 
there" (2 19), as Brierly h~d suggested. Marlow compares 
Patusan to "a heavenly body ... that mankind (has) never heard 
of" (218), indicating that it is ideal for an outcast. None --
theless, according to Marlow, Jim once at Patusan "left his 
earthly failings behind him and that sort of reputation he 
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had, and there was a tolally new set of conditions for his 
imaginative faculty to work upon" ( 218 ) . 
On two occasions Jim refers indir e ct.Iy 10 the books he 
has read. The ring ( given to him by Stein) and the stories 
of' Stein's past activil.ies fire III ike something you read of in 
books" (233--234,; Doramin, his wife and son are "like people 
in a book" (260). As before (see Section I), Jim demonstnd.es 
his limited conception of the nature of fictional stories. 
His compRris()DS rest on the assulnpt, ion that to be like some --
thing or someone in a book means to be beyond or above the 
mundane or commonplac:e. for Jim, novels are about ideal 
worlds that offer a means of escape from the actual world. In 
response tn thi s, the reader can say: but these characters or 
events are not merely like those read about in books, they ar~ 
those read about. in books- - in this book, for example_ 1 f 1.l1:i s 
is the case, are we, as readers, to share Jim's attitude to 
books -- lhHt they simply project fantasies? By provoking these 
kinds of questions, the novel once again invites the reader to 
reflect on lhe relationship belween books and the world, and 
to consider the nature of the book he is reading, namely Lord 
,Jim. The Patusan chaptRrs, which are on the face of it the 
most stereotyped chapters in the novel, bring this kind of 
issue into the foreground. In doing so, they become a way of 
locating Conrad's fiction. 
Marlow agrees with Jim's view that Patusan, and Jim's 
activities there, are !'like something y<>u read of in books", 
but he adds a series of significant qualifications. He di s '--
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tinguishes, i'or example, between c(lnventional tales of heroism 
and Jim's tale. 
The (~on quest (If' 1c)ve, hCJll()Ur, men's 
confidence- - the pride of it, the power of it, 
are fit materials for A h eroi c: LaJe; only our 
minds are struck by the externals of such a 
success, and 
externals. 
to Jim's successes there were no 
(22 6 ) 
That. is, in terms of its mat eri als, Jim's siory is like the 
conventional heroic tale, but in terms of the ways in which 
these traditional malerials are treated, it is distinctly dif -
fet· e nt. Marlow's main focus of interest is on the inner life 
of the romantic hero , not his outward a,:hievements. His t.ale 
is not an action adventure; it is a complex psychologi ca l 
inquiry into the "fundamental why" (56) of cert.ain aclions. 
Whereas Jim 15 deceived by the conventions of romantic fic -
tiorl, Marlow recalls Rlld questions them. And, of course, by 
having Marlow tell Jim's tale, Conrad goes way beyond the 
methods and preoccupations of romantic fic:t. ic)DS. 
Mat'low also compares Patusan to another art form, 
Like the scenes and figures in a painling, 
lhe place and its people are static. It exists 1n a dimension 
beyond t.he "seH with 1t.s labouring waves for ever rising, 
sinking, and vanishing to rise again" (243). On le aving 
Palusen for the lost time, Marlow makes the analogy clear: 
(Patusan is] like a picture created by fancy 
on a canvas .... It remains in the memory 
motionless, unfaded, with its life arrested, 
in an unchanging light. (33 0) 
He looks forward to "going back to the world where events 
mov e , men chan!(e, light. flickers, life flo ws in a clear 
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]f Palusan seems to exisi. in a dimension 
beyond time and flux, its people seem to be simply character 
Lypes thaI, "exist as if under an "nchant.p.r's wand" (330). 
Yet, for all this unr e ality, Olle figure cannot be reduced to (l 
sUlt.ic type: tithe figure round which all theSE! are grouped '--
that one lives, and I am Ilot certain of him. No magician's 
wand eflll immobi ljse him under my eyes" (330 ·- 331) . For Marlow, 
Jim is an actual figure In all otllerwise fanciful world. fhl! 
court. reduced Jim t.o a type: the delinquent.. An "imper :ialist. 
romancer" might reduce him to the opposite type: the conven -
i. ional rc)man t.i(: hero. In different ways, both descriptions 
are misleading. In the fflce of these two possibilities Marlow 
avoids both by disclosing the irreducible complexities of 
Jim's character'. 
In Chflpt.er 2, i t was noted that. Marlow approaches 
Kurtz with 0 number of preconceptions about the man he is to 
mee t.. Some are gleaned from the Mossip of the c olonists, 
while others al'e der'ived from the conventions of r'omance: he 
sees Kurt. z as the object of his quest, f()r instance. Tn a 
similar way, Ji.fll has certain preconceptioIlS about life at sea 
Hnd about how he will conducL hims e lf. Once again the gap 
between preconception a nd actuality is profound. Before going 
to Patusan, Jim characteristjctlily anticipates actual experi -
ence, he expects Palusan to be the world of romance fiction 
and the people to be like characters in a book. In short, he 
expects it to be the place of his romantic dreams. When Mar -
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low unfolds the "pr'ecious scheme for his rett'eat" ( 230), he 
notices 
h()w [ Jim's] stubborn but. weary r~signation 
was gradually replaced by surprise, interest, 
wOllder, and b y boyish eager'nes s. This was a 
chance he had been dreaming of. (230) 
Most importantly, Jim expects that by going to Patusan he will 
be able to "slam the door" (235) on his past, to "forget 
everyth ·ing, everybody" ( 236), and to become t.he h ero he 
believes himself to be. Marlow remains sceptical of this 
ach:ievement In a pro l eptic aCCO llnt of Ji m's success, Mar]()w 
comments : 
The time was coming when I should see him 
loved, trusted, admi red , with a legend of 
strength and prowess forming r()und his name 
as tbougb he had been the stuff of a hero. 
( 175, italics min e) 
The "as though" suggests t h at Marlow is still unsure about Jim 
as a hero. For Marlow, Patusarl and Jim arE! romantic (in 
Stein's affirmative sense), but not straightforward l y so. 
Both rem~jn imperfect. Th(~ course of Jim's ca reer js sug--
gested in the following semi-allegorical description of the 
moon: 
For a moment it looked as though the smooth 
disc, falling from its place in the sky upon 
the ea rth, had rolled to the boLtom of thut 
precipice: its ascending movement was like a 
leisurely rebound; it disengaged it.self from 
the tangle of twigs; the bare contorted limb 
of some i.ree, growing on the slope, 
black crack right across its face. 
made a 
(322) 
Jim leaps from the Patna (this is his descent), then leaps 
once again from Rajah Allang's enclosure, and drags himself 
out of the muddy creek into the hands of Doramin. From ther e 
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his gradual aSCftnt to the status of a hero begins. Hut .I ike 
the moon, and l ike the romantic world-view, his resplendent 
HI)peararlce j8 1. ragical1y marred. 
Yet Jim's youthful romanticism is no t simply 
undermined by Marlow's wary maturity . He does succeed in so me 
important respects: he brings ordp-r to a 'primitive' and 
t yrannizecl so(:iet.Y-- fln ideal Hc:hievemeni. for the hero In 
stories of imperial adventure; he is selfless and energetic, 
ht)nesl ancl trustworthy; and he 15 serious Hhout his 
r espo nsibility to the people he 'rules'. At the same time, 
however, he remains estranged from the people of PatusHn, not 
simply because he is whi. te, but Ilecause his past remains 
unknown to them. His reco .ll ection of his failure to live up 
to the codes of the I'impeccab]. e world" a dds bitterness to his 
otherwise sweet succ:ess. At one momenl Jim can feeJ that "if 
such a thing ca n be forgotten, then I think I have the right 
to dismis" it from my m.ind" (305), but at anuther he recog ·-
nizes that such a thing cannot be forgotten. 
If you ask them who is bravc" -who is true 
who is just--who is it t h ey would trust with 
the:ir Liv"s" - - t.hey would say, Tuan Jim. And 
yet they can never' know the real, real 
truth.... (305) 
This mood of uncertainty would be unexpected in the co nven -
tiona] romant. :i c hero. 
Jim ' s triumph in .love is similarly flawed. He and 
Jewel come "together under the shadow of a lif"'s disaster, 
like knight and maiden meeting to exchange vows amongst 
haunted ruins" (312). For both the shadow of their past expe -
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['lence makes for a "strange uneasy romance!! (283) in the pre-
sen t. . Jewe l, because she recalls her mother's tragic betrayal 
by a white man, cannot wilolly trust a man who comes from the 
unknown "world heyond thn foresls" (31 8). As Marlow discov -
ers, the fear of betrayal can only be ki. lled by "an enchanted 
and poisoned shafl. dipped in a lie too subtle 10 be found on 
earth" (316). When ~alled upon to exor'cise "the spirits 
evoked by [her] fears" (3 15), he f ·inds himself unequal to the 
task. Jim's i.mperfect achievement.s, in love and adventure, 
make il possible for him on ly to say : 
nearly" ( 306 ) . 
"I am satisfied ... 
The world of Patusan is almost the world of Jim's 
dreams and, like a dreamer whose dream is subject to his will, 
Jim dir ect.s and maniplliates evenls according to his desires. 
The tragic gap between in tention and aclion, that resu lte d in 
his in .itial failure, appears t.o be closed. At one point. Mar -
lo~ ... comments: "[Jim] had regulated so many things in 
Patusan - - things that would have appeared as much beyond his 
control as the motions of the moon and the stars" (221). Yet, 
as lhe nClve] makes clear', any human order--be il t.he so(: :inl 
and moral order, the order imposed by a romantic dream, or 
eve n a rigid linguistic order ···-.is provisional And prey to cun ·-
tingeneies both from within and from without. In the first 
inslanee ( in the PaIns episode), Jim's dream is destroyed by 
his own weaknesses, and by a fateful concatenation of events; 
in the second inslunee , it is destroyed by exte rnal forces, 
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represented by chance and the diabolic Gentleman Brown. 
Brown's arrival at Patusan shatters the idyll. He 
"sails into Jim's history, a blind accomplice of the Dark 
Powers" (354). His only fear is the "fear of imprisonment" 
(354), and so he is committed to a reckless pursuit of free-
dom. For Marlow, and for Jim, though Jim is less conscious of 
it, ideas of order are "sheltering conception[sj" (313), for 
Brown they are merely lies. He and his gang of desperadoes 
are men "without country" (366), who owe allegiance to no one 
and who are human embodiments of the destructive element. 
Brown's act - -killing Dain War is and others- - is carefully 
defined by Marlow: 
It was not a vulgar and treacherous massacre; 
it was a lesson, a retribution -- a demonstra -
tion of some obscure and awful attribute of 
our nature which, I am afraid, is not so very 
far under the surface as we like to think. 
(404) 
Forced by circumstances beyond his will, Jim faces a tragic 
contradiclion: he must, in order to realize his dream, 
sacrifice himself. Only ln dying does Jim finally become like 
the heroes he read aboul in his youth. As h e dies, he sends 
"right and left at all those faces a proud and unflinching 
glance" (416). But, for this honour, he has suffered and 
failed in ways unknown to the conventional romantic hero. In 
addition, where a romantic hero, of the kind Jim read about, 
would in all likelihood have killed Brown, a tragic hero, like 
Jim, faces the irreconcilable antagonisms of existence. 
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v 
Lord .Tim presents a view of experience as complex and 
as ambivalent as that of Heart of Darkness. Marlow's narra -
tive in Lord Jim does not celebrate the romantic conception of 
the world and man in a naive, uncritical way: it questions 
the two romantics in the novel (Jim and Stein), and it chal-
lenges Jim's secular scripture, the conventions of the genre 
of romance. His written narrative ends with a number of ques-
tions about Jim's fate. "Is he satisfied--quite, now, I 
wonder?" (416) Is his uncompromising commitment to a 
"shadowy ideal of conduct" merely "exalted egoism" (4]6)? 
Does he achieve "in the short moment of his last proud and 
unflinching glance" (416) the grea tness for which he yearned? 
Marlow's answer is suggested earlier in the narrative. He 
refers to Jim's pursuit of his dream, and asks: 
And yet is not mankind itself, pushing on its 
blind way, driven by a dream of its greatness 
and its power upon the dark paths of 
excessive cruelty and of excessive devotion? 
And what is the pursuit of truth, after all? 
(349 - 350) 
Jim's longings are no longer the idiosyncratic yearnings of a 
self-deceived romantic, they have come to represent the 
aspirations of mankind. Has Jim "confessed to a faith 
mightier than the laws of order and progress" (339)? If Mar -
low's answer to these questions is affirmative, it is not 
easily so, since Jim's heroism, li ke man's, is tragic, not 
romantic. 
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The rea list conception o f the world and man is 
similarly s(!ruti n jzed. Mar"low at tim(~s shows up his 
listeners. At one point, when h e lS feeling unusually confi-
d ent. , he addresses t.hem direct.ly: 
I affirm he had achieved greatness; but the 
thing would be dwarfed in the t el ling, or 
rathe,- in the hearing. F,-ankly, it is not my 
words that I mistrusl. but. your minds. I 
could be e loquent were I not afraid you fel-
lows had starved your imaginations to feed 
your bodies_ I do not mean to be offensive; 
it is respectable to have no illusions -- and 
safe- - and profitable-- and dull. Yet you, 
too, in your t. ime must have known the 
intensity of life, that light of glamoul' 
created in the shock oj' trifles, as amazing 
as the glow of sparks struck from a cold 
sto ne--a nd as short '· lived, alas! (225) 
If Jim e mbodi es the dangers and the glories of the imaginative 
life, these men represent the banal but s ecure w()rld of the 
unimaginati.ve. Marlow stands between both: his narrativ e 
poses quest.ions without. oi"fering simple answers. 
This distinction between the imaginative and the 
unimaginative helps to clarify the issues surrounding lanRuage 
presented in lord Jim. Th e language of those who lack 
i m~g ination - the discourse of facts - - can at best be practical 
and useful, but a t its worst it can be reductive. The lan -
guagc of thos e who possess excessively powerful i maginations - -
the discOUI"Se of dreams or pure fictions--can be deceptive and 
deviously persuasive. Murlow's non --f i ctional narrative is an 
act of imaginative recollection, that attempts to be neither 
redu(:tive, nor misleading. Where his society has defined and 
dismissed Jim, Marlow rescues him and the romantic view of 
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experience that he comes to represent. His act of narration 
is itself an act of sympathetic perception, which c hallenges 
the beliefs and values of his listeners and his society. Yet 
Marlow also challenges the discourse of dreams, nnd the con -
v e nt ions of the genre of l'omanee. His narrat Lve, both 1n its 
style and in -its subject matter, serves as a model for the 
kind of discourse to which Conrad devoted the second half of 
his life. For Conrad, the aim of writing was to overcome var -
ious forms of false consciousness. This could simply be the 
false consciousness of those, like Jim, who cann()t ljve 
wi thaut fantasies, delusions, or escapism of one sort or 
another. Or it could be the specifically ideological false 
consciousness of those who accept the prevailing beliefs of 
the time, who believe, for instance, thHt "facts" are 
"reality", If his novels describ e the many ways in which lan -
guage enHbles, and even produces, false consciousness, they 
also demonstrate, particularly through the figure of Marlow, 
certain ways in wh :ich words can he used "to make you see". A 
novel that attempts to make the reader see how words are used 
to dece ive is IInder Western Eyes, whi ch is the fo cus of the 
next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Language, if it do not uphold, and feed, and 
leave In quiet, .like the power of gravitat .ion or the air 
we breathe, is a counter-spirit, unremittingly and 
no .iselessly at work to derange, to subvert, to lay waste, 
to vitiate, and to dissolve. 
Wordsworth
' 
Of the four novels selected for this thesis, Under 
Western Eyes offers the most explicit and sustained evaluat.ion 
of the place of language in human affairs. The novel pres up-
pos es a view of communication in some respects similar to that 
suggested by Steiner in After Babel. At one point Steine r 
argues that 
it is inaccurate and theoretically spurious 
to schematize language as 'information' or to 
identify language, be it unspok e n or vocal -
ized, with ' c ommuni catio n' . The latter term 
wil l serve only if it incl udes, if it places 
emphasis on, what is not said in the saying, 
what is said only partially, allusively or 
with intent to screen . Human spee ch conceals 
far more than it. confides . ... The terrain 
between speaker and hear e r --even when the 
current of discourse is internalized, when 
'T' speak to 'myself' ... is unstable, full of 
mirage and pitfalls. (1975, 229) 
Frequently in Conrad's novel, language is seen as a means of 
concealment or deception: words are seldom used to relay 
'information', rather they are used, deliberately or unwit-
t.ingly, to misinform; and the channel of discourse between 
speakers and hearers is rarely unobstructed. The statement by 
the teacher of languages i n the second paragraph of the 
novel--"Words, as is well known, are the great foes of 
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reality" (3)--alerts the reader to these concerns. The 
preoccupation with language and various forms of concealment 
and deception, and the related notions of trust and betrayal, 
will be the main focus of this chapter. 
In an ideal society one of the guiding principles of 
conduct would be a principle of veracity. According to this 
principle, the members of that society would (at least) be 
obliged to speak lruthfully., to do what they say or promise 
they will do, and to be open in their verbal interaction with 
others . In any society verbal communicstJon is, as Warnock 
suggests, "the most important of all ... co-operative undertak-
ings" (l971, 84). The importance of reliable communication is 
simply this: without something like a principle of veracity, 
society, as a functioning human collective, would collapse . 
Warnock puts it this way: 
It is, one might say, nol the implanting of 
false beliefs that is damaging, b u t rather 
the generation of the suspicion that they may 
be being implanted. For this undermines 
trust; and, to the extent that trust is 
undermined, all co-operative undertakings, in 
which what one person can do Or has reason to 
do is dependent on what others have done, are 
doing, or are going to do, must tend to break 
down. (1971, 84) 
Needless to say, societies in practice seldom achieve 
the theoretical ideal of open and sincere communication. In 
Russian society, as depicted in Under Western Eyes, this ideal 
is notably absent. It is a society built on secrecies, 
suspicions, and deceptions; its members are forced to conceal 
information, and silence and deceit are conditions of their 
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survival; and, as a consequence, relations between individu -
als, and between the individual and the autocratic state, 
operate with assumed mistrust. The failure of genuine com-
muni ca tion is partly a cause and partly an effect of the 
turmoil of pre - revolutionary Russia. It is with the nature 
and extent of thIs failure that [fnder Western Eyes is cen-
trally concerned. 
Before turning t.o the novel itself, a number of 
preliminary distinctions should be made. First, we need to 
distinguish between wh at Bok calls 'falsity' and 'falsehood' 
(what I shall call 'error' and 'deceit'). Bok suggests that 
"we must single out ... from the countless ways in which we 
blunder misinformed through life, that whi ch is done with the 
intent .ion to mislead" (1978, 8). The key to the distinction 
is the word intention. A person might misinform others by 
relaying false information without intending to deceive them. 
This would be an instance of an unwitting transmission of 
error. If, however, the person deliberately and knowingly 
gave others false informat ion or a false impression of him-
self, then he would be deceiving them. Deceit is a moral 
issue, while err·or, though it might be the result of a per-
son's moral weaknesses (a tendency to self- deception, or to 
gullibility, for instance) is not necessarily open to moral 
evalua ti on. 
Second, we need to distinguish between two kinds of 
deceit (as defined above). Chisholm and Feehan , using a 
traditional theological polarity, distinguish between "decep-
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tion by commission" and "deception by omission" (1977, 143). 
They proceed to describe four types of deception in each of 
these two categories. For our purposes it will be sufficient 
to say that, in the case of deception by commission, a person 
"contributes causally" (1977, 144) to another person's acquir -
ing false information, whereas, in the case of deception by 
omission, he simply "allows" (1 977, 144) another to acquir e 
false information or to remain deceived. On the basis of this 
distinction it can be shown that, in certain circumstances, 
silence is as much a form of deceit as speech or writing. 
Third, this thesis is concerned only with attitudes to 
language in Conrad's fiction, but there are, of course, many 
non - linguistic forms of deception--gesture, disguise, and 
action, to name but a few. In Under Western Eyes, Haldin and 
his accomplice pretend to be "a couple of peasants on the 
spree" (17) to avoid arousing the suspicion of the police on 
the night before the assassination, and Mikulin stages an 
elaborate series of deceptions, including secret meetings at 
an oculist, to ensure that, in the eyes of the revolution-
aries , Razumov leaves Russia as one of them. The main focus 
of this discussion, however, will be on words as a means of 
concealment or deception (silence, which is not saying, is 
also taken to be a form of linguistic deception). 
The chapter will be divided into four sections. In 
the first, the speech habits of the Russians in general will 
be discussed. The discussion will include specific references 
to Natali a Baldin, Victor Baldin, and Peter Ivanovitch. The 
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second section will focus on Razumov and the complex problems 
of self-deception, while the third will deal with two of the 
many conversations that take place in the novel. The final 
section will concentrate on the climax and denouement of the 
novel, and will attempt to show how the issues raised in the 
preceding sections are to some extent resolved. 
I 
By using a teacher of languages as the narrator 1n 
Under Western Eyes, Conrad brings to the reader's attention 
the preoccupation with language that is to be a central con-
cern of the novel. At the outset, the teacher makes a point 
of describing the general character of Russian speakers. 
What must remain striking [he says] to a 
teacher of languages is the Russians' 
extraordinary love of words . They gather 
them up; they cherish them, but they don't 
hoard them in their breasts; on the contrary, 
they are always ready to pour them out by the 
hour or by the night with an enthusiasm, a 
sweeping abundance, with such an aptness of 
application sometimes that, as in the case of 
very accomplished parrots, one can't defend 
oneself from the suspicion that they really 
understand what they say. (4) 
The teacher's civil ironies-- irony itself being a form of con -
cealment (but not of deception), of not meaning what one is 
apparently saying- -suggest that he does not approve of the 
Russians' characteristic loquacity . On a number of occasions, 
he distinguishes between Western and Eastern values, and 
though he is often concerned with the political and social 
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differences, he frequently highlights differences at the level 
of verbal conduct. Throughout the novel, the opposition 
between West and East includes oppositions between reticence 
and eloquence, sincerity and deceit, openness and secrecy. 
Two important and related issues arise out of the 
teacher's description of Russian eloquence . First, the Rus -
sians love words for their own sake: words are cherished and 
displayed like valuable , but useless, ornaments. The Russian 
speaker is seldom concerned with the referential function of 
words, wjth correct use, he appears simply to enjoy the sound 
of words which inadvertently at times give the impression of 
referring to experlence. Second, the comparison between the 
Russians and parrots underscores this idea of linguistic 
irresponsibility. A parrot is capable of repeating sounds 
that resemble the sounds of human language, but it is incapa-
ble of making meaningful sounds, which are the essence of 
human language. Just because a parrot can say a word (that 
is, repeat the sound), it. does not follow that it has neces-
sarily understood the meaning of the word. The same is true 
of humans, especially of children learning to talk. To use a 
word meaningfully, a child is required to apply the word in 
the appropriate context on different occasions, he cannot 
simply make the right noises at random intervals. In other 
words, embedded in the notion of meaning is some notion of 
fittingness or appropriateness. Moreover, when human beings 
speak they usually intend something by their utterances; there 
is usually some point to what they say. Like parrots, the 
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Russians tend, according to the teac her, not to consider the 
appropriateness of their utterances, and they intend simply to 
make sounds, not--as is usually the case in human 
cornrnunication- - lo refer, to persuade, to exclaim, or to des -
cribe. This susceptibility is, however, not peculiar to the 
Russians, since lIto fl teacher of languages there comes a time 
when the world is but a place of many words and man appears a 
mere talking animal not much more wonderful than a parrot" 
( 3 ) . Yet the Russians, as they are presented in the novel, 
make a habit of disengaging their words from the world. 
The differences between Russian and Western attitudes 
to Janguage are detHiled in an exchange betwe e n the teacher 
and Natalia Haldin near the b eginning of Part II. Their dis-
cussion cen lres on Russian politics. Natalia, who is "very 
capable of being roused by an idea" (102), believes that the 
present conflict in RussIa is temporary, and that "concord is 
not so very far off" (104). She rejects any mundane descrip-
t ions of the Russian situation as, for example, "class con-
flict" or "conflict of interests" (104). In response to her 
views the teacher distinguishes between Eastern idealism and 
Western materialism. 
I suppose one must be a Russian to understand 
Russian simplicity, a terrible corroding 
simplicity in which mystic phrases clothe a 
naive and hopeless cynicism. I think some-
times that the psychological secret of the 
profound difference of that people consists 
in this, that they detest life, the irremedi-
able life of the earth as it is, whereas we 
westerners cherish it with perhaps an equal 
exaggeration of its sentimental value. 
(104) 
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The teacher, commenting on the Russian "propensity of lifting 
every problem from the plane of the understandable by means of 
some sort of myst.i c expression " (104) , speaks as if he wer e a 
positivist attacking metaphysicians . According to him, the 
mystical rhet.oric . characteristic of the Russians conceals 
flcynicism". What he means by this (i n part at least) is that 
the Russian speaker is indifferent to , even contemptuous of, 
the truth or intelligibility of his utterances 3 • The Russian 
officials, for instance, have an "ineradicable, almost sublime 
co ntempt for truth" (305-306), and in quite a different way 
Natalia, like her brother, has, as Berthoud suggests, a "lack 
of concern for intelligibility [which) is not calculated, but 
instinctive; but it is not the less cynical for that" (1978, 
164). Her cynicism is the expression of "simplicity" (104), 
rather than sophistication. As far as the teacher is con-
cerned, many of the beliefs held, and the statements made, by 
the Russians are at best dogmatic, and at worst irrational. 
Their way of speaking only adds to the unreality of their 
views. 
As Berthoud observes, "it becomes clear from the nar -
rator's arguments that what [t he teacher] represents in the 
novel is the power of rat.ionality" (1978, 163). Oakeshott's 
description of the "general character and disposition of the 
Rationalist" may be aptly applied to the teacher's cast of 
mind . 
He [the Rationalist) is the enemy of author-
ity, of pre judice, of the merely traditional, 
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customary or habitual. His mental attitude 
is at once sceptical and optimistic: scepti-
cal, because there is no opinion, no habit, 
no belief, nothing so firmly rooted or so 
widely held that he hesitates to question it 
and to judge it by what he calls his 
'reason'; optimistic, because the Rationalist 
never doubts the power of his 'reason' (when 
properly applied) to determine the worth of a 
thing, the truth of an opinion or the propri-
ety of an action . (1962, 1-2) 
Though the teacher is perhaps more a sceptical than an 
optimistic rationalist (his reason and perspicacity are at 
times tested, and shown to be inadequate, by the Russian 
reality), h~ does stand for "independence of mind on all occa-
sions" (1962, 1). The idea of 'independence', which is par-
ticularly important in the resolution of the novel (see Sec-
tion IV), points to a quality of mind that the Russians 
profoundly lack. Unlike the rationalist teacher, they tend to 
be the slaves of one or another dogma and its concomitant 
rhetoric: Haldin is a captive of revolutionary dogma, and 
Natalia, according to her mother, is his "slavish echo" (106); 
General T- - is a fanatical believer in the doctrine of 
absolutism; and Ivanovitch is both master and slave of his 
feminist doctrine. They are in one way or another all "slaves 
of lies" (360). 
The rationalist teacher takes issue with Natalia's 
revolutionary rhetoric. He questions her naive assurances 
about the future: "Are antagonistic ideas ... to be reconciled 
more easily [than a "conflict of classes" or a "conflict of 
interests"J--can they he cem ented with blood and violence into 
that concord which you proclaim to be so near?" (105). 
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Berthoud argues that the teacher "cannot understand how 
'antagonistic ideas' -- for instance, contradictory moral or 
polit i cal principles--can be 'reconciled', or shown not to be 
contradictory, by any act of physical violence" (1978, 163). 
For the teacher violence as a means of achieving concord is 
"inconceivable" (106). Natalia replies by appealing to "a 
necessity superior to our conceptions" (106) and, in so doing, 
abandons all claim to rationality. What this "necessityt' is, 
she cannot in principle say: it is beyo~d thought and there-
fore beyond language. But, as is characteristic of parrot-
like Russians, she does not believe, as Wittgenstein believed, 
that "the limits of my language mean the limits of my world" 
(1922, 149). Natalia's world is permeated by the 
inexpressible, and her aspirations are justified by appeal to 
the ineffable. 
The teacher cannot accept Natalia's mystical asser-
tions about the inconceivable. 
I suppose [he says to her) that you will be 
shocked if I tell you that I haven't 
understood-- I won't say B single word; I've 
understood all the words .... But what can be 
this era of disembodied concord you are look -
ing forward to. Life is a thing of form. It 
has its plastic shape and a definite 
intellectual aspect. The most idealistic 
conceptions of love and forbearance must be 
clothed in flesh as it were before they can 
be made understandable . (106) 
What he claims is that the intelligibility of any utterance 
rests partly on its referring to actual (or at least probable) 
states of affairs in the world. He makes this point using 
not i ons of embodiment derived from Plato's doctrine of Forms. 
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To be understandable the ideal must be realized in some con-
crete form; to make sense of the world words must refer to the 
world as it is known historically. Natalia's words are com-
prehensible at the level of semantics (each word can be 
understood by a person familiar with the language) and syntax 
(tbe arrangement of the words follows accepted conventions), 
but at the level of what linguists call 'pragmatics' (the 
uses, effects and larger contexts of utterances), that is, in 
the larger context of political and historical actualities or 
probabilities, her words make no sense. 
Natalia's use of language is a specific instance of a 
more general issue. One of the aspects of language repeatedly 
discussed in this thesis is the problematic nature of the 
relationship between words and the world. Words can and are 
used to project 'disembodied' worlds that, without in any way 
relating to the world, have a compelling effect on the 
imagination. Used in this way, words become what Wordsworth 
called a "counter-spirit'l. Conrad frequently describes those 
who believe in lhese alternative worlds as "intoxicated": 
Jim, like the second engineer on the Patna, is intoxicated 
with his dreams of glory and adventure; in Under Western Eyes, 
Razumov--who at one point asks: "What is a sober man to do, I 
should like to know?" (96)--finds himself caught between "the 
drunkenness of the peasant (Ziemianitch] incapable of action 
and the dream-intoxication of the idealist incapable of per-
ceiving the reason of things, and the true character of men" 
(31). "Intoxication of some sort we must have" (96), says 
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Razumov of the Russians in general. The particular character -
istic of the intoxicated idealist is not that he fails to see 
things, but that he habitually misconstrues experience, and 
therefore his descriptions of things, events and other men are 
invariably inaccurate or misleading. Though one could not say 
that Haldin intends to deceive others, he does tend to deceive 
himself and to communicate his self- deceptions to others. His 
description of Ziemianitch as "a bright spirit" (18) and his 
misunderstanding of Razumov are clear instances of his 
habitual misreadings. One of the many people to whom he com-
municates his self- deceptions ("The fellow's casual utterances 
were caught up and treasured and pondered over by all these 
imbeciles" (83)) is Natalia, who is taken in by his descrip-
tion of Razumov in a letter. After Haldin is arrested and 
executed, she is left feeling unsure about the political 
ideals and aspirations she and her brother shared; she is 
troubled by the thought that he might have renounced their 
ideals, and given himself up in despair. Her brother's des-
cription persuades her that Razumov is a man who will give her 
the reassurance she needs. But, as is so often the case in 
the novel, a naive faith in the words of others has disastrous 
consequences. 
Peter Ivanovitch, though he is more powerful Bnd more 
calculating, is as questionable a communicator as Natalia or 
her brother . Wh e n the reader is first introduced to him, the 
revolutionary leader is heard before he is seen. He is the as 
yet unnamed visitor at the Hald i ns' home who is "holding forth 
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steadily in an unctuous deep voice" (lUJ). Ivanovitch is a 
large, burly, bearded man who conceals his eyes behind " spec-
tacles with smoked glasses" (119). That he conceals his eyes, 
has important implications for the man as a communicator. 
Hawthorn has discussed the general significance of the many 
references to eyes in the novel (1979, 104-105), pointing out 
that Iteyes and their movements are indicative of a character's 
openness and honesty" (1979, 105). Though this is a useful 
description of what eyes are used to indicate in the novel, a 
question remains to be asked: why does the novel focus the 
reader's attention on the eyes? A possible answer to this 
question is suggested by Wittgenstein . In note number 222 of 
the collection called Zettel, he makes the following observa-
tion about the human eye: 
We do not see the human eye as a receiver, it 
appears not to let anything in, but to send 
something out. The ear receives; the eye 
looks. (It casts glances, it flashes, 
radiates, gleams.) One can terrify with 
one's eyes, not with one's ear or nose. When 
you see the eye you see something going out 
from it. You see the look in the eye. 
(1967 , 40e) 
Part of what Wittgenstein is suggesting is that the eye is 
directly related to, and expressive of, human intentions. 
Eyes, as it were, radiate intention. If this is the case, 
then eyes have a sign i ficant role to play in communication. 
In open, sincere communication what is intended can be 
inferred fairly directly from what is said. But problems arise 
when there is a disparity between what is said and what is 
intended, that 1 S, when words are being used to scr e en actual 
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intentions. A hearer who does not wish to be duped must then 
rely on non-linguistic signs (like the "look in the eye") to 
grasp the full significance of an utterance. Or put the other 
way round: if the eye is a clear index of ac tual intentions, 
and if a speaker habitually uses words to deceive others, 
then, in order to succeed at deceiving others, it would be 
advisable for him to c onceal his eyes. This would prev ent the 
hearer from detecting the intention to deceive. This is 
exactly what Ivanovitch does: he conceals his eyes in order 
to conceal his int entions. For the same reasons, Razumov 
wears a green shad e over one eye and covers the other with his 
hand, when lying to one of his fellow students (310). In ans -
wer to the question posed abov e, then, the novel focuses the 
reader's attention on the eyes as part of the larger concern 
with language, intentions, and deceit. 
Ivanovitch hides his eyes in order to conceal his 
motiv es , particularly his desire to dominate others . An 
unwary listener, like Natalia, might be taken in by his talk 
of women and revolution, but the attentive listener, like the 
teacher, will discern the actual motivations. If the man is 
actually present, the full effect of his words is more readily 
felt. In his "great effortless voice" (128) he booms out his 
views on personal grief and public responsibility to Natalia, 
who is mourning the death of her brother. Her interruptions 
resemble the "effort of a drown ing person to keep above water" 
( 128) . In speaking Ivanovitch does not intend to communicate 
with others, he intends to dominate them, to subject them to 
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the force of his voice. The manner of his speech, if not the 
content itself, testifies to his utter, and barely concealed, 
disregard of others. The teacher recognizes this, and, as far 
as he can, he tries to keep Natalia from becoming one of 
Ivanovitch's victims. 
In his autobiographical wrilings, lvanovilch's egoism 
is more successfully concealed. The teacher gives an 
uncompromisingly ironic reading of "the story of his life 
written by himself and translated into seven or more lan-
guages" (120). In lbis story Ivanovitch describes his escape 
from prison, his wanderings through the wilds, his degenera-
tion from man to beast, and his eventual redemption through 
the generous act of a woman. His escape leads to his "great 
act of ... conversion" (122) to the doctrine of mystical femi -
nisro. As if to underscore the novel's preoccupation with lan-
guage, this moment of conversion is also the moment in which 
the wild, inarticulate beast recovers his powers of speech: 
It seemed as though he had losl the facully 
of speech. He had become a dumb and despair-
i ng brute, till the woman's sudden, 
unexpected cry of profound pity, the insight 
of her feminine compassion discovering the 
complex misery of the man under the terrify -
ing aspecl of the monsler, restored him to 
the ranks of humanity. (124) 
The teacher comments: "This point of view is presented in his 
book, with a very effective eloquence" (124). But two things 
undermine this eloquent adulation of women : the manner in 
which the autobiography is written, and Ivanovitch's actual 
attitude to women. In this excessively romantic account, per-
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sonal experience is given a "mystic treatment and symbolic 
interpretation" (125). One of the characteristic tendencies 
of the symbolic mode of writing is that, in transforming 
objects into emblems, the discourse may show little or no 
regard for the object as it is in itself. Ivanovitch writes 
with the "declared purpose of elevating humanity" (125), but 
his und eclared purpose is to subject the world to his own 
will-to-meaning--the centre and source of significance being 
himself. In so doing, he effectively deceives himself about 
the nature of the world, and deceives others about his 
motives. The kind of behaviour which undermines his eloquence 
is seen in his treatment of his amanuensis, Tekla, and his 
exploitation of Madame de S-- . This shows, as Berthoud sug -
gests, that "his feminist idealism barely masks a copious 
virility , and his general worship of women . . conceals a ruth-
lessly uncompromising will to power" (1978, 168). As his 
speech, writings and actions demonstrate, lvanovitch's blend 
of idealism, mysticism and feminism is a front for his aggres-
sive egoism. He is a typical Russian communicator: forceful 
and unreliable, deceiving and self - deceived. 
II 
On the face of it Razumov is an atypical Russian: as 
a student of philosophy he is committed to rational debate and 
inquiry, he is also unusually silent, undogmatic and con-
siderate towards others. He has in many respects the traits 
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of " Westerner. Berthoud argues that Razumov is "to all 
intents and purposes a portrait of the narrator as a young 
man" (1978, 170). The difference between the two men is more 
a matter of where they are, not who they are, since "in the 
context of Russia, even the most soberly rational existence 
acquires a paradoxical character" (1978, 171). In a sense the 
novel is about the tragic life of a rationalist who finds him -
self in two profoundly irrational worlds: the smaller world 
of Czarist Russia and the larger world of human experience. 
The nature of this larger world is disclosed in a discussion 
between Hazumov and Haldin. They are describing their dif-
ferent co nceptions of eternity. Razumov imagines it to be 
"something quiet and dull. There would be nothing unexpecled--
don't you see? The element of time would be wanting" (59). 
He continues: 
Can you conceive secrel places in Eternity? 
Impossible. Whereas life is full of them. 
There are secrets of birlh, for instance . . 
And there are secret motives of conduct. A 
man's most open actions have a secret side to 
them . That is interesting and so 
unfalhomable' (59) 
For Razumov, the two irremediable features of life in time are 
contingency (the "unexpected") and secrecy. As it turns out, 
both conspire against him. 
In the prologue to the first part of the novel, the 
reader is introduced to Razumov as a hard - working, self -
sufficient and ambitious "lhird year's student in philosophy" 
( 6) . By his comrades he is "looked upon as a strong nature--
an altogether trustworthy man" (6). As the teacher points 
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out, this reading of Razumov's character is not wholly 
justified--it is, i.n fact, the first of many misreadings 
(intended and unintended) that prove to be disastrous. In 
conversation Razumov takes on the "attitude of an inscrutable 
listener, a listener of the kind that hears you out 
intelligently and then--just changes the subject" (5). The 
teacher offers two possible explanations for "this sort of 
trick" (5): it "may arise either from intellectual 
insufficiency or from an imperfect trust in one's own convic-
tions" (5-6). Nonetheless, "amongst a lot of exuberant 
talkers" (6) Razumov procures "a reputation of profundity" (6) 
and is "credited with reserve power" (6). Most significantly, 
at this point he is "always accessible, and there [is) nothing 
secret or reserved in his life" (7). 
In order to understand the profound effect that Haldin 
has on Razumov, his actions need to be placed in the context 
of the latter's life and aspirations. Razumov's origins are 
mysterious: he 1S "supposed to be the son of an Arch --priest 
and to be protected by a distinguished nobleman" (6), but his 
"outward appearance accorded badly with such humble origin" 
( 6) . (As it turns out he is the illegitimate son of Prince 
K--, who, for reasons of social propriety, keeps this fact 
hidden. This minor, but important, theme of naming and hidden 
identity forms part of the novel's major theme of conceal-
ment.) Apart from a guardian, he is "not known to have any 
social relations in the town" (6), he is "officially and in 
fact without a family" (10), and is "as lonely in the world as 
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a man swimming in the deep sea" (10). Owing to his isolation 
and lack of identity, Razumov depends on the "free use of his 
intelligence" (83) to convert the "Jabel Razumov into an 
honoured name" (14). He is motivated by the desire for recog-
nition and the fear of anonymity. 
The unrelated organism bearing that label, 
walking, breathing, wearing thes e clothes, 
wa s of no importance to anyone, unless maybe 
to the landlady. The true Hazumov had his 
being in the willed, in the determined 
future -- in that future mena c ed by the law -
lessness of autocracy . .. and the lawlessness 
of revolution. (77) 
In order to realize his goal, which is symbolized by the sil-
ver medal he hopes to win in an essay competition, Razumov 
remains politically uninvolved and devotes himself to his 
studies. Rut, like Jim, he confronts a world in which the 
unexpected and the irrational drive a wedge between aspiration 
and achievement. In Razumov's case, the "destructiv e element " 
is embodied in Haldin. 
In a typically Conradian scene, Razumov, having 
resolved to write his essay, and feeling "confident of suc -
cess" ( 14), enters his room only to be "horribly startled" 
(14) by the "strange figure" (14) of Haldin. On the misguided 
assumption that Hazumov is a trustworthy man, Haldin asks him 
to seek out Ziemianitch, the town-peasant who is to drive 
Haldin to sufety . In so doing, he not only makes Razumov an 
accessory after the fact, but he threatens the grounds of his 
identity: "The sentiment of his life being utterly ruined by 
this contact with such a crime expressed itself quaintly by a 
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sort of half - derisive mental exclamation, 'There goes my sil -
ver medal"" (16) . Razumov initially agrees to help Haldin, 
but at that moment, because he says one thing and thinks 
another, he cuts himself off from the possibility of open, 
uncompromised communication- - of what Ryle calls "unstudied 
talk" (1963, 173). This is a turning point in Razumov's life, 
the consequences of which are overcome only in the final 
scenes of the novel. His acceptance is a promise, a declara -
tion of trustworthiness, that belies his actual, but 
unexamined, feelings. 
This evening's doings could turn up against 
him at any time as long as this man [Haldin] 
lived and the present institutions endured. 
They appeared to him rational and 
indestructible at that moment. They had a 
force of harmony -- in contrast with the hor -
rible discord of this man's presence. He 
hated the man. He said quietly--
IIYes, of course, I will go. You must give 
me precise directions, and for the rest - -
depend on me. lt 
"Ah' You are a fellow! Collected--cool as 
a cucumber. A regular Englishman . . . . " 
(21 - 22) 
In speech Razumov appears to be tla regular Englishman " , in 
reHlity he is a compromised Russian . It would be wrong to say 
that he deceives Haldin at this point, but his calm, coll e cted 
words conceal his i nner states and, to this extent, he is 
being insincere. The account of the walk to and from the "low 
eating-house" (27) where Ziemianitch stays, is a complex study 
of the process of self - discovery and self - deception, 1n which 
Razumov's "Russianness" manifests itself clearly. 
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In lhe course of the walk, Razumov's commitment to 
being reasonable is overridden by a conflicting force: the 
fear of ignominy and destitution. Though he would like to 
believe that his acceptance of the ideology of absolutism is 
the result of independent, rational thought, it is in fact the 
result of an irrational (or, rather, non-rational) quasi-
religious "conversion", similar to Ivanovitch's "conversion" 
to the doctrine of mystical feminism. Where Haldin uses bib-
lical rhetoric to justify his revolutionary actions', Razumov 
resorts to metaphors derived from the organicist tradition, 
associated with political thinkers like Burke, to rationalize 
his act of betrayal. 
"Haldin means disruption," he thought to him -
self, beginning to "alk again. "What is he 
with his indignation, with his talk of 
bondage- - with his talk of God's jus-
tice? .. Obscurantism is better than the light 
of incendiary torches. The seed germinates 
in the night. Out of the dark soil springs 
the perfect plant. But a volcanic eruption 
is sterile, the ruin of the fertile 
ground ... . " (34) 
Haldin is the "withered member which must be cut off" (36). 
In the process of this rationalizing, the once silent man is 
now 
holding a discourse with himself with 
extraordinary abundance and facility. 
Generally his phrases came to him slowly, 
after a c onscious and painstaking wooing. 
Some superior power had inspired him with a 
flow of masterly argument as certain con-
verted sinners become overwhelmingly loqua-
cious. (35) 
Loquacity, as IS invariably the case in Conrad's fictions, is 
an index of delusion, and IS therefore not to be trusted. 
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Indeed, tIle ironic final words of the novel suggest that any 
"inspired" Russian is to be regarded sceptically. 
In Razumov's discourse with himself "the terrain 
belween speaker and hearer --e ven when the current. of discourse 
is internalized, when' I' speak to 'myself' .. . is unstable, 
full of mirage and pitfalls" (Steiner 1975, 229 ): Razumov's 
eloquence becomes a means of concealing the truth of his 
guilt, not from others, but from himself. Before Haldin's 
unexpected arrival in his room, Razumov has a clearly defined 
life- plan and a coherent personality. Now his personality is 
divided into a co nscious self that speaks out against revolu-
tionary act .. ion, and B con sci ence that remains silent and sup-
pressed. In other words, at one level RazumDV intends tD get 
himself tD believe that betraying Haldin is, both mDrally and 
pDlitically, the right course of actiDn (this is the level of 
articulat e d lhought); at another (suppress ed) level he 
b elieves that what he is doing is morally wrong, that he is 
molivated in part by se lf- preservalion ( lhis is the level that 
produces visiDns--he sees and walks across Haldin's phantDm--
and guilly gestures). Such a division in the self is revealed 
in the follDwing passage: 
Then for some twenty yards Dr more all was 
blank. He wrapped his cloak closer round 
him. He pulled his cap well forward over his 
eyes . 
"Betray . A great wDrd. What is betrayal? 
They tal k of a man betraying his cDuntry, his 
friends, his sweetheart . There musl be a 
moral bDnd first . All a man can betray is 
hIs conscience. And how is my conscience 
engaged here; by what bond Df common faith, 
Df common conviction, am I obliged to let 
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that fanatical idiot drag me down with him? 
On the contrary--e very obligation of true 
courage is the other way." 
Razumov looked round from under his cap. 
(37 - 38, italics mine) 
Concealing the eyes again points to the complexity of his 
intentions -- in this case, it is Razumov's intention not to 
recognize his intention to deceive himself. In his discussion 
of this passage, Tanner asks the following question: "Does 
some part of him recognize that a bond has been made--
uninvited but ineradicable, not political but creatural? If 
so then no matter how justified by exigenci~s and convictions 
his intellectual decision is, a part will forever contest il" 
(1962, 206). For the moment Razumov suc cessfu lly conceals 
that part of himself whi ch will contest the morality and sin -
cerity of his actions, and so he betrays Haldin. 
From the moment of betrayal, Razumov cuts himself off 
from direct, uncompromised commun ication with others, and his 
life becomes a "c omedy of errors, phantoms, and suspicion s" 
( 99) . He commits himself, in short, to solitary confinement. 
When he meets General T-- he confronts the "merciless 
suspicion of despotism" (48), and realizes that he is the Gen -
eral's "helpless prey" (49). For fear of bringing harm to 
Ziemianitch (48) and of presenting himself in the wrong light, 
Razumov suppresses the fact that he went to the "big slum 
house" (4 8) . Returning to his rooms and to Haldin he finds 
himself compromised once again . He engages in a long con-
versation with the revolutionary, the primary purpose of which 
is to ens ure that he does not escape. In the conversation, he 
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reveals his anguish but conceals t he one important fact : that 
he has betrayed Haldin. As is frequently the case in the 
novel, the reader, who knows wha t Hal din does not, is able to 
witness the strategies of the deceiver. Razumov does not 
intenti onally communicate false information to Haldin -- he says 
to himsel f: "I have said no word to him that was not strictly 
true. Not one word " (71) --but his conversation is a clear 
instance of deception by omission. In all his conversations 
from now until hIs final confessions, Razumov is forced to be 
on guard. On the one hand, h e is misunderstood by his fellow 
students, who think of him as Haldin's heroic accomplice, and, 
on the other, he is both mistrusted and seen to be a useful 
"tool" (307) by t.he aut.ocrats. 
The complex relationships between concealment, 
betrayal, self-deception, isolation and a fragmented s elf are 
manifested in a significant vision Razumov has during his 
first interview with Mikulin: he sees "his own brain suffer-
ing on the rack- - a long, pale figure drawn asunder horizon-
tally with terrific force in the darkness of a vault, whose 
face he failed to see" (88). He fails to recognize that, by 
betraying Haldin, he has brought upon himself the "solitude of 
the racked victim" (88). Only in the climactic final scenes 
does he see through his self-deceptions when he discovers that 
the face of the racked victim is his own. 
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I II 
Before we turn to the two conversations to be dis -
cussed in detail --one between Razumov and the teacher (182-
197), the other between Razumov and Sop h ia Antonovna (237 -
282) --some remarks about the nature of conversation in general 
need to be made. In what follows, three views of what is 
typical of verbal interaction between two or more people will 
be contrasted. The first view (which could be termed the 
ideal view) is outli.ned by Donoghue in Ferocious Alphabets . 
What happens in a conversation [he asks]? 
Each person describes or tries to make 
manifest his own experience: the other, 
listening, cannot share the experience, but 
he can perceive it, as if at a distance. 
Complete proximity is impossible. What makes 
a conversation memorable is the desire of 
each person to share experience with the 
other, giving and receiving. All that can be 
shared, strictly speaking, is the desire: it 
is impossible to reach the experience. 
(1984, 43) 
As Donoghue suggests, even in the ideal situation of open, 
sincere communication, complete proximity between the two 
speakers is impossible. In Conrad, a conversation that comes 
closest to this ideal is that between Marlow and the men, par-
ticu1arly the frame - natTator, on board the Nellie in Heart of 
lJarkness. In that extended talk, Marlow frequently alludes to 
the difficulty of making manifest his own experience through 
words (cf. 82 - 83 and 114 - 115, for instance), and to the gulf 
between himself and his listeners . 
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But, as is more often the case in Conrad's novels, 
dialogue between two people is seldom simply a matter of 
unhindered reciprocit y. In Coercion to Speak, Fogel argues 
that the Conradian novel has a "very strong will to objectify 
and contemplate dialogue as constrained form, and the 
plurality of such dialogue forms in their social distribution" 
(1985, 17). According to Fogel, Conrad dramatizes conversa-
tions in which "giving and receiving"--the ideal of a 
voluntary and uncompromised exchange between people--is 
seldom, j f' ever, operative. Rather, dialogues are more fre -
quently disguised monologues : either a person is forced to 
listen to another, or he IS forc ed to speak to others. Fogel 
suggests that the "theme in his work is not 'lack of com-
muni c ation' but the recognition that communication itself is 
by nature more coercive and disproportionate than we think 
when we sentimental ize terms like dialogue and communication" 
(1985, 35). Of Under Western Eyes Fogel says that "Conrad 
amplifi es James's 'question of our speech' into a steady 
political negation of the ideal of conversation" (1985, 184), 
and he adds that Razumov is "Conrad's purest image of the 
forced speaker and listener" (1985, 180). 
Fogel's understanding of the nature of dialogue is 
applicable to many situations in the novel: Ivanovitch, 
Haldin, Razumov, General T- - and Mikulin a ll, at one time or 
another, force others either to speak or to listen. The 
clearest e xampl es of this kind of dialogue are Hazumov's 
interviews with Mikulin and General T--, which begin in Part I 
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and are continued in the first section of Part IV. The two 
functionaries within the autocratic system are "like two 
Olympians glancing at a worm" (306). The teacher, who has in 
mind a "Western" model of dialogue similar to Donoghue's, des -
cribes the situation in the following terms: 
To the morality of a Western reader an 
account of these meetings would wear perhaps 
the sinisler character of old legendary tales 
where the Enemy of Mankind is represented 
holding subtly mendacious dialogues with some 
tempted soul. It is not my part to protest. 
Let me but remark that the Evil One, with his 
single passion of satanic pride for the only 
motive, is yet, on a larger, modern view, 
allowed to be not quite so black as he used 
to be painted. With what greater latitude, 
then, should we appraise the exact shade of 
mere mortal man, with his many passions and 
his miserable ingenuity in error, always 
dazzled by the base glilter of mixed motives, 
everlastingly betrayed by a short - sighted 
wisdom. (304--305) 
Fogel takes power over others to be the central motive behind 
this kind of dialogue, and this seems to be true: Mikulin 
deceives Razumov in order to co - opt him into the Russian 
intelligence. ItIn a moment of great moral loneliness", 
Razumov is "allowed to feel that he [is] an object of interest 
to a small group of people of high position" (307 - 308). In 
fact, Mikulin simply sees "great possibilities of special 
usefulness in that uncommon young man" (307) . Power ove r 
others is also the concealed motive behind many other 
dialogues in the novel: for example, in the conversation 
between Ivanovitch and Natalia described above. Yet there are 
some that could be more accurately described using Donoghue's 
model, for example, the exchange between Tekla and Natalia at 
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the Chateau Borel, and the conversations between the teacher 
and Natalia. These dialogues do not refute Fogel's thesis, 
but they do qualify his more general claims about dialogue in 
Conrad's fiction. For our purposes, though, neither the 
purely coercive nor the ideal model is sufficient. Rather, as 
the final sentence in the passage quoted ahove (304 - 305) indi -
cates, a model that accounts adequately for "mere mortal man" 
is required. 
As the teacher's comment suggests, the old myths con-
cerning dialogues between supernatural beings and man--one 
thinks of Eve and Satan, or Faustus and Mephistopheles--no 
longer apply when the subject is man speaking to man. The 
intentions are more complex, and error and myopia are 
unavoidable. In both of the dialogues to be discussed, the 
"power relations" are not disproportional (as they are in the 
dialogues between Mikulin and Razumov), and yet both involve 
misunderstandings and elaborate strategies of deceit . A model 
that possibly makes more sense of these dialogues is suggested 
by Laing, Phillipson, and Lee in IIJterperSOIJlll Percept .ion . 
They are concerned, as the title of their book indi-
cates, with the interrelations between people in a social con -
text . They describe the situation as follows: 
My field of experience is ... filled not only 
by my direct view of myself .. . and the 
other ... , but of what we shall call 
metaperspectives -- my view of the other's 
(your, his, her, their) view of me. I may 
not actually be able to see myself as others 
see me, bu t I am constantly supposing them to 
be seeing me in particular ways, and I am 
constantly acting in the light of the aclual 
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or supposed attitudes, 
so on the other has in 
opinions, needs, 
l'espect of me . 
(1966, 4) 
and 
In social situations, our knowledge of others (and of their 
views of us) is gained from a number of sources: their ges-· 
tures, actions and dress all contribute to the sum of what we 
know. But il is from their talk that we derive most 
undel'standing. In the ideal conversation, my view of the 
other, and my view of the other's view of me, would be dis -
cussed openly. Any disagl'eements or misunderstandings would 
be resolved by open, sincere talk. When an element of con--
cealment, deliberate deception or even unwitting error is 
introduced, the situation becomes extraordinarily complex. An 
exchange which illustrates some of these complexities is that 
between Hazumov and Mikulin in Part 1 (85 - 99). 
This important instance of a coercive dialogue will 
not be examined in detail here, but a brief discussion of it 
will serve to itltroduce the ideas of "perspective l ! and 
"metaperspective" lhat are essential to an understanding of 
the two conversations to be discussed in detail. Razumov IS 
summoned to the Secretariat by Mikulin. Thinking that he 1S 
to go thl'ough the kind of exchange he had experienced 
previously, he prepares "his will and his intelligence to 
encounter General T--" (86) . He is seriously troubled when he 
discovers he is to go before Mikulin, who is a very different 
man from the fanatical General. Mikulin is refined, 
intellectual, and he h~s the kind of self- possession that 
makes him i nscrutable to others: "The mild gaze rested on 
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[Razumov], not curious, not inquisitive- - certainly not 
suspicious ·-- almost without expression" (86). 
an accomplished and sophisticated deceiver. 
He is, lTI short, 
In confronting Mikulin, Razumov has two principal, and 
related, difficulties: first, he must conceal the fact of his 
having gone to seek out Ziemianitch, since this might link him 
to the revolutionaries; second, he is compelled to discover 
what Mikulin knows about him without incurring suspicion. The 
first difficulty occurs at the level of "perspective". He 
must ensure that Mikulin has no reason to doubt his view of 
him (that Razumov decries revolution and revolutionaries): 
lithe main pojnt was, not to be drawn into saying too much" 
(87) . This is made more difficult, for Razumov, by his grow -
ing psychological distress. His actions (at one point he gets 
up to leave the room without knowing why) and his utterances 
become "involuntary" (87, 95, 96). Mikulin's style of inter -
rogation, particularly his protracted silences, compound this 
problem. Throughout the exchange, Razumov struggles both to 
keep certain facts concealed and to hide his distress. 
The second difficulty occurs at the level of "metaper -
spective". At the outset Razumov asks himself: "He had been 
called there for some reason. What reason?" (87). He never 
quite knows how much Mikulin knows about him, or quite what 
the purpose of the interview is. Being told that Haldin had 
remained silent during his interrogation does not solve the 
problem. He still needs to "make [Mikulin] show his hand" 
(95) . But, for the moment, this proves to be impossible . 
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Mikulin remains impenetrable: where Razumov's voice dries out 
"very much against his will" (96), Mikulin does "not allow 
himself the slightest movement" (96). As Razumov soon discov-
ers, deception and concealment are an achievement of the will . 
Mikulin is a master at the art of deceit, whereas Razumov is 
throughout the novel a relatively unsuccessful deceiver. His 
inept it ude, and the problems at the levels of "perspective" 
and Ilmetaperspect ive ", are clearly revealed in the two con -
versations to be discussed in detail. 
Before we turn to the details of the conversation 
between the teacher and Razumov, a number of distinctions need 
to be made . These will clarify some of the complexities of 
the exchange. First, we need to distinguish between the 
teacher - as-character and the teacher-as-narrator, not simply 
in terms of temporal differences, but in terms of knowledge. 
The teacher himself alludes to this distinction. He comments 
on the strange impression he has of Razumov during their con-
versation, and then adds: 
Now, when I know how true it [his own 
impression ] was, I can honestly affirm that 
this was the effect produced on me . It was 
painful in a curio usly indefinite way -- for, 
of course, the definition comes to me now 
while I sit writing in the fullness of my 
knowledge. But this is what the effect was 
at that time of absolute ignoranc e . (183) 
In the narrative past he was ignorant; in the narr ative pre-
sent he writes in the "fullness of [his] knowledge". In a 
sense this is true, though it would be more accurate to say 
that, in the narrative past, the teacher was not simply 
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ignorant of the truth about Razumov, he was deluded about him. 
As opposed to knowing nothing about Razumov, the teacher knew 
the wrong things about him. The source of his misconceptions, 
which he shares with Natalia, is Haldin. Haldin had sent a 
letter to his sister praising Razumov as one of those 
"unstained, lofty, and solitary existences" (169). By doing 
this he communicates his delusions to his sister, who unwit-
tingly misinforms the teacher. In this way false descriptions 
are communicated from one person to another, thus contributing 
to the gradual accumulation of error. For both the teacher 
and Natalia this description has important implications: 
Haldin obviously respected Razumov, Razumov is a revolution-
ary, and he might be able to solve the mystery of his friend's 
arrest. As the teacher says in the narrative past: "I ven -
tured to speak to you on that assumption [that Razumov was 
Haldin's comrade]. And r cannot be mistaken" (189). The 
irony of these words is evident to the teacher-as-narrator, 
and to the reader who knows the circumstances of Haldin's 
arrest. 
Second, we need to distinguish between at least two 
readers of the novel--once again in terms of what they do and 
do not know. Those reading the novel for the first time know, 
as the teacher - as-character does not, that Razumov betrayed 
Haldin to the authorities. For them Razumov's "unrefreshed, 
motionless stare" (183) - -the strange impression he has on the 
leacher--could be explained in terms of the guilt he feels at 
having betrayed Haldin and at having to face Natalia. For 
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those reading the novel for the second time this explanation 
no longer satisfies. These readers know the answer to 
Mikulin's question "Where to?" (99 ); they know, that is, that 
Razumov is a spy, and they know what he is thinking at the 
time of the conversation (he is intending to steal Natalia's 
soul; and he thinks of the teacher as the "devil himself" 
(360), egging him on to commit this "unpardonable sin" (360» . 
His barely concealed distress can, therefore, be explained 
more precisely. 
By limiting the first reader's knowledge and by con -
cealing important facts, the novel enacts one of its major 
preoccupations: il is Hbout concealment and secrecy, and it 
itself contains secrets and strategies of concealment. The 
long gap between the end of Part I (Mikulin's unanswered ques -
tion) and the beginning of Part IV is a calculated strategy of 
concealment, which creates suspense and which involves the 
reader in the kind of world he is reading about. Concealing 
the fact that Razumov is a spy 1S also a way of controlling 
the reader's response. The teacher alludes to this at the 
beginning of Part IV. It is out of sympalhy for Razumov that 
he feels 
a strange reluctance to slate baldly here 
what every reader has most likely already 
discovered himself. Such reluctance may 
appear absurd if it were not · for the thought 
that because of the imperfection of language 
there is always something ungracious (and 
even disgraceful) in the exhibition of naked 
truth. (293) 
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This is an artistic justification for employing language in 
such a way as to avoid the ungracious exhibition of naked 
truth. To state baldly the fact that Razumov is a spy, would 
invite a simplistic, if not unsympathetic, response to his 
actions. The delay creates a tension which ensures a fuller 
imaginative response to the complexities of those actions than 
would otherwise be the case. In this case, then, concealment 
has positive consequences. 
With these distinctions in mind we can turn to the 
conversation itself. Natalia prompts the teacher to engage 
Razumov in conversation for two reasons: she wants the 
teacher to inform Razumov of her need to find out about the 
circumstances surrounding her brother's arrest, and of her 
need to conceal from her mother the fact that he is in Geneva. 
Once Natalia has left them alone, the teacher, with this "mis -
sian" (183) in mind, says: "No ... you cannot be expected to 
understand" (183). Razurnov replies, "as if wickedly amused" 
(183) : "But haven't you heard just now? I was thanked by 
that young lady for understanding so well" (183). The teacher 
finds himself unable to comprehend the full force of this 
response. He cannot define the exact tone of Razumov's 
retort, and therefore the precise intention behind the words. 
He asks himself: 
in this retort? 
resentment. Yes. 
"Was there a hidden and inexplicable sneer 
No. It was not that. It might have been 
But what had he to resent?" (183). Given 
the limitations of the teacher-as - character's knowledge, the 
full significance of Razumov's words eludes him: he is a vic-
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tim of false information, and he thinks of Razumov in the 
terms outlined above. He 1S troubled by what Razumov says, by 
his manner, and by his appearance. His state of mind could be 
summed up as follows: if Razumov is a revolutionary and a 
friend of Haldin, why does he speak and act in this way? At 
times the younger man seems to insult him, and yet "th e rus-
tling effort of his speech [is] too painful to give real 
offence" (184). In the course of the dialogue, the teacher's 
confusion mounts progressively, and at the end Razumov remains 
an "enigmatical young man" (194). Yet the game of concealment 
is played not only by Razumov. In order to conceal his per-
plexity, the teacher assumes "a conversa t ional, easy famil-
iarity" (183) or a "light manner" (196). Though this might 
serve to ease the awkwardness of the exchange, it only 
increases the ever - widening gap between the two speakers . 
Throughout the conversation , the teacher's beliefs 
about Razumov (that he is a revolutionary and a friend of 
Haldin) are put to the test. In other words, his difficulties 
o c cur, following Laing et al., at the level of perspeclive--
his view of Razurnov is undermined. Razumov's difficulties, 
however, occur at the level of metaperspective--he is 
uncertain about the teacher's view of him. On the whole he 
believes that the leacher thinks of him as a revolutionary, 
and to a large extent the teacher's conversation confirms 
this. Yet in some instances he douhts this metaperspectivc. 
At first Razumov thinks that the teacher intends to speak to 
him about women. He casts him in the role of a go - between in 
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a romantic novel, and assumes lhat the teacher sees him as a 
potential suitor for Natalia. He objects to this by saying "I 
am not a young man in a nove]" (185 -186), by which he means "I 
am not a conventional young mall in romantic stories who is 
always in search of the ideal woman". The teacher manages to 
correct this misunderstanding. But later, when he mentions 
the report of Haldin's arrest in a newspaper (191) and the 
letter (19 0) from Haldin describing his lofty, unstained 
friend, Razumov becomes increasingly anxious. He has to find 
out, without disclosing his intent to do so, how much the 
teacher knows ahoul the arrest and what Haldin has said about 
him. After a considerable silence he asks "abruptly" (196): 
"Could I see that precious article anywhere?" (196). For a 
moment the teacher is b e wildered by this apparently random 
question, but h e eventually answers - - his answer is, not 
unexpectedly, unhelpful. At the end of the exchange, the 
leacher thinks lhat "there [is) something else und er 
[Razumov's) SCO['n and impatience" (197), but, apart from the 
consideralion that "it was the same thing which had kepl him 
over a week .. . from comiog near Miss Haldin" (197), he is 
unable to say what it is. Razumov is similarly unenlightened. 
The transition from Part II to Part III involves a 
change from the teacher's perspective to Razumov's perspec-
tive. The reader discovers that Razumov does not know what 
the teacher's view of him is, and that he sees the teacher as 
a threat: "There is nothing, no one [he says to himself), too 
insignificant, too absurd to be disregarded .... 1 must be 
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cautious" (200). For HII the ostensible lIcomrnunicat.ion ll in 
this conversation, it ends with neither speaker having 
resolved any of his perplexities. Both are in fact more con-
fused and wary at the end than they were at the outset. 
The conversation between Razumov and the teacher is 
recorded from the perspective of the deceived; that between 
Razumov nnd An1.onovna is seen from the deceiver's point of 
view . Sophia Antonovna is a very different person from the 
teacher of languages, and she poses a greater threal to 
Hazumov. She is a passionate, trusted member of the revolu -
lionary movement who possesses a natural authorily and a for -
midably strong character. Razumov had met her in Zurich on 
his way to Geneva, where he had "judged her from his own pri -
vate point of view, as being a distinct danger in his path" 
(242), and discovered that "he could not despise her as he 
despised all the others" (242). During the account of the 
conversu1. ion she is described as 
the old revolutionary hand, the respected, 
trusted, and influenlial Sophia Anlonovna, 
whose word had such B weight in the "a c tive" 
section of every party. She was much more 
representative than the great Peter 
Ivanovitch. Stripped of rheloric, mysticism, 
and theories , she was the true spirit of 
destructive revolution . And she was the per-
sonal adversary he [Razumov) had to meet. 
(261, my Halies) 
This passage underscores the novel's concern with communica-
lion and trust: Anlonovna IS Razumov's "personal adversary!', 
not simply because she is a bona fide revolutionary, but 
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because her word is trusted by some p e ople, whereas his word 
is mistrusted by most. 
In the dialogue, Antonovna, as her eyebrows indicate 
(cf.245, 247, 253), takes on the role of a Mephistophelean 
inquisitor or tester, one who is both subtle and perceptive. 
Most importantly, she mistrusts Razuillov'S words: "She had 
been looking at him all the time, not as a listener looks at 
one, but as if the words he chose to say were only of sec -
ondary interest" (242). Razumov is not only compelled to 
deceive her about his political allegiances, he must also con-
ceal his growing psychological distress. She is aware that 
his bitterness towards revolutionaries and his sarcastic man-
ner are part of a pose he assumes in order to conceal his 
anguish: IIHe was conscious of an immense lassitude under his 
effort to be sarcastic. And he could see that she had 
detected it with those steady, brilliant black eyes" (240). 
Byle makes a general point about the nature of pretence, which 
clarifies Razumov's case. He argues that 
to describe someone as pretending is to say 
that he is playing a part, and to playa part 
is to play the part, norma l ly, of someone who 
is not playing a part, but doing or being 
something ingenuously or naturally. 
(1963, 245) 
This is an accurate description of what it is to playa part 
successfully: you pluy a part as if you are not playing a 
part. Seen in this way, Hazumov is not a successful deceiver: 
he plays a part as i f he .s playing a part. This makes him 
suspect, particularly to Antonovna . She is constantly aware 
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of the gap between his words and his intentions, and of his 
efforts to conceal his distress, but she is not able to know 
with any certainty the reasons for this behaviour and so, to 
some extent, she is still in the dark. 
Like the teacher of languages, Antonovna believes that 
Razumov is a revolutionary, the friend and Bccomplice of 
Haldin. This is her "perspective" on Razumov. She is the 
victim of both intentional deceit Bnd the unwitting transmis-
sion of error. Mikulin stages an elaborate series of decep-
tions, the "ultimate success [of which depends] solely on the 
revolutionary self-delusion which credited Razumov with a 
mysterious complicity in the Haldin affair" (309) . His 
strategies are successful, and the revolu tionaries outside 
Russia are misinformed by their own agents in tbe country . 
Even so, Razumov is never quite able to believe that Antonovna 
believes him to be a revolutionary. As is tbe case in his 
conversa tion with the teacher, his perplexities occur at the 
level of metaperspectiv e: "It was [he thinks] impossible to 
guess what she had in her mind" (244) . His predicament 1S 
extremely hazardous: h e must convince her that he is not 
"playi.ng a part" (251), that of a revolutionary, but, in order 
to do so, he must speak to her without knowing what she knows 
about him. With every word uttered, then, he puts himself at 
risk. At times the strain of this constant uncertainty, of 
having to play verbal chess without being able to see his 
opponent's moves, becomes unbearable: 
Razumov noted the slightest shades in this 
conversation, which he had not expected, for 
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which he was not prepared. That was it. "J 
was not prepared,'t he said to himself. lIlt 
has taken me unawar es. 11 It seemed to him 
that if he only could allow himself to pant 
openly like a dog for a time lhis oppression 
would pass away . " r shall never be found 
prepared," he thought, with despair. (2 52) 
In longing for the opportunity to express himself openly, 
Razumov is longing, as the comparison with the panting dog 
indicates, for a form of expression which is less than human . 
In this novel such direct expression is almost impossible for 
a man; where it is achieved the consequences are invariably 
tragic. 
The climax of the conversation occurs when Antonovna 
questi ons Razumov about his activities on the day of the 
assassination. The import of this question reaches Razumov 
"lik e a bullet which strikes some time after the flash of the 
fired shot" (25 4 ) . He feels that "his presence of mind [is] 
gone" (254) and all he can do by way of response is make "a 
sort of gurgling, grumpy sound" (254). Heal iz ing that the 
shot "had been fired at random" (255), he regains a measure of 
self - possession, but from now on the conversation takes on the 
charactel' of a "battle", in which he is required to deceive 
her in order to sustain a deception: "It was to be a plain 
struggle for self-preservation. And she was a dangerous 
adversary too" (255). 
One of the con sequences of Antonovna's question is 
that she discloses to Razumov the source of her information 
about his activities on the day of the assassination. It is a 
letter from one of the revolutionary agents in St. Petersburg. 
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Razumov now finds himself in a situation similar to, but more 
hazardous than, the one expe ri enced in the conversation with 
the teacher. He must find out the contents of the letter in 
order to ascertain what she knows abo u t him (her view of him), 
so that he can act and speak accordingly. Moreover, all this 
must be done without her being able to discern his intention. 
Needless to say, the information contained in the letter is 
false, and Razumov realizes that it could be used to his 
advantage: it is "a piece of sinister luck which had ' only to 
be accepted with proper caution" (258). At the risk of self-
betrayal he manages to find out that the letter blames 
Ziemianitch for Haldin's arrest. The peasant. driver, it is 
alleged, betrayed Haldin and then committed suicide out of 
remorse. Razumov meditates t'in silent astonishment upon the 
queer ver'isimi l it ude of these inferences" (276). It gives him 
"the notion of the invincible nature of human error, a glimpse 
into the utmost depths of self - decep tion" (282), With this 
perfectly coherent but false account of the mysterious arrest, 
Razumov ought to feel perfectly safe: the principal fact 
about his past has been concealed. But he does not yet feel 
assured: "Has she told me everything that correspondent of 
hers has found out?" he asks (277). He has a Ilnervous longing 
in his fingers to tear some sort of confession out of her 
throat" (280) . When Antonovna mentions, just before they 
part, that Ziemianitch believed he had been beaten by the 
devil, he thinks: "It was obvious that she did not make much 
of the story (about the devilj--unless, indeed, this was the 
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perfection of duplicity" (281). Even now, he cannot feel 
safe, the possibility of counter - deception can never be dis-
missed. 
At times during the conversation, Razumov takes mali·-
cious delight in deceiving Antonovna: 
It gave him a feeling of triumphant pleasure 
to deceive her out of her own mouth. The 
epigrammatic saying that speech has been 
given to us for the purpose of concealing our 
thoughts came into his mind. (261) 
But this enjoyment is contradicted by his "newborn desire of 
safety with its independence from that degrading method of 
direct lying which at times he [finds] it almost impossible to 
practice" (279 - 280). His longing for air manifests itself in 
the course of the conversation : 
The choking fumes of falsehood had taken him 
by the throat --t he thought of being condemned 
to struggle on and on in that tainted atmos -
phere without the hope of ever renewing his 
strength by a breath of fresh air. (269) 
This longing finally leads to action in the climax of the 
novel, when Razumov attempts to liberate himself from the 
necessity of compromised and guarded talk by confessing to 
Natalia and to the revolutionaries. 
IV 
Razumov's yearning for safety is satisfied for a 
moment immediately after he leaves Antonovna . He finds 
"precisely what he needed" (290) on an island, an 
"unfrequented tiny crumb of earth named after Jean Jacques 
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Rousseau" (290) . For Razumov the island is simply a place to 
which he can retire to write his first spy report; for the 
reader it is a symbolic set piece. The statue of Rousseau is 
specifically described as the "effigy of the author of the 
Social Contract" (291) in or'der to highlight two central 
themes of the novel: the concern with the relationship 
between the individual and society, and the preoccupation with 
words. A brief passage from Grimsley's article on Rousseau in 
The Encyclopedia of Phi losophy points to the significance of 
the scene. According to Grimsley, Rousseau argued that 
Man's participation in society must be con-
sistent with his existence as a free and 
rational being .... The institution of any gen-
uine political society must be the result of 
a social pact, or free association of 
intelligent human beings who deliberately 
choose to form the type of society to which 
they will owe aUegiance .... (1967, 222) 
By placing Razumov- - the individual who once hoped to shape his 
future in society by the "free use of his intelligence" (83)- -
on the island, Conrad clearly irltends to undermine this 
idealistic conception of man's social existence. The novel 
presents a society in which individual choice is consistently 
denied, either by subtle forms of deception and persuasion, or 
by undisguised forms of c~ercion. Though it does not finally 
deny the importance of the individual's independence from the 
social forces that influence him, it does suggest that Rous-
seau's views are naive. Independence for the individual is, 
as we shall see, achieved only at great cost in the political 
world of Under Western Eyes. Moreover, in order to enable 
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free and undeceived choice, Rousseau's ideal society would 
require either that language never be used to mislead others 
or that the individual be incapable of being deceived, or 
both. For Rousseau, language would be the ideal form of the 
"social contract" entered into by the members of a particular 
society . Betrayal, in the form of lies or concealments, would 
he unknown. Rut, as the novel demonstrates, this expectation 
is (to say the least) unrealisti c. What is more--and this is 
surely part of Conrad's intention in this scene--Rousseau's 
writings themselves, as represented by the Social Contract, 
are an instance of man's ability to project compelling but 
false views of the world. That is, the reference to Rous-
seau's words on the individual and society, in this context, 
is part of the nov e l's general critique of language. 
On the island, Ra7.umov's desire to escape the condi -
tions of his life manifests itself more clearly . Fogel argues 
that as the novel unfolds "Razumov has a growing figurative or 
symboli c wish to be deaf--figurative, not physical" (1985, 
189). In other words, Razumov wishes to escape the complex, 
and for him hazardous, business of human communication. This 
wish is fulfilled ephemerally on the island. He listens "with 
interest" to the "faintly accentuated murmurs of the current 
breaking against the point of the island" (291), and it occurs 
to him that 
this was about the only sound he could listen 
to innocently, and for his own pleasure, as 
it were. Ye&, the sound of water, the voice 
of the wind--completely foreign to human pas-
sions. All the other sounds of this earth 
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brought conlamination to the solitude of a 
soul. (291) 
The teacher adds fastidiously: !'This was Mr. Razumov's feel -
ing, the soul, of course, being his own, and the word being 
used not i n the theological sense, but standing, as far as I 
can understand it, for that part of Mr. Razumov which was not 
his hody, and more specially in danger from the fires of this 
earth" (291-292). Razumov I S anguish is, as the teacher 
implies, wholly secular. His desire lo escape the conlaminat -
ing influence of compromised speech and writing is directly 
related to his des i re to escape the historical and political 
circumstances of this world. The island scene is a turning 
point for Razumov, as it is there that his vague longings are 
defined and recognized. This recognition leads to the confes-
sions which constitute the climax of the novel. 
At the beginning of the second section of Part IV, the 
concern with trust and betrayal, And the related preoccupalion 
with forms of concealment (till now manifested in the public 
and political world of the novel), are brought to bear in the 
sphere of personal relations . In order to ease her mother's 
"unhappy state" (322) after the news of her son's death, 
Natalia has decided not to tell her that Razumov is in Geneva. 
But far from easing the situation, this merely serves to 
aggravate it. Mrs. Haldin suspects her daughter of concealing 
something from her, and the bond of trust between them is 
broken. Natalia explains to the teacher: 
She is in a terrible state of agitalion. 
It's all my fault; I suppose I cannot playa 
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part; I've never before hidden anything from 
mother .... But you know yourself the reason 
why I refrained from telling her at once of 
Mr. HC:izurnov's Arrival h ere .... I 8m no 
actress. My own feeling's being strongly 
engaged, J' somehow . .. J' don't know. She 
noticed something in my manner. She thought 
I was concealing something from her .... Good-
ness knows what suspi cions arose in her mind . 
(321-322, italics mine) 
Most imp o rtantly, Natalia cannot playa part, she cannot 
deceive her mother even by omission, and the reason for this 
is that her "feelings" are "strongly engaged ll , In the final 
scenes of the novel "feelings" - - particularly the love that 
binds personal relations--are a force that overrides the 
deceptions and ~oncealmenls unavoidable in the public sphere. 
The possibility of a felt bond between two people, which is 
neither poli1ically nor i deologi cally mo1ivated, invites open 
and uncornpromised comm un icatio n . 
In an a1tempt 10 resolv e the conflict between mother 
and daughter , the teacher and Natalia try to find Razumov. 
They are unsuccessful, but in the process of trying 10 find 
him, Natalia is given an important piece of information by 
Antonovna . In one of the novel's last inslances of the unwit -
ting transmission of error, Antonovna tells her that Baldin 
was betrayed by Ziemiani1ch. She and the teacher return to 
the Baldins' home, only to discover that Razumov has arrived 
of his own accord, and 1hat he is talking to Mrs. Baldin. 
They wait in the ante-room for him to finish. 
What Razumov says to Mrs. Baldin while he is alone 
with her i s not immediately clear, and the teacher is unreli-
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able on this point. He says towards the end of the novel: 
"What tale, precisely, he told [Mrs. Haldin} cannot be known - -
at any rate, I do not know it ... " (372). This is untrue. The 
teacher - as - character would not have known, but the teacher-as-
narrator could discover what was said, since the reader is 
able to. First, the reader knows that Razumov goes to the 
Haldins' home intending to tell them the tale about 
Ziemianitch; and, second, when he comes out of the room in 
which he was speaking to Mrs. Haldin, he sees Natalia and asks 
himself: "Musl J repeat that silly story now?" (341). The 
reader can assume, on this evidence, that he lied to Mrs. 
Haldin: he told her that her son was betrayed by Ziemianitch. 
But, as the teacher makes clear, he "failed to gain the con-
fidence of Victor Haldin's mother" (372). He adds: "She had 
not believed him. Perhaps she could no longer believe any 
one, and consequently had nothing to say to any one '--not even 
her daughter" (372). Mrs. Haldin' s death is the resul t, at 
least in part, of the failure of trust and, consequently, of 
the failure of genuine communication. 
in isolaliorl and silence. 
Significantly, she dies 
For Razumov the "fifteen minutes with Mrs. Haldin 
(are) like the revenge of the unknown" (340). After he has 
told her the false story about her son's betrayal, he thinks 
triumphantly that "nothing could touch him now; in the eyes of 
the revolutionists there was now no shadow on his past" (340). 
He feels that the "phantom of Haldin (has) been indeed walked 
over" (340). But he underestimates the effect of the mother's 
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silence. It 'is t.he silence of mell.ernal i"ee.li JJ/J, and he finds 
it alarming and incomprehensible. 
The silence which had fallen on his last 
words had lasted for five minutes or more. 
What did it mean? Before its incompre -
hensible character he became conscious of 
anger in his stern mood, t.he old anger 
against Haldin reawakened by the contempla-
tion of Haldin's mother . And was it not 
something like enviousness which gripped his 
heart , as if of a privilege denied to him 
alone of all the men that had eve r passed 
through this world? (340 - 341) 
For Ra zumo v, who has both abused and been abused by words, the 
truth about himself, particularly about his alienat.ion from 
the heart's affections, is disclosed 1n a moment of silence. 
I n this i nstanc e, silence is not the absence of communication, 
but rather com mun ication unmediated, and in this case 
undistorted, by words. He recognizes that "it's myself whom I 
have given up to destruction" (341), and that the person on 
the rack, whose face he could not. see, is himself. "Alarmed 
by [this] discovery" (341), he strides out of the room only to 
be confronted by Natalia. 
The answer to the question "Must I repeat. that silly 
sto ry now?" (341), which Razumov asks himself when he sees 
Natalia, can only be g iven in the negative. As he discovers, 
she has already been misinformed by Antonovna--he need not 
deceive her by speaki ng, by causing her to believe something 
false, he can simply remain silent, thereby allowing her to 
continue believing what is false. But, as it turns out, he 
cannot bring himself to deceive her at all. The ensuing con ·· 
versation between them is a study of delayed revelation, where 
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Hazumov for the first time in the novel attempts to speak the 
whole truth to another. Natalia, who has been "utterly misled 
by her own enthusiastic ini.erpretation of two lines in the 
letter of a visionary" (354), is "unable to see the truth 
struggling on his lips" (354). But she is not the only person 
who is "unable to see". The teacher-as - character believes 
that he is witnessing a moment of understanding between two 
lovers. 
The period of reserve was over; he was corning 
forward in his own way. I could not mistake 
the sign .ificaJ1ce of this .late vis.it, for in 
what he had to say there was nothing urgent. 
The true cause dawned upon me: he had dis -
covered that h e needed her--and she was moved 
by the same feeling. 
(347, i tAl ics mine) 
As we shall see, the teacher's interpretation of the scene is 
not entirely false : he is wrong about the nature of Razumov's 
confession, but right about what motivates it. As a man who 
has never experienced personal relationships of any kind--
relations between people that are motivated by nothing other 
thHn mutual affection (like family relations, or love rela-
tions) and which depend on open, uncompromised communication--
Razumov is at first unAble to comprehend the feelings that 
motivate his co nfession. At this point he knows only that 
these feelings make it impossible for him to deceive Natalia. 
This leads to a typical Conradian paradox. As Berthoud puts 
it: "as her love for him makes his possession of her a pos -
sibility, so his love for her places her finally out of his 
reach" (1978, 182). 
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Till the moment of his confession, the only discourse 
that Razumov has--unblighted by deceptions, concealments, and 
compromise--is his written discourse with himself. This takes 
the form of a wr itten journal, which contains his "mental and 
psychological self-confession (and] self-analysis" (308), and 
which is, according to the teacher, "the pitiful resource of a 
young man who h ad near him no trusted intimacy, no natural 
affection to turn to" (308 - 309). But the journal is a self -
enclosed form of dis c ourse : it is an expression of Razumov's 
isolation, rath e r than a way out of it. At one point the 
teacher describes the document that forms the basis of his 
narrat.ive: 
The very words I use in my narrative are 
written where their sincerity cannot be 
suspected. The record, which could not have 
been meant for anyone's eyes but his own, 
was not, I think, the outcome of that strange 
impulse of indiscretion common to men who 
lead secret lives .... Mr. Razumov looked at 
it, I suppose, as a man looks at himself in a 
mirror, wilh wonder, perhaps with anguish, 
with anger or despair. (214) 
The mi r ror comparison is apt: like a man who looks at himself 
in a mirror, Razumov is estranged from genuine relations which 
demand that th e other be other, not simply an imag e of the 
self. In o ther words, his talking to himself is sincere but 
futile. Only when he finally addresses Natalia in his 
journal, and sends it to her, does it become a way out of his 
solitary confinement. 
Having told Natalia the truth about himself, and her 
brother's arrest, Razumov returns to his rooms in order to 
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write the final entry in his journal. At first "his express-
ion is baffled by the novelty and the mysteriousness of that 
side of our emotional life to which his solitary existence had 
been a stranger" (357 - 358). Then he addresses her directly, 
saying: tlyou were appointed to undo the evil by making me 
betray myself back into truth and peace" (358). The recogni -
tion about himself that began while he was speaking to 
Antonovna, and that. was clarified on the island, is completed 
by Natalia: "the truth shining in you drew the truth out of 
me" he writes (361). In all respects she is his opposite: 
says of her during their final conversation: 
Of you he [HaldinJ said that you had trustful 
eyes .... It meant that there is in you no 
guile, no deception, no falsehood, no 
suspicion--nothing in your heart that could 
give you a conception of a living, acting, 
speaking lie, if ever it carne in your way. 
(349) 
As this suggests, her innocence is also a kind of blindness, 
he 
but she is freed from this limitation at the end of the novel. 
The truth she draws out of him is clear: "In giving Victor 
Haldin up, it was myself, ufter all, whom I have betrayed most 
basely .. . . It is through you that I came to feel this so 
deeply" (361). By betraying Haldin, Razumov betrays himself 
out of open and trusting relations with others, and out of 
direct, uDcompromised communication. Though living in the 
world, he is cut off from it by the constraints placed upon 
his speech and actions. His confessions-- the first is per '-
sonal, the second (to the revolutionaries) is public and 
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political--are an attempt to "escape from the prison of lies" 
(363) that his life has become. 
Both Natalia and Razumov achieve, in different ways, a 
form of personal independence in the world in which they find 
themselves. For Natalia this is achieved through suffering, 
but the e ffect it has on her life is positive. At their final 
meeting, the teacher observes: 
She gave me a new view of herself, and I mar-
velled at that somet hing grave and measured 
in her voice, in her movements, in her man-
ner. It was the perfeclion of collected 
independence. The strength of her nature had 
come to surface because the obscure dept hs 
had been stirred. (373) 
She no longer requires the sanction of olhers in order to act, 
as she had needed her brother's assurances. Though she does 
not abandon her Utopian vision of the future, the reader feels 
that her idealism is now comparatively clear-eyed. She says 
of herself at the end: "My eyes are open at lasl and my hands 
are free now" (376) . 
RHzumov's independence is not. as positive as this. He 
says himself in the last sentence of his journal: "I am 
independent - -and therefore perdition ~s my lol" (362). 
Nat alia's independence can be positively defined as the free-
dam to act; the independence Razumov achieves can be defined 
only n egative ly as freedom from coercion, deception, and self-
deception. His decisjon to confess to the revolutionaries, 
when he has for the first time been made safe by the false 
story aboul Haldin's betrayal, is a delibernte act of lhe 
wi 11. He need not have confessed (in fact it was in his own 
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best interests not to), but in doing so he makes an independ-
ent moral sland which liberates him from external ~onslraint. 
His final words to the revolutionaries are memorable: 
I beg you La observe . .. that I had only to 
hold my tongue. To - day, of all days since I 
came amongst you, I was made safe, and to - day 
I made myself free from falsehood, from 
remorse-- independent of every single human 
being on this earth. (368) 
When silence is a form of deception by omission, Razumov dis -
covers that he must speak, and, as Antonovna says, "There's 
characler in such a discov er y" (380). Bul to make A moral 
declaration in an immoral society is to invite disaster. As 
punishment for speaking the trulh, Razumov is physically cul 
off from the wot·ld- - the revolutionist Nikita bursts his ear-
drums. The point of his deafness al the end of the novel is 
to underscore the difference between physical and moral isola-
tion. In the past Hazumov could hear what others said, but he 
co uld not communicate with them. If "a man's real life is 
thal accorded to him in lhe thoughts of other men by reason of 
respect or natural love" (14), then, because others never knew 
the truth about him, Hazumov had no "real life". Now he is 
physically isolated from others, but he is able to communicate 
without concealment, deception or compromise. As a man who 
"has ideas" (379) he is respected by the revolutionaries, and 
as a cripple he has the natural love of Tekla. Ant.onovna 
declares that, though he is deaf and crippled, "he talks well" 
(379) . In a novel which presents so many characters who talk 
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"badly" ) and who do not. lead "real lives", that is an achieve -
ment. 
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CONCLUSION 
Tbe final revelation is that Lying", the 
l:el.lilJg of beautiful untrue things, is 
the proper aim of Art. 
Oscar Wilde' 
The purpose of this thesis has been to explore Con-
rtld's attitudes to language as reflected in four novels . More 
often than not, these novels present language in a critical 
'I igh L: words are shown to foster and even to produce the 
pervasive unr"ealities in human existence. They are in many 
inst.ances lithe great. foes of realily", Yet certain us es of 
language are sanctioned by the novels. For example, the tech -
nical language of the seamen, b ec ause it is us e d for spe c ific 
aIld d ete rminate purposes in parti c ular contexts, is considered 
reliabl e . The va lu e of Marlow's narratives is also endorsed. 
Marlow,s presented as a responsible speaker who is conscious 
of the limits and the dangers of the word . While Conrad's 
nov els cannot be reduced to Marlow's narrativ e s, the argument 
has he e n that in both Heart of JJl.Irkness and Lord .Tim Marlow's 
non - fictional narratives serve as a model for the larger fic ·· 
lions. That is, Conrad's fictions, since they are in part 
about the story - teller and his relation to his society, co n -' 
tain a metafictional e lement. By way of concl usion, then, I 
shall examine Conrad's understanding of the nature and func -
tion of his own words, as reflected, in the first instance, in 
the rnetafictional element of the novels, but, more parti cu -
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larly, as set out in the preface to A Personal Record, A Per-
sonal Record itself, · and the pr e face to The Nigger of' tbe 
tNarcissus) . 
Conrad begins the preface to A Personal Record by 
discussing the power of words: 
He adds: 
you cannot fail to see the power of mere 
words; such words as Glory, for instance, or 
Pity . . .. Shouted with persever"nce, with 
ardour, with conviction, these two by their 
sound alone have set whole nations in motion 
and upheaved the dry, hard ground on which 
rests our whole social fabric .... Give me the 
right word and the right accent and I will 
move the worId. (xi -· xii) 
"What a dream for a writer! II (xii). Yet he goes on 
to acknowledge th"l, in the case of the writer of fiction, 
this is a dream that ought not to become a reality . These are 
"words of extraordinary potency" uttered wilh the "accents of 
irresistible heroism" (xii), which are "more fit for a 
mor"list than for an artist" ( xjii). The kind of language 
referred to is akin to that of the parrot - like Russians (UFt'E, 
4 ) , whIch is appreciated simply as sound without sense, or to 
that of a cOllvinced and self - deceived demagogue like Kurtz. 
Used in this way, by someone like Kurtz, words might inspire 
action and "set whole natio ns 1n motion", but they can pot en-
tially also be used to deceive both the speaker (or writer) 
and his audience. For an artist like Conrad, words ought to 
be used to overcome deception 1n all its forms, and to achieve 
this they must be constrained in a number of ways. 
To be worth anything the words of the artist must c on -
form to the demands of truth and sincerity. 
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Truth of a modest sort I can promise you, and 
also sincerity. That c omplete, praiseworthy 
sincerity which, while it delivers one into 
the hands of one's enemies, is as likely as 
not to embroil one with one's friends. 
(APR, xii i) 
Truth, 0'· the avoidance of misrepresentation, demands that the 
artist be faithful to his subject; sincerity, or the avoidance 
of concealment, demands that he be faithful to his audience. 
The writer must commit himself absolutely to these principles, 
but he must also ensure that his commitment to these princi -
pIes leaves his words free from compromIse, whether it is the 
compromise of fear (in the case of his enemies) or of love (in 
the case of his friends). He cannot succeed as an ari. ist jf 
his utterance becomes like that of Razumov, Conrad's most com -
promised communicator. 
Rul it is not simply the absence of compromise that 
ensures the reliability of the writer's words, since the power 
inherent in words needs to be constrained: first, by the 
reality of the writer's time; second, by the writer's self-
restrainl; and lhird, by the writer's values and motives. 
In the first instance, the writer's words must be con-
strained by the reality of his time. For Conrad, the writer 
of fiction 1S no mere fabulist. At one point he claims that 
"imagination, nol invention, is the supreme master of art. as 
of life" (APR, 25). In this context, the word "imagination" 
describes a creative energy which, unlike the faculty of 
"invention", is engaged in the factuality of the world. The 
stories Jim reads, and the stories of the imperialist roman -
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cers, are merely acts of invention that employ words to pro -
ject fantasies. They embody human desires, wishes and 10ng-
ings but fail to set them in the contexl. of the actual world. 
Conrad's fictions are also central ly concerned with human 
des ir e , but, as acts of .imagination, t.hey never fail to pre" 
sent the tra gi c disparity between the world as man desires it 
to be and the world as it is. Later, Conrad describes (som e -
what inconsistently) the "first virtue" of t he novelist as the 
"exact understanding of the limits traced by the reality of 
his time to the play of his invention" (APR, 95). Where the 
fabulist's words might evade t.he "reality of his time", the 
novelist's are constrained by it. 
In t.he second instance, to co ntrol Lhe in h erent power 
of words the artist requires self-restraint. "The danger 
l:ies, 11 h(~ says, "in the writer becoming the victim of his own 
exaggerati.on , losing the exact notion of sincerity, and in the 
e nd coming to d e spise truth itself as something too cold, too 
blunt for his purpose -- -as, in fact, not good enough fo r his 
ins :istent. emotjon ll (APR, xviii)_ The clearest example of such 
a wri t er in Conrad ' s fiction is Kurtz. As a writer and as a 
speaker, Kurtz exploits the "unbounded power of eloquence- -of 
words- - of burning noble words" ( Heart of Darkness, 118), and 
succeeds only in deceiving himself and others. 
"victim of his own exaggel'ation" (APR, xviii). 
He becomes the 
Most impol' " 
tantly, he lacks a moral quality that is essential for the 
writer of fiction, namely integrity . For Conrad, "taking care 
of his own integrity" is the artist's "clear duty" ( APR, 
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xviii). What he means by this is clarified in the following 
description, which is particularly applicable to Kurtz, of the 
inter :i()r world of the writer's imagination: 
In that interior world where his thought and 
his em()tions go seeking for the experience of 
imagined adventures, there are no polic e men, 
no law, no pressure of circumstance or dread 
of opinion to keep him within bounds. Who 
then is going to say Nay to his temptations 
if not his conscieIlce? 
(xviii) 
Integrity implies "self-' imposed restraint", without which the 
artist, and any unwary reader, can become the victim of words. 
The self - restraint of the individual writer, whose own 
integrity is the only guard against. the many forms of decep · 
tion and self - deception, is considered again later. Conrad 
refers to the words "strictly sober" (APR, ]11) which appeared 
on his mariner's certificates, and applies them to his career 
as a writer: 
I will make bold to say that neither at sea 
nor ashore have I ever lost the sense of 
responsibIlity. 11here is more than one sort 
of intoxication. Even before the most seduc -
tive reveries 1 have remained mindful of that 
sobriety of interior life, that asceticism of 
sentiment, in wbicb alone tbe naked form of 
truth, such as one conceives it, such as one 
feels it, can be rendered wi t.hout. shame .... I 
have tried to be a sober worker all my life--
all my two lives. 
(111 - 112) 
This distinguishes the writer of fiction from the many intoxi -
cated dreamers, like Jim and Haldin, who people Conrad's 
novels. Conrad goes on to say that his sobriety is motivated 
partly by "an instinctive horror of losing my sense of full 
self - possess i on", but also by his "artistic conviction" (112) . 
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[n other words, self-imposed sobriety is a necessary, though 
perhaps not sufficient, condition for excellence in both art 
and life. The intoxicated writer, like any intoxicated man, 
is invariably deceived or self -deceived, or both. 
[n the third instance, to ensure that his words are reli-
able the artist must take care of his motives. In a sense, if 
the motives are what they should be, then the writer will be 
in touch with the reality of his time and he will have the 
self - restraint required of him. The key word in Conrad's 
account of the writer's motives is piety: it describes a core 
value that enables and sanctions the artist's activities. 
Reflecting on his motivation to wrile, Conrad observes that 
nit is a sentiment akin to piety which prompted me to render 
i n words assembled with conscientious care the memory of 
things far distant and of men who had lived" (APR, 10). He 
uses the term laler i n a way that underscores the relationship 
between the writer of fiction and a yarn - spinner like Marlow: 
"An imaginative and exact rendering of authentic memories may 
serve worthily that spirit of piety towards all things human 
which sanctions the conceplions of a wriler of tales, and the 
emotions of the man reviewing his own experience" (APR, 25). 
Wh ere Conrad is the writer of tales, Marlow is the man review-
ing his own experience. Both undertake their tasks in the 
"spirit of piety". This similarity confirms those already 
suggested in Chapters 2 and 3, where it was argued that, in 
terms of" their function, Marlow's narratives resemble Conrad's 
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nove.ls. Now it is possible to add that both tellers are 
similarly motivated. 
What Conrad means by " piety" has some bearing on his 
notion of the novelist as the responsible speaker or writer. 
The word carries with it the notion of responsibility or duty 
(to the subject, the "men who had lived" (APR, 10) ) , and a 
sense of secular devotion. It suggests that the novelist's 
attitude to experience is both willed and disinterested. 
His attitude is willed in the sense that he 
deliberately focuses on selected aspects of his material. 
If he is motiv a t ed by pi ety , his selection of detail will not 
be simply arbit['ary or whimsical; it will be co nstrained by 
the world as it exists independently of his particular pur -
poses. This act of selection, far from distorting or blurring 
the subject, can potentially (if the mot i ve is right) create 
"a form of i.magined life cl eat'et' than ['ea lity" (APR, 15) for 
this reason Conrad believed thal a novel's "accumulated 
verisimilitude of selected episodes puts to shame the pride of 
documenLHry history" (15). 
As one whose respons e La life is disinterested, the 
artist can be distinguished from three other kinds of men, all 
of whom fail, for one reason or anolher, to apprehend the 
Ureal", First, there are the "megalomaniacs who rest uneasy 
under the crown of their unbounded conceit" (APR, 91), those 
who are too concerned with power to perceive the truth; sec -
ond, there are the "ambitious minds who, always looking for -
ward to some aim of aggrandisement, can spare no time for a 
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detached, imp<'t'sonal glance upon themselves" (APR, 92); 
finally, ther e is the "much larger band of the totally 
unimaginative, ... those unfortunat e beings in whose empty and 
unseeing gaze (as a gr e at French writer has put it) 'the whol e 
universe vanishes into blank nothingness'" (APR, 92). All 
three kinds of men, according to Conrad, fail to comprehend 
the "true task of us men whose day is short on this earth, the 
abode of conflicting opinions" -- the task of "unwearied self-
forgetful attention to every phase of the living universe 
reflect.ed . . II In our consclOllsness ... (APR, 92) . In one way or 
another, their accounts of human experience would be unreli-
able: they are either too concerned with power and their own 
special interests, or too inattentive. Things are different 
with the artist, whose task is sanctioned by the "spirit of 
piety" (APR, 25) in which it is undertaken. It is the art -
ist's piety that makes possible an "undesigni.ng response to 
life as it is" (Ber·thoud 1984, 178), and that lends 
credibllity to his words . 
What has been said so far shows sufficiently clearly 
that Conrad's understanding of the nature and function of art 
is radically at odds with Wild e 's. Conrad did not believe, as 
Wilde at times tended to believe, that the artist is an 
"unconditional dreamer" (APR, Ill). For Conrad, the artist. 
has responsibilities to himself, to others and to his project. 
But there is one final difference between Wilde and Conrad 
which is perhaps the most significant. In the epigraph to 
th i s chapter, Wilde argues that lying is the proper aim of 
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ar L . His use of the word is admi tted ly idiosyncraLic and 
provocative (Wilde me a ns something like "fabrication"), but if 
it is Laken in the usual sense ("s p ea k i n g or writing with the 
intent ion to dece ive" ) , then his v i.ews are a direct contradic-
tion of t ho se held by Co nrad. In Conrad's view, a work of 
fi c tion cannot be just if ied without recourse t o some a dequ a t e , 
non · ·proposi tional c on cep tion of truth , and , for this r eason, 
th e intentions of the worthy ar tis t are directly oppos e d to 
those of the d ecei ver . 
As many of Conrad's novels show, words can indeed be 
th e "great foes of reality". In various ways, man's command 
of language is shown to be used for the purposes of mis'-
representation, deception, and concealment. Words are used to 
evade, La o bscur e, or to defer the truth. The artist's words, 
however, are an attempt to b ri ng th e truth out of hiding. For 
Conrad, Lhe "prose artist. of ficLion . .. has h i s place a mongst 
kings , demagogues, pri es ts, charlatans .. . ants, scientists 
... dandies, mi crobes and constel ]a ti()n s. " because his fic '-
tions are "afler all. .. but truth ... dragged ou t of a well and 
clot.hed j II the paint.ed robe of i maged phr ases" (A PR, 93). 
Sin ce it is "only in men's imagi n atio n [that] e v ery truth 
[can] find an effective a nd undeniable exisLence" (APR, 25), 
the artist 1S r equired to "bear true testimony" (A PR, 92). 
So conceive d, the novelist ca n be distinguished, in 
t erms of his intentions, from the many abusers of language who 
appear in Conrad's no vels. The only fig ure who app rox imates 
to this idea of the novelist is Marlow, who attempts, through 
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words, to disclose unacknowledged, and frequently undesirable, 
aspects of experience to his listeners. Like Marlow, the 
novelist does not set out lIto write on ly in order to reprov e 
mankind for wh .. t it lS [as a satirist might], or praise it for 
what it is not [as a panegyrist}, or - -ge nerally -- to teach it 
how t.o behave [as a mora list)" (APR, xv); being "neither quar -
l'elsome, nor a flatterer, nor a sage" (APR, xv) he does none 
of these things, In answer to those who "demand specifically 
to be edified, console d, amused; who demand to be promptly 
improved, or encouraged, or frightened, or shocked, or 
charmed" (The Nigger, x), Conrad makes his famous declaration: 
My task whlch I am trying to achieve is, by 
the power of the written word to make you 
hear, t.o make you fe e 1 - - it. is, before all, to 
make you see, (The Nigger, x) 
If his intentions ar e realized, tho reader might find "that 
glimpse of truth for whi ch [ he had} forgotten to ask" (The 
Nigger, x), Seen in this way, the novelist's words are agents 
of discernment, not of delusion, Like the words Stevens's 
Large Red Man reads aloud to tho "ghusts that returned t.o 
earth to h ea r his phrases" (1972, 320), his words present 
The outlines of being and i ts e xpressings, the 
syllables of its law: 
Poesi s , poesis, the literal characters, the vatic lines, 
Which in those ears and in those thin, those spended 
hearts, 
Took on color, took on shape and the size of 
things as they are 
And spoke the feeling for them, which was what 
they had lacked. 
(1972, 321) 
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